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Abstract

Optical interconnect technology has thepotential to provide larger bandwidth and better noise immunity
than existing electrical interconnect technology for high-speed digital systems. Boththebandwidth andthe

noise immunity are limited in the electrical interconnect technology at the backplane, theboard, and the
multi-chip-module levels byproblems such as reflections, ground-loop noise, crosstalk, frequency-depen
dent signal distortion, and capacitive loading effect However, anoptical interconnect system might still be
limited in density and speed due to optical and electrical crosstalk either from neighboring channels or
through theshared power supply. This thesis is thus focused onanalyzing problems arising from using dense
opticalinterconnects in a high-speed digital system.

Fully Differential Optical Interconnect Afully differential optical interconnect concept is proposed and
analyzed in this thesis toovercome the electrical noise problems. Furthermore, a series of fully differential
driver and receiver array chips with maximum array size from 4 to12 using advanced bipolar, BiCMOS and
GaAs technology have been designed and fabricated. Extensive circuit simulations verify the new design of
the driver and the receiver, which are fully functional at2.5 and 1Gbps, respectively, with the capability of
supporting less than 200ps signal rise time. Inorder toaddress the electrical packaging issues, models ofthe
laser transmitter array and receiver array are developed to examine the influences of system performance
through thermal noise, parasitic capacitance, and coupling through the substrate and power supply. Our
study shows that it ispossible todrive a large number ofdifferentially configured laser drivers and receivers
(£ 32 if the maximum allowable switching noise is25%) at1Gbps ina monolithic integration environment
using a common power supply. Single-ended drivers orreceivers are far more sensitive tonoise, and are not
recommended for this application.

Interconnect Density. Crosstalk models that incorporate detailed device models for each individual optical
and optoelectronical component in a system have been developed and used to evaluate the density ofthe
optical channels in a waveguide array environment as well as in a Wavelength-Division-Multiplexed
(WDM) environment The results show that the interference between the waveguides can contribute asignif
icant amount ofcrosstalk, and the effect depends on the coherence ofthe signals carried in the adjacent
waveguides. Using a1dB power penalty criterion, we show that the crosstalk between adjacent waveguides
must be smaller than -12 dB and -25 dB for wavelength noncoinciding and coinciding monochromatic light
sources, respectively, in order to achieve a bit-error rate smaller than 10*15. These crosstalk requirements
limit the spacing between adjacent single-mode waveguides to « 10 pm. Instead oftransmitting different
channels through different waveguides, it is also possible to transmit different channels through the same
waveguide but atdifferent wavelengths. In contrast toa waveguide-based interconnect system, channel den-
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sityofaWDM-based system usingOOKis limitedby thetransient chirp of thelaserdiodeandthecrosstalk

allowed by the optical filter. The combined effect is significant forhighbit-rate channels. Ourresults indi

cate that a minimum channel spacing of £ 30GHz, witheach channel operating at2 Gbps, is needed withthe

useof commercially available DFB laser diodes and optical filters.

System Requirements. Analytical models for high-speed synchronous and self-timed interconnect systems
have been developed and analyzed to derive system-level requirements (such asrise time, the maximum

allowable skew, and thelatency) of using optical interconnects for high speed digital systems. Optical clock
distribution using single-stage architecture and multi-stage architecture with optical amplifiers has been
evaluated using these models. The results show that such amulti-stage distribution network can improve the
total number of fanout by several orders of magnitude when compared tothat obtained from asingle-stage
distribution network. Experimental results are consistent with those predicted by theanalytical model.

QzW<^7%jG <t^* * ^^t^fs*^?^ "/?--?•/<?/
Professor David G. Messerschmitt

Chairman, Thesis Committee
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

As technology progresses, the demand for highperformance digital systems suchashigh-speed

switching systems for broadband integrated service data network (B-ISDN) as well as general-

purpose mainframes andworkstations for scientific and business applications isunrelenting. Higher

performance can be achieved through exploiting concurrent architectures such as parallelization

[1] and pipelining of executions [2] or through the use of more advanced and faster technologies.

Eventually the more advanced technologies can be applied to the concurrent architectural ap

proaches, achievingincreasingly better performance.

Faster devices are announced frequently [3, 4]. These leading devices include

Super-self-aligned silicon bipolar technology [5],

GaAs MESFET technology [6],

high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) [7],

heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) [8],

Josephson junction technology [9].

These devices routinely demonstrate a gate delay of 30ps or less, and have good prospects in

LSI/VLSI applications. Eventhe speed of CMOS VLSI is improving through either scaling or/and

cooling downto liquid nitrogen temperature [10]. Yet speed of devices is not the onlycriterion that

determines the acceptance of a technology. When these devices are usedin a complicated system

such as a high performance computer, problems of parasitics, circuit design, power consumption

and packaging often dominate over sheer speed. Therefore, it is insufficient to improve the per

formance of a system simply by choosing a faster device technology. Packaging and intercon

nections also have to be taken into consideration in order to optimize the overall system

performance. Currently available packaging and interconnect technology at various packaging lev

els are [11]:



Multi-Chip Module PRINTED WIRE BOARD

Figure 1-1. Packaging hierarchy. A typical packaging hierarchy, from bottom to top includes chips,
multi-chip modules (MCM), cards,boards,and backplanes.

• Chip-to-package interconnections: These technologies include wirebonding, tape automated

bonding (TAB), and flip-chip bonding using solder ball.

• Ceramic and plastic chip modules: Each module made of ceramic or plastic encapsulation

contains a single chip (single chip module or SCM) or multiple chips (multichip module or

MCM). The interconnections on these modules can have multiple signal layers using thin-film

or thick-film processingtechniques.1

\ T*^"1"^111 Packaging refers to packages in which the conductor and insulators are fabricated using depo
sition andpatterning techniques similar to those used for fabricating integrated-circuit chips.



• Package-to-board interconnections: Existing technologies can be categorized as pin-through-

hole (PTH), leadless chip carrier (LLCC), and surface mount technology (SMT). A

through-hole on the printed circuit board is provided for each pin of a chip package in PTH.

Both mechanical joint and solder joint are feasible for this technology. On the other hand,

both LLCC and SMT, which aremore area efficient and provide better signal quality, require

solder joint between each lead of a package and the pad on a circuit board.

• Printed-circuit board: This technology has been around before 1960. The progress over the

past 30 years includes the decrease in the through-hole diameter (from ~840 /xm to ~350

t*m), the increase in the through-hole density (from ~9 to ~ 64 lent2), the increase in the

number of signal planes (from ~4 to ~ 50), and the decrease of the interconnect width (from

~250 fim. to ~ 50 /xm).

As the speed of devices increases, existing metallic interconnect technology is no longer ade

quate due to its performance degradation at high-frequency. Sources of performance degradation

include

• Reflections,

• Ground-loop noise,

• Crosstalk among adjacent interconnects,

• Frequency dependent signal distortion.

We will now describe a few of these impairments.

1.1.1 Reflections

A high performance system requires more than one level of packaging and interconnects to

accommodate complicated logic functions. A typical packaging hierarchy, as shown in

Figure 1-1, includes chips, single-chip modules (SCM), multi-chip modules (MCM), cards, boards,

and backplanes. However, electrical discontinuities exist between any two packaging levels. Dis

continuities may be primarily inductive (such as electrical connectors) or capacitive (such as stubs

in a multidrop net and 90-degree bends in a microstrip line). Depending upon the nature of the

discontinuities and impedance changes, the resultingreflectionsmay be either positive or negative.



Various methods exist to reduce the reflections resulting from impedance mismatch. For ex

ample, a termination resistor is usually placed at the receiving end of an interconnect in order to

reduce the reflections. However, a perfect matching between the characteristic impedance of the

interconnection and the impedance of the load is difficult to achieve because of the parasitic

capacitance and inductance. If the round-trip propagation time between the source and the dis

continuities is less than the rise time of the signal, these reflections can be absorbed by the inter

connect driver with a net effect of an increased signal rise time. On the other hand, the waveform

of the signal is severely degraded by the multiple reflections if the round-trip propagation time is

longer than the rise time of the signal, resulting in a reduced noise margin or/and false switching.

1.1.2 Ground-loop noise

The ground planeof a packaging system usuallycannot achieve zero resistance and inductance.

Any local injection of current from the devices changes the electrical potential at that point. For

a single-ended interconnection, the receiving side has to rely on the potential of the local ground

plane as a reference to determine the amplitude of the incoming signals. Any disturbance of the

ground plane is therefore coupled into the received signal.

One way of alleviating this problemis to transmit differential signals so that the signal can be

interpreted unambiguously at the receiving end of an interconnect. However, the required inter

connect density has to be doubled and thus more signal layers are necessary to accommodate the

increased interconnect complexity. Some of the chips that are already pin-count-limited cannot

afford this option either.

1.1.3 Crosstalk among adjacent interconnects

For a given interconnect density, crosstalk between adjacent interconnects increases as the rise

time of the signal decreases. Furthermore, crosstalk of the transmission lines with a TEM or

near-TEM structure,2 such as slotted linesand microstrip lines,, usuallycouple with switching noise

andmay consume the entire noisemargin if they are not carefully controlled [12]. Therefore, either

the interconnects have to be spaced farther apart or additional shielding lines have to be inserted

2 TEM mode is the fundamental mode supported by a transmission line such as a coaxial cable. The
transmission line structures that can support TEM mode are said to have TEM structures.



between signal lines to reduce crosstalk to an acceptable level. In both cases, the effective inter

connect density is reduced.

1.1.4 Frequency-dependent signal distortion

Packaging discontinuities introduce frequency-dependent signal distortion as a result of the

inductive or capacitive nature of the discontinuities. Additional signal distortion is introduced by

the dispersion and the skin effect of metal interconnects.

The microstrip lines on a printed circuit board are inherently dispersive, since they are inca

pable of supporting a pure TEM mode [13]. The mode's effective dielectric constant is a function

of frequency, causing different frequency components of the signal to travel at a different speed.

This effect becomes significant when the rise time of the waveform is smaller than lOOps and the

signal has to travel more than a few centimeters.

The skin effect also contributes to frequency-dependent signal distortion for metal intercon

nects when the thickness of the interconnects is large compared to the skin depth. Due to the skin

effect, high-frequency components within the signal experience higher attenuation, yielding non-

negligible waveform distortion. In order to reduce the skin effect, the thickness of the metal has to

be lessthan the skin depth of the metal.3 A wider transmission line is thus required to accommodate

signals with higherdatarate while maintaining an acceptable DC and low-frequency loss, resulting

in a net reduction of the interconnect density.

1.2 Optical Interconnects for High-Speed Digital Systems

Because of the bandwidth bottleneck associated with the existing interconnect and packaging

technology, optical interconnect using free-space, opticalwaveguides or optical fiber thus becomes

a viable and attractive alternative to increase the total system throughput. In this thesis, issues as

sociated with using optical interconnect for high-speed digital systems are investigated. In partic

ular, we will examine the potential problemsand solutions of using dense optical interconnects for

high-performance digital systems. In such systems, serialization of data cannot be employed to

3 The skin depth of copper is 2 pan at 1 GHz, and becomes 0.7 fim at 10GHz.



increase the channel density if the data rate of each channel is very high before serialization is in

troduced. Therefore, an interconnect technology withthe capability of providing high density and

high bandwidth is necessary for acceptance in digital systems.

1.2.1 Potential advantages

Dense optical interconnects havethe potential of offering the following advantages:

• More sophisticated interconnection pattern. Light beams from different sources do not inter

fere with each other upon crossing. Very sophisticated 2-D and 3-D interconnect patterns

based on planar optical waveguide and free space interconnect technologies, respectively, can

thus be built from this principle, achieving a higher packaging density and shorter average sig

nal propagation distance.

• Electrical reflection reduction. The reflections due to electrical discontinuities of a packaging

system does not seriously affect the signal waveform as long as the round-trip propagation

delay is less than the rise-time of the signal waveform. Therefore, multiple reflections due to

impedance mismatch between different levels of packaging can be reduced or eliminated by

replacing metal interconnects on higher packaging levels (such as the boards and the back

planes) with optical interconnects so that the round-trip propagation delay of any metal

interconnects is shorterthan the signal rise time.

• Higher bandwidth. The bandwidth of the optical interconnects is mainlylimited by the inter

face electronics and has the potential to achieve amulti-gigabit data rate withvery little signal

distortion.

• Higher spatial density. The potential spatial density of either optical-waveguide or free-space

interconnect technology is an order of magnitude higher than what can be achieved by the

current metal interconnect technology (line spacing between two thin-film metal interconnects

is ^25 fim with a propagation distance less than 7 cm and increases to ^100 /xm for longer

distance in order to avoid large crosstalk between adjacent interconnects [11]).

• Freedom from electro-magnetic interference (EMI). The propagation of light does not gener

ate EMI to interfere with the surrounding circuit, nor canit be affected by the EMI produced



by the environment. As we will show in later chapters, optical crosstalk between adjacent

optical interconnects is usually negligible.

• Breaking of ground-loops. By using optical interconnects, current is no longer transferred be

tween the transmitters and receivers, andthus the disturbance on the ground plane is reduced.

In addition, optical signals in an optical interconnect can not be disturbed by the noise of the

ground plane and therefore the signal quality is improved.

1.2.2 Potential problems

On the other hand, we also haveto be aware of the potential problems if optical interconnects

are used to replace metal interconnects:

• Modal noise [14]. When multimodewaveguides or fibers are used in conjunction with highly

coherent lasers, the coherent interference of different spatial waveguide or fiber modes give rise

to a speckle partem. Fluctuations of the speckle pattern due, for example, to fluctuations in

the spectrum of the optical source, can lead to modalnoise if a mode-selective loss (such as a

bad connector) is present in the optical link. Modal noise can cause a bit-error-rate (BER)

floor whichmight not be tolerable in applications which require extremely low BER. Modal

noise problem canbe solved by either using alaser diode withlarge linewidth orpremodulating

the laser at a frequency comparable to the relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser diode

[15].

• Optical reflections [16]. Index discontinuities are also unavoidable in waveguide or fiber

interconnects. Reflections from the laser/waveguide interface might increase the linewidth as

well as the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the laser. Other reflections due to the discontinu

ities along the optical path degrade the signals arriving at the receiver by reducing the eye

opening and increasing the RIN.

• Optical crosstalk. Optical crosstalk can occur at the coupling between laser array and optical

waveguide array, between adjacent waveguides, or between the waveguide array and the

photodetector array as a result of the high packaging density required by the system. This

problem will be examined in detail in Chapter 5.



• Threshold uncertainty [17]. The large number of interconnects within a digital system require

allof the receivers to be set at the same threshold. In practice, this threshold cannot be indi

vidually adjusted according to the characteristics of the source. This means there is no feed

back between the driver and the receiver to adjust the laser output, which deteriorates with

time. Local feedback might be able to correct for this problem, but the added logic circuitry

would compete for chip area with other logic circuitry. This problem will be investigated in

Chapter 9.

• High density required for optoelectronic components. Each typical single-chip module (SCM)

may have over 100 of signal-I/O's, while a multi-chip module (MCM) can have several hun

dreds to several thousands of signal-I/O's. In order to provide optical interconnect in this en

vironment, we have to be able to fabricate equally dense optoelectronic devices such as

LD/LED, PIN/APD arrays, driver arrays and receiver arrays. This problem will be addressed

in Chapters 7, 8, 10 and 11.

• Propagation delay [17]. The propagation delay of light in waveguide is unlikely to reduce

below the 5.0 ps/mm value currently available. This compares unfavorably with the 3.5-4.0

ps/mm for metal interconnects if suitable fabrication processes are developed to use expanded

PTFE type material as an insulator in multi-chip modules and boards. This seems to be a

fundamental limitation for waveguide optical interconnects. However, metal interconnects

suffer additional delay at each discontinuity as well as require longer settling time due to

switching noise, crosstalk, and reflections. Therefore, propagation delay alone can not be used

to evaluate the performance of an interconnect technology. System implication of this prob

lem is further exploited in Chapter 3.

• Conversion delay. Signals are useful only in their electrical forms. Therefore, electrical-to-

optical (E/O) and optical-to-electrical (O/E) conversions are necessary for every interconnect,

which always involve nonnegligible conversion delay. This problem will be examined further

in Chapter 4 and 9 in which optical amplifiers are proposed to boost theoptical signal power,

thus reducing the number of gain stages as well as the O/E conversion time at the receiver.
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• Sensitivity to noise during E/O and O/E conversion. Existing optical interconnect technology

has more loss than metal interconnection for such distances, due to the insertion loss of the

connector and scattering loss of the surface defects of a waveguide. Therefore, more amplifi

cation and a higher sensitivity to both power supply noise and electrical crosstalk are experi

enced by the receiver. This problem is further aggravated by the high density required by a

dense optical interconnect environment. In such an environment, there could be significant

electrical interference eitherthrough the shared common power supply or through the parasitic

inductance and capacitance. This problem is analyzed in Chapters 7 and 8 and a solution is

proposed in Chapter 9.

• Thermal interactions. Laser characteristics, such as the wavelength, threshold current and

differential quantum efficiency, are strongly affected by the operating temperature. Thermal

interactions between adjacent lasers in a dense laser array could thus significantly degrade the

system performance. A solution to this problem is also proposed in Chapter 9.

Among all these potential problems, optical crosstalks, threshold uncertainty, electrical crosstalk

and thermal interactions result from high interconnect density as required by the system and will

be addressed in detail in this thesis.

1.3 Architecture of Dense Optical Interconnects

In this section, possible architectures for dense optical interconnects are investigated. The

constraints for designing the architecture of an optical interconnect systems are:

• Compatibility with existing packaging technology,

• Flexibility in fitting into the architectures of digital systems,

• Fault tolerance,

• Easy engineering change and fault diagnostics.

In the following, we will first examine the available interconnect forms. Possible interconnect ar

chitectures at backplane, board, and multi-chip module level will then be investigated. Possible

E/O and O/E conversion schemes will also be evaluated.

1.3.1 Interconnect media



Possible media that can be used for optical interconnects include:

• Free-space interconnect. Light travels fastest in free space. In addition, free space intercon

nects also offerthe highest density and the most sophisticated interconnection patterns. Un

fortunately, bulk optical elements such as lenses, holograms, beam splitters, etc., are usually

unavoidable in free-space optical interconnects andthus make the alignment of optical beams

very difficult and unstable with respect to environmental disturbances.

• Optical fiber. Optical fiber has the least loss compared with the other two media, and most

of the technologies used in fabrication are already mature. Fiber ribbon cable also has the

potential of providing reasonable interconnect density with regular interconnection pattern.

However, fibers are incompatible with the existing packaging technology at the boardor MCM

level and they are not suitable for interconnects with very short distance or complicated pat

terns due to the possibly excessive volume occupied by the fiber cable.

• Planar optic waveguide. Passive planar optic waveguides are emerging as a viable alternative

to optical fiber for very short distance interconnects. It has a higher propagation loss than

optical fiber (0.01 ~ 0.5 dB/cm as compared to 0.2 dB/km) but uses technologies that are

compatible with existing PCB or MCM technology. Therefore, it is more suitable for short-

distance dense interconnect applications. However, coupling of light into and from the

waveguides is also difficult and careful alignment cannot be avoided.

1.3.2 Backplane optical interconnects

The function of a backplane is to providea logical bus for all of boards connected to it. Free

space, fibers and planar waveguides are all suitable for backplane interconnects. An optical back

plane can be achieved through using of starcouplers, as shown in Figure 1-2. Each board in the

architecture occupies one input port and one output port from each of the star couplers so that

signals input to any of the input port willbe broadcast to allof the output ports. The totalnumber

of star couplers required can be greatly reduced by multiplexing several channels into a single

waveguide with each channel using a different wavelength.
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OPTICAL FIBER/WAVEGUIDE

STAR COUPLER PRINTED WIRE BOARD

Figure 1-2. Optical backplane interconnects. Star couplers are used to combine and redistribute the data
signals.

On the other hand, a topological bus can also be used to interconnect from one board to an

other, as shownin Figure 1-3. The bus is either folded back at the end or two independent buses

are used because a unidirectional optical bus structure is usually easier to implement.

1.3.3 Board and multi-chip-module optical interconnects

Board-level optical interconnects have to provide interconnects between different SCM's or

MCM's while MCM-level optical interconnects haveto provide interconnects betweenimpackaged

wire-bonded or solder-ball-bonded flipped chips. At the board level, the E/O and O/E conversion

canbe performed within an SCM/MCM, or through separate special-purpose E/O and O/E chips.
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Similarly, the E/O andO/E conversion at the MCMlevel can be performed within the chip where

the logical signals are generated or via separate special-purpose E/O and O/E chips on an MCM.

If the E/Oand O/E conversion is performed before the package isconnected to thenexthigher

level, as shown in Figure 1-4, the electrical discontinuity can be rninimized but the optical align

ment is more difficult. On the other hand, more electrical discontinuity and thus more signal dis

tortion is introduced if the E/O and O/E conversion is performed after the package is connected to

the next level, as shown in Figure 1-5. However, this is acceptable for applications that require

only moderate data rates.

OPTICAL FIBER/WAVEGUIDE

Tx Rx Tx Rx

PRINTED WIRE BOARD

Figure 1-3. Optical backplane interconnects. A topological bus is used to provide communication path
between any two boards connected to the backplane.
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metal interconnect

optical interconnect

PRINTED WIRE BOARD

Figure 1-4. E/O and O/E conversion. Conversion is performed at the same packaging levelas the electrical
signal is generated.

In both cases, there already exist multiple layers of metal interconnect to provide signal lines

as well as power and ground plane. Optical interconnects can be developed on top of these metal

interconnect layers to allow optical signals to propagate from one chip/module to another

chip/module. In some cases, more than one optical layer may be necessary in order to provide

sufficient interconnect density (such as at the MCM level) just similar to its electrical counterpart.

1.4 Differential Optical Interconnection

As discussed in 1.2.2, "Potential problems" on page 7, optical interconnects for a digital sys

tem have the following potential problems:
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metal interconnect

optical Interconnect

E/
'0 \ O/E

MCM \ (\ 1 l\ MCM
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1 optical layer \

electrical layer \
PRINTED WIRE BOARD

Figure 1-5. E/O and O/E conversion. Conversion is performed at the next higher packaging level.

Threshold uncertainty,

Latency due to serialization/deserialization, encoding/decoding,

Sensitivity to the switching noise and power supply noise.

Sensitivity to the thermal interactions.

Sensitivity to the DC level of the data at the receiver.

A fully differential optical interconnect architecture, as shown in Figure 1-6, is proposed in this

thesis to minimizethe detrimental effects arising fromthesepotential problems. In this architecture,

complementary optical signals are generated, transmitted, and received alongtwo independent op

tical channels.
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Figure 1-6. A fully differential optical interconnect architecture.

In a fully differential optical interconnect, the threshold voltage at the output of the receiver

is always located at differential zero, which is halfway between two signal voltage of approximately

equal amplitude but opposite sign, assuming two lasers at the differential transmitter have approx

imately the same average power and the attenuation along the differential path is similar. The

threshold voltage is then independent of the actual power output of the lasers and the attenuation

of the channel. Since the laser drivers and receivers are both fully balanced, the fluctuation of the

current demands from the power supply is minimized, and thus the switching noise is reduced.4

4 An offset voltage is incurred when the laser output power or the attenuation is not balanced along the
differential path. We will show in Chapter 9 that a total of40% mismatch between the lasers, the attenuation
of the optical path, and the quantum efficiency of the photodetector cause a 2.2 dB power penalty.
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Furthermore, the differential structure for both drivers and receivers increases the common-mode

rejection and thus reduces the sensitivity to the power supply noise. Therefore, differential optical

interconnect is very attractive in a dense optical environment andhasbeen pursued in detail in this

thesis (Chapters 9-11). Fully differential drivers, receivers, and receiver arrays have been designed,

fabricated, and characterized to verifythis concept.

1.5 Prior Art of Optical Interconnects

Using optics for interconnections between VLSI systems was first suggested in [18, 19]. Early

systems are mostly based on free space interconnects with the use of holographic optical elements

(HOE) and spatial light modulators (SLM) to establish interconnect patterns. More recent systems

have begun to use both optical fibers and planar waveguides [20]. An interprocessor optical link

has been demonstrated between processor blocks in the Thinking Machines CM-2 at 400 Mbps

[21]. The feasibility of board-level optical interconnect using polymer [22, 23] and silica [24] have

also been demonstrated recently. Both of these prototypes can demonstrate a bit rate higher than

300 Mbps. However, the problems associated withthe high density interconnect are yet to be ad

dressed.

1.6 Contribution of This Thesis

In this thesis, we demonstrate that high-density high-speed optical interconnects can be

achieved in a synchronous digital system environment. The density of planar optical waveguides

can approach 11/mi pitch while the density of a wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) system

can approach 37 GHz channel spacing for an OOK system with direct detection. We also show

that a multi-stage tree-structured optical clock distribution system using optical amplifiers can

achieve a very large fanout (^lO5) for synchronous digital systems.

The electrical interference betweenadjacent channels and from the neighboring digital circuitry

could be a serious threat to a dense optical interconnect system. A fully differential optical inter

connect architecture is therefore proposed, analyzed and implemented in this thesis. We show that

a veryhigh density transmitter andreceiver array (^16 channels/chip) canbe achieved withminimal

adjacent channel interference and switching noise (^0.2% for the receiver array).
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1.7 Thesis Outline

The main theme of this thesis is to investigate potential problems and solutions arising from

using dense optical interconnects in a digital system.

Since the metal interconnects cannot be avoided even in systems employing optical intercon

nects, we thus investigate in Chapter 2 the strength and the weakness of metal interconnects at

various packaging level, and quantify when optical interconnects should be used.

The system requirements for dense opticalinterconnects are investigated in Chapter3, in which

a statistical timing skew model is proposed and used to analyze the timing requirements of various

synchronous systems requiring parallel interconnections. We conclude that the rise time in the

clocks and data signals must be as small as possible in order to maximize system performance.

Therefore an optical clock distribution system usingmulti-stage optical amplifiers is proposed and

evaluated both theoretically and experimentally in Chapter 4. The results show that a very large

fanout from the clock distribution can be supported through this architecture with a proper ad

justment of the system parameters.

Optical andelectrical crosstalk in a dense optical interconnect systemare evaluated in Chapters

5-8. In Chapter 5, the mode coupling within a parallel waveguide array is analyzed. A crosstalk

model which includes the effect of nonzero linewidth of the light source is used to evaluate the

crosstalk penalty. Instead of using multiple parallel waveguides, more than one channel can share

the same waveguide with each channel occupying a different wavelength, resulting in a

wavelength-division multiplexing(WDM) system. In Chapter6, a dense WDM systemis simulated

to determine the maximum channel capacity, taking into account the chirp from the laser and

imperfect optical filtering.

Chapter 7 describes the simulation results of the crosstalk and switching noise in an optical

transmitter array consisting of a driver array and a laser diode array under various packaging as

sumptions. Simulation results of the crosstalk and switching noise in an optical receiver array

consisting of photodetector array, preamp array, and postamp array are reported in Chapter 8.

Both of the single-ended and differential-ended configurations for drivers and receivers are consid

ered in Chapters 7 and 8.
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A differential optical interconnect architecture that minimizes the electrical and thermal inter

ference is proposed and analyzed in Chapter 9. A fully differential driver andreceiver based on this

concept are designed, simulated and fabricated. In Chapters 10 and 11, we report the design and

simulation results of these fully differential driver andreceiver array.

A summary of this thesis and suggestions for future work are given in Chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 2 MODELING AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF

METAL INTERCONNECTS

2.1 Introduction

Metal interconnects have been used inside of most of the digital systems for either point-to-

point or multi-drop interconnects. Even a system employing optical interconnects still cannot

avoidusingmetal interconnects aspart of its transmission paths. Therefore it is important to realize

the strength and weakness of metal interconnects at various packaging levels so that optical inter

connects can be used to supplement at those places where metal interconnects become the per

formance bottleneck.

A high speed digital system usually assumes a controlled-impedance environment, in which a

constant characteristic impedance is maintained for its metal interconnects in order to minimize

signal distortion and reflections. However, electrical discontinuity cannot be completely avoided

even in suchan environment. Several types of discontinuities usually arise in this environment:

• Connector discontinuities. Due to the lack of a reference (ground) plane, the characteristic

impedance of connectors such as bonding wires is very difficult to control.

• Via discontinuities. In general, multichipmodules, cards, and boards can have more than one

signal plane. Vias are used for signals to pass from one signal plane to another. However, the

characteristic impedance of these vias is also difficult to control due to the lack of a reference

plane.

• Signal-line bends and T-junctions. For routing purposes, some of the signal paths on a signal

plane have to be bent by 45 degrees or 90 degrees. In othercases, signal line splitting is nec

essary in order to provide fan-out. Both of these cases create electrical discontinuities.

• Other line andvias (OLV) discontinuities. Ideally, a continuous ground or power plane can

providethe best shielding and isolation between signal planes. However, due to the viaswhich

are necessary for signals to pass from one signal plane to another, the ground and power plane

are usuallyconfigured as a mesh plane instead of a continuous plane. Adjacent transmission
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lines and vias surrounding a signal transmission line may increase its line capacitance and

inductance andmodify its local characteristic impedance.

These effects, together with the dispersion, skin effect, crosstalk, and switching noise, introduce

intersymbol interference as well as signal distortion andlimit the bandwidth of metalinterconnects.

Transmission fines for interconnects in a high-speed LSI/VLSI system have been analyzed in

[25-32]. Signal dispersion and distortion in microstrip lines at the multi-chip module (MCM) and

printed circuit board (PCB) levels have beenanalyzed and simulated, for example, in [13, 33]. A

linear source and a resistive load are usuallyused for analysis as well as simulations while the dis

continuities of a transmission path are mostly ignored. On the other hand, various types of elec

trical discontinuities that canbe found in a transmission linehavebeen analyzed in [34] while their

implications on waveformdistortionis reported in [35, 36]. Signal distortion at a systemlevelthat

includes driver and receiver circuits, transmission lines, and packaging discontinuities is simulated

andevaluated in [37]. However, only the discontinuity due to bonding wire at a chip boundary is

considered.

In this chapter, we investigate the signal distortion due to skin effect, DC loss, and electrical

discontinuities at various package boundaries.5 Using a strategy similar to [37], we simulate eye

patterns of the following systems

• From one chip to another chip located on the same multi-chip module (MCM),

• From one chip to another chip located on a different MCM, and

• From one chip to another chip located on a different board,

with various interconnect lengths and signal rise time.

From these simulations, we have found that

• For a short distance MCM interconnect (^ 3 cm for signal rise time ^ 200 ps), signal propa

gation is insensitive to the electrical discontinuities. The bandwidth can exceed several GHz.

s The parameters and models for the multi-chip module used in this chapter are characterized by W. P.
Smetana of IBM General Technology Division, East Fishkill, New York. The parameters of the thin-film
microstrip lines are characterized by A. Deutsch of IBM T. J. Watson Research Center.
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• Rise-time degradation becomes significant forlonger MCM interconnect (^ 5 cm for signal rise

time <£ 200 ps) due to the lossy nature of thin-film transmission lines.

• Significant ringing (^ 25 %) and reflections (£ 20 %) can be observed at the board and

backplane interconnect level and can limit the maximum transmission bandwidth to less than

500 MHz.

From these results, we show that it would be very difficult for optical interconnects to compete

with electrical interconnects at the on-chipand short-distance multi-chip module interconnects even

in the gigabit regime. It becomes more attractive to employ optical interconnects at the long

distance multi-chip modulelevel, board level, andbackplane level interconnects for abit rate higher

than 500 Mbps.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 evaluates the signal distortion of

MCM-level interconnects, while Section 3 evaluates the signal degradation of board-level inter

connects. Backplane level interconnects are evaluated in Section 4. This chapteris summarized in

Section 5.

2.2 Multi-Chip Module Level Metal Interconnects

2.2.1 Modeling

In a multi-chip module (MCM) environment, chips are either wire-bonded or flipped and

soldered onto the multilayer substrate of an MCM. The substrate can be made of A1203 (NEC),

glass ceramic (Hitachi, IBM), silicon (AT&T), polyimide, alumina or sapphire [11]. In such an

environment, signals from an on-chip driver have to pass through bonding pads, bonding wires (or

solder balls if the chip is flip-chip-bonded), vias (between the surface of the substrate and the signal

layer), microstrip lines (on the MCM), vias (between the signal layer and the surface of the

substrate), bonding wires (or solder ball), bonding pads before the signals can reach the receiver of

another chip. This structure is shown in Figure 2-1. An equivalent circuit for a chip-MCM-chip

interconnect is shown in Figure 2-2.

The microstrip line on a multi-chipmodulehasbeen modeledby a lossy transmission linewith

skineffect. We assume the characteristic impedance is 50Q, signal propagation delay is 6.45 ps/mm,

and DC resistance is OASCljmm. The bonding pad is modeled by a capacitor (100 fF) while the
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solder ball is modeled by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2-3 [36], with C=604/F,

R= 0.137612, L= 4.065/ir7. For flip-chip solder balls approximated by cylinders in parallel and

placed orthogonally between ground planes, simple formulas for L, Cand Rused in Figure 2-3 can

be developed [36, 38]. We can also use the same equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2-3 to model

the vias between solder balls and the signal layers. The parameters used in the simulations for the

vias are R = 0.0112, L = 0.468/i//, and C= 139.5/F.

This equivalent circuit for modeling the discontinuity is accurate as long as the propagation

delay through the discontinuities is much smaller than the rise-time of the signal. As the rise time

approaches the propagation delay through the discontinuities, more than two sections of the same

solder ball

MCM substrate

\
POWER PLANE

GROUND PLANE

SIGNAL PLANE

MCM pins

Figure 2-1. Structure of an electrical path for an MCM interconnect
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Figure 2-2. Circuit model of a typical multi-chip module interconnect Signals from the differential driver
have to go through bonding pad,bonding wire, vias from the surface to a signal layer, MCM
microstrip lines, vias from the signal layer back to the surface, bonding wire, bonding pad,and
to the differential receiver.

equivalent circuit can be cascaded together so that the propagation delay of each individual section

is still much smallerthan the signal rise time.

Fully differential metal interconnects are assumed throughout the simulations, so that

ground-loop noise canbe ignored. The driver and the receiver in Figure 2-2 consist of the same

circuit, as shown in Figure 2-4 (which is a modification from the schematics shown in [37]). The

receiver has an on-chip 5012 termination resistor for each input. This design has been shown to

have better performance than the one with off-chip termination in [37]. A single-stage voltage

follower serves asa buffer for the input signals, while the output is anopen-collector current-switch
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Figure 2-3. Equivalent circuit for a electrical discontinuity. This equivalent circuit is very general and can
be applied to almost all sorts of discontinuities.

configuration sothat thecollectors attheoutput ofthedriver sink current from thereceiver through

the transmission line. The bipolar transistors used in these simulations have an fr exceeding 20

GHz. Biasing of the circuit has beenoptimized to achieve the maximum fr.

A 40-bit pseudo random sequence at 200 Mbps is used for the input to the driver while the

complement of this sequence is applied to the complementary input of the driver. The outputsare

sampled at the input point to the receiver before the waveform is reshaped. The simulated differ

ential output voltage, which is the voltage difference between the signal channel and its comple

mentary channel, are overlayed overa single bit period to generate the eye pattem.
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An eye pattem is considered acceptable only if the eye is at least 50% opened, because most

of the digital logic has been designed to tolerate at least 25% noise margin for either logical ONE

or ZERO.

2.2.2 Simulation Results

Figure 2-5 shows the simulated eye pattern for a differential MCM interconnect with length

1 cm and input signal rise time 200 ps. A ringing with maximum amplitude of 10.75% can be

observed(as comparedto a fullvoltage swing). This ringing is mostly due to the resonance between

the capacitance of the bonding pad and the inductance of the solder ball. Note the transitions that

INP

Vee

QOUTP

QOUTN

Figure 2-4. ECL driver and receiver circuit used for simulations. Ri = RiC= R* = Rs= Rsa = 5012,
R2= Ric = 42012, Rnf= 37012.
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start at 0.3ns. The rise and fall time of the waveform is degraded to 340 ps and no jitter is ob

servable.

Figure 2-6 shows the simulated eye pattern from the same system but the interconnect length

has been increased to 5 cm. The ringing of the waveform completely disappears at this distance.

On the other hand, the rise time is degraded to 1.75 ns while a jitter of ~150 ps can be observed.

The simulated eye pattern of an MCM interconnect with an interconnect length of 8 cm is

shown in Figure 2-7. The waveform jitter remains essentially the same as compared to Figure 2-6

while the rise time is further degraded to 2.75 ns. Severe signal distortion canalso be observed.
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Figure 2-5. Simulated eye pattern of an MCM interconnect Signal rise time = 200 ps, interconnect length
= 1 cm.
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Figure 2-6. Simulated eye pattern of an MCM interconnect Signal rise time = 200 ps,interconnect length
= 5 cm.

Due to the highly lossy nature of the thin-film microstrip lines assumed for the MCM inter

connects, waveform degradation (the increase in rise time) is significant for long MCM intercon

nects while reflections due to discontinuities are negligible. We can also extrapolate the maximum

operating frequency from the eye pattern shown in these figures. Without changing the signal rise

time and fall time, the increase in operating frequency merely close the eye in the horizontal direc

tion. And thus the maximum operating frequency is obtained when the eye is no longer 50%

opened. For short interconnects (^ 3 cm), the mayimiim operating frequency caneasily reach se

veral GHz. The maximum achievable frequency reduces to ^ 500 MHz for longer interconnects

(£ 5 cm).
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2.3 Board Level Metal Interconnects

2.3.1 Modeling

The structure of a board level interconnect is shown in Figure 2-8. In a

chip-MCM-board-MCM-chijp environment, the signals have to travel through the MCM pin, on

board microstrip lines, andanother MCM pin, in addition to all of the signal paths discussed in the

previous section, before the signals can reach the other MCM. The equivalent circuit of such an

interconnect is shown in Figure 2-9. Note that it is a common practice that the signal is brought

down immediately to the MCM pins from the chip output to avoid additional loss due to the

MCM microstrip lines. Therefore, MCM transmission line models are not included in the equiv-

8.
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0X0
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Figure 2-7. Simulated eyepattern of an MCM interconnect Signal rise time = 200 ps, interconnect length
= 8 cm.
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alent circuit shown in Figure 2-9. But the length of the via that the signal has to travel before it

can reach the MCM pin is twice as long as the average length that has to be traveled in an

chip-MCM-chip environment. Therefore, two identical via models have been cascaded to reflect

this increased propagation length. The model used for an MCM pin is identical to that shown in

Figure 2-3 with R = 0.02U2, L = 4.07/2/7, and C= L6SpF.

The board microstrip line is modeled by a lossy transmission line with skin effect included.

The characteristic impedance is assumed to be 50CI. The propagation delay is 6.88 ps/mm, while

the DC resistance is 0.0057 fl/mm. Note that the DC resistance of a board transmission line is

much smaller than that of an MCM transmission line because the density requirement for board

CHIP CHIP

• #♦• #•••

MCM

Cu/uJ uf«uJ uV*juJ Lmm"ulJ

MCM PIN

CHIP

• #••

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

Figure 2-8. Structure of a board level interconnect
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DRIVER
MCM PIN

VIA

Figure 2-9. Equivalent circuit of a board level metal interconnect The signals have to travel through MCM
pins of an MCM, board microstrip lines,and MCM pins of the other MCM in additionto all
of the paths discussed in Figure 2-2.

transmission lines is less stringent and therefore allows the board transmission line to be wider and

thicker than an MCM transmission line. The rest of the circuits and parameters shown in

Figure 2-9 are identicalto those used in Figure 2-2.

2.3.2 Simulation Results

Using the same simulationmethodology described in the previous section, we obtain the sim

ulated eye pattern of a board level interconnect with length 20 cm and input signal rise time 200

ps, as shown in Figure 2-10. The rise time has been degraded to 615 ps while the relative maxi

mum ringing is 21.39%. The increased maximum ringing in this case as compared to an MCM
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Figure 2-10. Simulated eye pattern of a board level interconnect. Interconnect length is 20 cm and signal
rise time is 200 ps.

interconnect can be attributed to the increased discontinuities between the chip output and the

board transmission line. Reflections can no longer be ignored at this propagation distance where

a maximum reflection of 12.83% (as compared to the full voltage swing) has occurred.

Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12 show the simulated eye patterns for board level interconnect with

an interconnect length of 60 cm and 120 cm, respectively. As the length of an interconnect in

creases, waveform degradation due to multiple reflections becomes more serious. Maximum de

gradation (30%) occurs when the reflections coincide with the ringing, as shown in Figure 2-12.

On the other hand, the rise time degradation remains essentially the same (615 ps).
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For the board level interconnect system simulated in this section, we can extrapolate that the

maximum operating frequency is < 500 MHz for a maximum interconnect length up to 60 cm.

Most of the bandwidth loss is due to the discontinuities introduced by the connector between the

MCM and the board.

2.4 Backplane Level Metal Interconnects

2.4.1 Modeling

For a backplane-level interconnect system shown in Figure 2-13, the signals have to go

through a cable connector (BNC or SMA), a backplane cable, and another cable connector, in

addition to all the paths described in Section 3. An equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2-14.

IBM
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i r -i- —n I I 1 1 1 1

0.50 1.00 1.50 ZOO Z50 3.00 150 4.00 430 5.00
THEM

Figure 2-11. Simulated eye pattern of a board level interconnect. Interconnect length is 60 cm and signal
rise time is 200 ps.
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Figure 2-12. Simulated eye pattern of a board level interconnect. Interconnect length is 120 cm and signal
rise time is 200 ps.

The cable connector is modeled by a series of lumped-LC circuits, whose equivalent circuit is

shown in Figure 2-15.

Unlike the situation in a board level interconnect system, it is not always possible to place a

cable connector close to the MCM pin, and therefore the signal has to travel through some board

level interconnect before it can reach the backplane connector. A 10-cm board level interconnect

is assumed between the MCM pin and the board connector in our simulations.

The coaxial cable for backplane interconnection is modeled by a lossy transmission line with

skin effect included. The characteristic impedance of the cable is assumed to be 50£2. The propa

gation delay is assumed to be 3.81 ps/mm, while the DC resistance is assumed to be 0.000676
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Cl/mm. Note that the propagation speed of the signals in a cable is significantly faster thanthatin

a board level or an MCM level interconnect.

2.4.2 Simulation Results

The simulated eye pattern of a backplane level interconnect with interconnect length of 30 cm

and signal rise time 500 ps is shown in Figure 2-16. The rise time of the signal input to thedriver

has been increased to 500 ps since signals with arise time less than 500 psisnot supported by the

MCM pins, as shown in Section 3. The rise time at the output of the interconnect is degraded to

625 pswhile the maximum ringing and reflections are 25 %. The maximum ringing and reflections

are not worse than thatof a board-level interconnect. However, the number of multiple reflections

is more for a backplane level interconnect as a result of the increased number of discontinuities.

CHIP CHIP

W3ES. • • •

MCM
D3 ♦ • «Y

cable connector

E3 ETCT

PCB

CHIP

DT • ♦ •

MCM

n«5

M PCB

Figure 2-13. Structure of a backplane interconnect
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Figure 2-14. Equivalent circuit of a backplane level interconnect The signals have to go through a cable
connector, a coaxial cable, and another cable connector in addition to the circuit shown in
Figure 2-9.

As the length of the backplane cable increases, the rise time of the signal begins to degrade

significantly, as shown in Figure 2-17 (750 ps) and Figure 2-18 (2.5 ns). The waveform is severely

distorted in Figure 2-18.

Assuming the eye has to be at least 50% opened, we can extrapolate from these figures that a

backplane system as simulated in this chapter is limited to 500 MHz for a maximum backplane

interconnect length ^ 200 cm.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we evaluated the simulated eye patterns for metal interconnects at

• multi-chip module level,

• board level, and

• backplane level.

Using the parameters assumed in this paper, we can summarize the following observations:

• The bandwidth is practically unlimited for a short distance interconnect (^3 cm) at the multi-

chip module level.

o

L

y-v-v-v.

L
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t t

Figure 2-15. Equivalent circuit of a cable connector.
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Figure 2-16. Simulated eye pattern of a backplane interconnect Interconnect length is 30 cm, rise time is
500 ps.

• A longer (^5 cm) interconnect at the multi-chip module using thin-film packaging technique

can suffer substantial rise time degradation and the bandwidth is limited to less than 1 GHz.

• Significant waveform distortion (^25 %) and multiple reflections can be observedat the board

level or backplane level interconnects. The bandwidth is therefore limited to less than 500

MHz.

This performance is the upper bound that can be achieved by metal interconnects since we only

considered the single interconnect case and excluded many other potential performance impair

ments that can arise in a dense interconnect environment such as the switching noise and the

crosstalk.
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Figure 2-17. Simulated eye pattern of a backplane interconnect Interconnect length is 100 cm, rise time
is 500 ps.

It is clear from these observations that existing metal interconnects can perform very well for

the short distance MCM interconnect. However, they are not able to support a gigahertz data rate

at the board and backplane level due to the electrical discontinuities present in the signal trans

mission path. Therefore, optical interconnects technology applied at the board and the backplane

level have the potential to substantially increase the system throughput. Furthermore, optical

interconnect techniques can also be applied at the MCM level for interconnect at a longer distance

to eliminate the possible rise time degradations. Optical interconnect at the board and backplane

levels will therefore be the subjects in subsequent chapters.
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Figure 2-18. Simulated eye pattern of a backplane interconnect Interconnect length is 200 cm, rise time
is 500 ps.
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CHAPTER 3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TIMING RULES FOR

SYNCHRONOUS INTERCONNECTS

3.1 Introduction

Synchronous interconnects are commonly used at the backplane and board level in a digital

system. Parallel data channels are sampled by a clock signal transmitted on a separate channel.

The maximum system throughput of synchronous interconnects is usually limited by the timing

skew among the parallel channels. Timing skew can be categorized into static skew and random

skew. Static skew is usually caused by device variations while random skew is usually caused by

circuit noise. Deterministic timing skew models for synchronous circuits have previously been

studied in [39-41], but only the worst-case timing skews are accounted for by these models. On

the other hand, statistical skew models for the clock distribution subsystem have been investigated

in [42-44], but the connections between these models and the system performance are yet to be

established.

In this chapter, timing rules which take statistical variations of timing skew into consideration

are proposed and their impact on high-speed synchronous system design are evaluated. In partic

ular, this model has the capability of predicting theyield6 of a system if the statistics of the system

parameters are given. For a givendevice technology in which the parameters of device fabrication

is known, the yield of the subsystem can be calculated from the modelproposed in this chapter.

Using this model, we derive the relationship between the maximum system throughputand the

timing skew (both static and random) for the following synchronous system configurations:

• Synchronous bus

• Finite state machine

• Feedforward pipelined systems

Two timing schemes are evaluated: (1) Conservative timing scheme. The transmitter cannot initiate

the next cycle until the receiver has received the data. (2) Aggressive timing scheme. The transmitter

6 Yield of a systemis defined as the percentage of fabricated systems that meet the timing specifications.
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initiates the next cycle as soon as the current data has been sent out. Apparently, the cycle time

of a system using the conservative timing scheme is limited by the propagation delay of the inter

connects. However, thistiming scheme has been widely used in synchronous system design because

of the simplicity in its timing verification. Inmanyexisting system implementations, the transmitter

waits at least a round-trip propagation delay before it sends out the next bit in order to allow the

reflections and crosstalk to die out. In contrast, the aggressive timing scheme does not wait for the

arrival of the current bit at thereceiver before it sends outthenextbit and thus tries to pipeline the

transmission process in order to alleviate the propagation delay bottleneck.

In addition to the evaluation of these two timing schemes, we also evaluate the impact on the

performance improvement of a pipelined system vs. a nonpipelined system when statistical vari

ations of the timing skew are considered.

These evaluations show that the impact from an increase in random skew in the aggressive

timing scheme are more dramatic than the conservative timing scheme. For a given static skew (20

ps) and propagation delay (1000 ps),

• The absolute maximum propagation delay of an interconnect limits the maximum system

throughput in the conservative timing scheme. An increase of the standard deviation of the

random skew or static skew from 1ps to 10 ps increases the cycle time from 1020 ps to 1200

ps.

• The random skew limits the system throughput in the aggressive timing scheme. An increase

of the random skew standard deviation from 1psto 10 ps increases the cycle time from 50 ps

to 200 ps.

These results show that the cycle time of a digital system design using the conventional (conserva

tive) timing scheme islimited by itsphysical propagation delay and aninterconnect technology with

higher bandwidth does not help too much. On the other hand, much smaller cycle time can be

achieved by using the aggressive timing scheme and the existing metal interconnect technology be

comes the bottleneck for further improvement of the system performance due to the bandwidth

limitation and performance impairments of the existing metal interconnect technology. Optical

interconnect technology thus becomes very attractive for system designs using the aggressive timing
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scheme because it can offer much higher bandwidth and better performance. These results are also

used in designing a dense synchronous optical interconnect system in which the subsystem re

quirements (such as the maximum allowable static timing skew in an optical receiver array or

maximum allowable random skew in an optical clock distribution system) need to be derived from

the system requirements (such as the system cycle time).

The organization of this chapter is as follows: In Section 2, sources of both static and random

timing skew are identified. Based on this statistical timing skew model, Section 3-5 evaluates the

timing rules for various synchronous system configurations and derives the system throughput.

Numerical results of these timing models are discussed in Section 6. This chapter is summarized

in Section 7.

3.2 Sources of Timing Skew

The basic architecture of the synchronous systems examined in this chapter is shown in

Figure 3-1. It consists of a transmitter latch, a combinatorial subsystem, and a receiver latch. For

simplicity, we only consider the case in which a single-phase clock is distributed throughout the

system, and the clock signals are assumed to arrive at all of the outputs of a clock distribution

subsystem with similar propagation delay with possible static and random variations due to fabri

cation and circuit noise. The results obtainedhere,nevertheless, can be easilyextended to a system

with multi-phase clocks.

Various delay components are defined in the following: The propagation delay tp of an inter

connection segment is defined as the time intervalbetween the 50% data input edge and the 50%

data output edge. The propagation delay tp<u of a latch is defined as the time interval between the

50% clock input edge and the 50% data output edge. The data edge of a latch has to arrive before

the clock edge by an interval greater than tMtttp and should remain stable for a duration greater than

thou after the clock edge. The timing relationship between the data input, clock input and data

output of a latch is shown in Figure 3-2. Individual fwftv or thou might be zero or negative, but the

width of tttt*i> + fad window must be zero or positive. To ensure that the latch operates correctly,

the data input must remain stable during this window, or the latch might enter into a metastable
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Figure 3-1. Architecture of a synchronous digital system.

state in which its behavior becomes unpredictable [44]. The propagation delay tpde through a

single-input, single-output combinatorial system (such as an inverter) is definedas the time interval

between the 50% data input edge and the 50% data output edge. However, the propagation delay

of a combinatorial circuit is usually pattem-dependent, and thus has different values for tPm. and

tpLH, where tPHL is the propagation delay when the input makes a high-to-low transitionwhile tPLH

is the propagation delay when the input makes a low-to-hightransition. In these cases we assume

tpdcM = max {tpHL> tpLH) and tp<tem = min {(nu., to.*}. For a multiple-input single-output combina

torial system (such as an AND or XOR gate), the minimum propagation delay tp<km and the maxi

mum propagationdelay tpdcM are defined as the signal propagation delay of the shortest and longest
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path, respectively, from any inputs to the output. With these definitions, the data transitions at the

output of a combinatorial system can only occur between tpdem and tpdeM. Similarly, the minimum

and maximum propagation delay of a multiple-input multiple-output combinatorial system (such

as an ALU or a barrel shifter) are defined as tpdem = mw.{tp<temJ;j= 1,... ,N) and

tpdcM = max{tpdcMj'J= l,...,N), respectively, where tpdemJ and tp<ieMj represent the corresponding

minimum and maximum propagation delay of the y^ output.

For such a synchronous system, timing skew is causedby the variations in propagation delay

through the clock distribution subsystem, the latch, the interconnections, and the combinatorial

CLOCK

DATA IN

DATA OUT

Figure 3-2. Timing relationship between the data input, clock inputand the data outputof a latch.
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logic. Each of these skew components canbe further divided into a static and a random compo

nent. In the following, we will examine the statistics of these skew components.

3.2.1 Static skew

3.2.1.1 Variation of propagation length and signal group velocity

The variation of propagationlengthand signal groupvelocity is usually caused by the follow

ing reasons:

• Lithography errorcaused by the diffraction limited light beam induces variation in propagation

delay for interconnects on an IC chip, a multichip module or a printed circuit board.

• Local and global variations during the processing steps in fabricating IC chips and printed

circuit boards introduce variations of dielectric constant in the material and causes group ve

locity variations.

Assuming the nominal signal propagation length from the transmitter to the receiver is /, the

nominal signal velocity is v„ the total propagation delay is tp = ~, the deviation of the propa

gation delay of the/* interconnect from its nominal value within a synchronous system, as a first-

order approximation, equals

*<PJ =ti- vT> <31)

where A£ and Avsj are the propagation length and signal velocity deviation, respectively, from their

nominal values. The random variables Alj and AvXt/ due to process and fabrication variation are

assumed to be independent of each other and over ally. The means of Alj and Av,^ are both zero

while the variances are <xi/ and olVt, respectively. The incurred timing skew AxpJ due to variation

of propagation delay thus has mean zero and variance

2 2

=W—f + —) (3.2)
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3.2.1.2 Device Variation

Figure 3-3 illustrates a typical ECL gate. Both of the local and global variations in fabrication

of such a logic gate cause variations in propagation delay. Local variation in device parameters

causes a mismatch between the emitter-coupled pair, resulting a variation in the threshold voltage

and thus the switching time. Global variations in device parameters, on the other hand, cause

variations in various parasitic RC-tims constants and resulting variations in the total propagation

delay.

The threshold voltage for discriminating an input logic ONE from an input logic ZERO of the

jA latch is VTj = Vrj + AVBEJ, where AVBEj = VBmj- VBE%> is the mismatch of the base-emitter

voltage between transistors Ql and Q2. The deviation of the threshold voltage from its nominal

value AVTJ thus equals AVjy + AVBEJ with mean zero and variance

2 2 2
°wT = °wR + °avbe+ 2PwRwBEowRo*vBE (3.3)

where ptvRnvBE *s me correlation coefficient between AVR and AVBE. AVR and AVBE are assumed

to depend on the same set of device parameters such as dopant concentrations. For a waveform

with rise time tr and full voltage swing AK = V0ltE- VZero, the switching instant is

Tr = <r-£pr (3.4)

The variance of timing skew due to local variation (or threshold uncertainty) therefore equals

2 .2 aWT

Note that a shorter rise time reduces the sensitivity of the timing skewto the threshold uncertainty.
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Global variation in device parameters also causes variation in propagation delay. For a given

output voltage swing AV, it has been shown in [45] that there exists a linear relationship between

the delay and various transistor parameters for a standard ECL or CML gate:

To = K&f + £j /^KyRicj (3.6)

where xF is the forward transit time of the electron in a silicon bipolar transistor, Rt's represent the

load resistance and various transistor parasitic resistance such as the base resistance, the emitter

Vcc Vcc

IN o o Vout

Vee

Figure 3-3. Circuitry of a typical ECL gate.
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resistance, and the collector resistance. Q represents various transistor parasitic capacitance such

as the collector junction capacitance, the emitter junction capacitance, and the collector-to-

substrate capacitance. Ky is the contribution from each parasitic RtCj to the total delay. Kg can be

determined from circuit simulation, as shown in [46]. Each ofthese parametersvaries from process

to process as well as within the same process. The timing skew variance o\Tgbl due to global vari

ation thus equals

2 _ k2*1-**- 4. V Yk2r2c2(°^l + gAS

1 J Ofix/TAR, "ArfACj

i j i j

1K..K..R.R.rn AR{^
/= iy= lic= l/= 1 ' * J *

P&RACf&RfAC, PARyACfARfACj
Rfil RkCj )

(3.7)

It is clear from this equation that a positive correlation between various device parameters increases

the variance of the gate delay, while a negative correlation decreases the gate delay.

3.2.2 Random skew

3.2.2.1 Timing Jitter on the Clock Sources

For a system in which the transmitters and the receivers react to different edges of the same

clock sources, jitter generated at the clock source due to noise or temperature drift of the clock

source introduces additional timing uncertainties. For such a system, the variance of the timing

skew introduced is equal to the variance of the clock jitter, ojMtf.

3.2.2.2 Circuit Noise

Noise on the clock or data waveform affects the switching time in the same way as the shift

of the logic threshold. The shift in the switchingtime of a gate is linearly proportional to the noise

amplitude in the input waveform, and is also related to the total voltage swing and rise time of the
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signal. It is shown in [42, 43] that the timing skew due to the noise on the clock or datawaveform

is

,2
J- rc 2cnotse - 2 aN (3.8)

where ofr is the variance of noise on the clock or data waveform at the switching instant. Again,

a shorter rise time here can reduce the noise sensitivity of the switching instant.

3.3 Timing Rules for Synchronous Bus Systems

Figure 3-4 shows a typical synchronous bus structure that consists of at least one bus master

and one or more bus slaves.7 In this configuration, there is no combinatorial circuitry between the

busdrivers and the busreceivers. The clock arrives at thebusdrivers witha static skew reUtttx^ and

a random skew Tetttt3V. Data from the bus drivers are gated onto the bus with a propagation delay

tpdij and a random skew t^,,, while the propagation of data from the bus drivers to the receivers

introduces a delay t^. The receiver samples the data when the rising edge of the clock crosses the

decision threshold. The received clock has a static skew tak^t and a random skew tm^t. The

sampling time uncertainty due to device variation and noise at the receiver introduces a static skew

iDsx* and a random skew td,,^. Therefore, the static component of the propagation delay from the

source to the destination of they* channel is:

^static = rclk,txj + *pdlf + V+ Tdfcw + Tz>w (3-9)

The random component of the relative skew is:

^random = *clk,txs + tpdljr + Tclksxs + rD/x/ + fitter (3.10)

7 A busmaster is defined as a subsystem thatcaninitiate bustransactions (either read or write), while a bus
slave cannot
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with mean zero and variance

2 2 2 2 2 2
^random = aclk,txjr + °pdljr + °clkjrx/ + ^fl/x/ + *yf«w (3.11)

since the random components of the skew are assumed independent of each other.

In the following, we evaluate the system throughput based on the conservative and aggressive

timing scheme.

3.3.1 Conservative design

CLOCK

Figure 3-4. Architecture of a synchronous bus.
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In this design methodology, the receiver uses the next clock edge relative to the edge used by

the transmitter. In order to ensure correct operation of a system, data released from transmitter

latches during a clock transition should arrive at the receiver latches

• before the setup-hold window of the next clockedge,

• after the setup-hold windowof the current clock edge.

The first requirement is to ensure data arrives in time, while the second requirement is to ensure

previously arrived data remains stable until after the setup-hold window. This timing relationship

between the transmitters and the receivers is illustrated in Figure 3-5. We thus require the follow

ing timing relationship:

CLOCK

Tx Data

Rx Data

TIMING

SKEW

Figure 3-5. Timing relationship between the transmitter and the receiver in a synchronous bus. A con
servative scheme is assumed here.
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CLOCK

Tx DATA

Rx Data

Figure 3-6. Timing relationship between the transmitter and the receiver in a synchronous bus. An ag
gressive scheme is assumed here.

' *setup ^ rstaticJ "*" rrandomJ
rstaticJ + TrandomJ ^ hold (3.12)

where T is the cycle time of the bus, TfMrt^ and trautomj are the static and random skew of the jA

channel, respectively, and N is the width of the bus. In order to achieve a failure rate less than P,

for a given systemconsisting of N parallel interconnects, the following inequalityhas to be satisfied:
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N

11Prob[r - tsemp - rstattcJ £ -crandom £ thold - TstaticJ] 2>l-Pe (3.13)
y=l

for a given set of {T,ttrtc,i,.... -cttatieJ,}.

We assume <xL«c><7«iufem, the failure modes of a system are therefore determined by the extreme

values of TJtettCt, and Eq.(3.12) canbe approximated by

' "" lsetup ^ rstatic,I + ^random,!

1staticJ + TrandomJ 2lT + 0?oW (3.14)
/#/

In order to have an error rate less than P, for a given system, we need

Prob[7- tsetup - rmax £ Trfl^m]Prob[TrflmtoOT £ fAoW-Tmin] 2> 1- 7>e (3.15)

since TrfflUfom,/ and t,^^ are independent and have the same probability distribution. Note that only

the first term in Eq.(3.14) depends on the speed of the bus. Therefore, if

PTob[rrautom ^ thou —Tmin] < I—P„ there does notexist a value of T which satisfies Eq.(3.15) since

Prob[r— t„HP —TmMt ^ trandom] is always less than 1. In the following discussion, we will only

consider the timing rules of a system given Prob[Tr<Btttom £ t^u - Tmm] £ 1- P.. If the probability

density function of rrmdom is r(r), Eq.(3.15) reduces to

r *— tump~~ Tmix r°°
J r(r)drj rfT)dr>l-Pe (3.16)

The minimum cycle time Ta^a (or themaximum speed) that can beachieved by abus system isthe

solution to Eq.(3.16):
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min"'ren",+TmiX+ ii-JK^-tj] (317)

where /?(.) is the cumulative distribution function of Trawfcm. The distribution R(.) is a strictly

monotonic function so that its inverse R~'(.) exists.

Assuming the probability density function and the cumulative distribution function of Tmia is

hj{t) and Hi{t)t respectively, the yield of the bus systems for a given distribution of the static skew

is Prob[rmin <> fmln] and equals //Kfmta). Yield of such a bus system is defined as the percentage of

the systems fabricated that meet theminimum system cycle time specification fmm. The probability

density function hj{t) can be derived from (3.17), given the joint probability density function of

Tmax and Tmin is known. The mean value of the cycle time \ir over an ensemble of bus systems is:

fiT~\j\ *setuP+ Tmax +R\ l_/?(f/,oWlTmin) )MTmax» Tmin)rfTmuAnax (318)

while the variance is

~\\\ tsetuP +Tmax +R\ l-rtfo^-Tjnin) )J-^Tmax' Tmin)rfrmirAmax ~& (3-19)2
0"p

where /[tmn, Tmin) is the joint probability density function of Tmix and Tmin- For an N -channel

system with each channel having independent and identical statistics, the probability density func

tion for Tmin, Tmtx, which are order statistics of the T,teHe/s, are [47]:

/ifanta) =W " Gir^f- 'gir^
m 1 (3.20)fornix) = NG"-\rmiX)g(Tm!a)
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The joint probability density function for xmax and t^ equals [47]:

-fanta. W) =N(N - l)[G(rmax) - G^]*"VTmax)iK*min) (3.21)

where t„»x and *min are the maximum and minimum propagation delay, respectively, while G(.) and

g{.) are the cumulative distribution function and probability density function, respectively, of the

random variable TrtBtfc.

If there is no random skew, Tmia is solely determined by Tmix + fMftv and the probability density

function of rmin is a shifted verion of the probability density function of Tm„. The variance of

TmlD is identical to the variance of rmtx. When the random skew is taken into consideration, both

of the mean and the variance of rmin are increased, as it is evident from Eq.(3.18) and Eq.(3.19).

If the random skew of a channel is Gaussian distributed with mean zero and o2random, Eq.(3.16)

reduces to

A-l^ 'r-w-wi ,y, i^ iw-o jV^ (322)
\ * ^°random )\ Z *J* °random J

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function.

Zero rise time has been assumed for the analysis so far. In order to account for the finite rise

time, all of the t^uand tsttup can be substituted by ftoW+ 1/2/,and ttttttp + l/2f, respectively.

3.3.2 Aggressive design

As shown in the previous subsection, the absolute signal propagation delay severely limits the

speed of a bus. In this subsection, we will evaluate a propagation delay independent design meth

odology which can reduce or eliminate the impact from this constraint.

In this scheme, we assume the bus master is responsible to activate a datajralid signal on one

of the bus channels so that the receiver can begin latching the incoming data on every clock edge
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once this signal is detected.8 The bus transactions will be continued until the data_yalid signal is

no longer active. The bus receiver is assumed to use the M* clock edge relative to the edge used

by the bus driver. The timing relationship between the transmitted data and the received data in

this scheme is shown in Figure 3-6. In order to ensure that this bus system operates correctly, it

is necessary to have the arrivingdata edge of any channel earlier than the setup-hold window of the

MA clock edge, but later than the setup-hold window of the (M —l)rt clock edge, both of which

are relative to the clock edge used for transmitting the data. Similar to the procedures used in de

riving Eq.(3.12), we require

™r —tsetup ^ ?staticJ + ^randomJi
rstaticJ + *randomJ ^ iM ~ 1)T+ hold (3.23)
/=l,...,tf; M2>1

Note that M decreases as T increases. This scheme reduces to the conservative scheme described

earlier when M equals 1.

Again, we assume ojtau£>oi<nuiom, the failure modes of a system are therefore determined by the

extreme values of rttatietl and Eq.(3.23) canbe approximated by

MT~" lsetup ^ Tmax + rrandom,I
Tmin + ^randoms ^(M- l)T + thold (3.24)
l±J\ M^l

In orderto have an error rate less than P, for a given system, we need

Prob[A/r - tsetup - Tmax ^ rrandom]?tob[rrandom £ thold - Tmin + (M - 1)712> 1- Pe (3.25)

Assuming the probability density function of rrmdom is tit), we thus have

8 The data_valid signal may not be necessary if the receiver can decode the address from the bus data and
determine whether it is the destination for the incoming bus data.
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'MT-t,.^-^^

' e (3.26)
rMT~ *utup - Tmax f°°

r{r)dr\ r{r)dr>l-Pt
J-<» Jt^u- Tmln + (M - 1)7-

This inequality can be solved recursively:

MT^-l^+r^+R»^ ,_/j(,/i<)H_Tmjn+e(M_ ^j.^ j (3.27)

If the skew of a channel relative to its nominal value is Gaussian distributed with mean zero

and o2random, Eq.(3.26) reduces to

1 1crfc( |A/rmin-^e/»p-^maxl V 1 Uhokj- Tmin +W- l^^l \
2 J*orandom })\ 2 Tf^^ ^ (3.28)
2>l-/>

In our analysis, reflections and crosstalk in data transmission have been ignored. There are

situations such as

• The static timing skew is close to the propagation delay,

• Each cycle has to allow additional signal settling time so that the reflections and crosstalk can

die out.

where using the largest attainable M in the aggressive timing scheme becomes infeasible. However,

the maximum throughput obtained from using the maximum allowable M can still serve as an

upper bound of the real system throughput.

3.4 Timing Rules for Finite State Machines

A typical finite-state machine, shown in Figure 3-7, consists of a state register and a combi

natorial subsystem. Upon receiving a clock edge, the register releases the data into a multiple-input

multiple-output combinatorial subsystem, and the output from the combinatorial subsystem is
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sampled upon receiving of the next clock edge. The clock arrives at the state register with a static

skew Tdiutxj and a random skew Tclk>tx<r. Data from the state registerare gated into the combinatorial

subsystemwith a propagation delay fa, and a random skew xpditr. The propagation of the data from

the inputs to the jA output of the combinatorial subsystem has a minimum propagation delay

tpdemj and a maximum propagation delay xpdeMj- The associated random skew is rpdtr. The state

register samples the data when the rising edge of the clock crosses the decision threshold. The re

ceiver clock has a static skew tc/^,^and a random skew reikw The sampling time uncertainty in

troduces a static skew TD,Xtt and a random skew row Therefore, the maximum propagation delay

of of the jA channel is:

CLOCK

a

OUTPUT

" w
A,,

, _A

COMBINATORIAL M

0 ^
CIRCUITS

%f ^

mmmtmnmt
LATCH

JUU/UAAAili Aji/fliiiiiiiiT

INPUT

Figure 3-7. Architecture of a finite state machine.
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^staticMJ = rclk,txj + tpdlj+ *pdMJ + *clk,xfi + *D/xj (3.29)

and the minimum propagation delay is

xstaticmJ - *ctk,txj + Tpdlj + rpdmJ + Tdfc/x,j + tZ)/jv (3-30)

while the random component of the skew is:

^random —rclk,tx/ + ^pdljr + *pd/ + Tc&/x/ + T/fnw (3-31)

with mean zero and variance

2 2 2 2 2 2
^random = °dkjtxjr + V/ + °>d,r + "ctt/x/ + <^//rer (3-32)

For the finite state machine, it is not feasible to use an aggressive design methodology due to the

feedback from the combinatorial outputs to the state register. In order to ensure correct operation

of this finite state machine, we require

* hemp ^ rstaticMJ + Trandom

TstaticmJ + ^random ^ hold (3.33)

7=1 AT

Similar to the conservative design in the synchronous bus case, ifwe assume alaticpa}andom, Eq.(3.33)

can be simplified to

* hemp ^ rstatlcM"*" ^random
^station "•" ^random ^ hold
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where -rttatteM = max {rttatieMJ j - l,..,N), and tstattem = min {t,ttttiemj j = 1,..,AQ- In order to achieve

a failure rate less than Pt, we require

Prob[r- tsemp ^ rstattcM + rrandonJPToblxrandom ^ thold - TJMricm] ^ 1- Pe (3.35)

The minimum cycle time for the finite state machine canbe obtainedby usinga similar technique

to that which leads to Eq.(3.17):

n-x( \-Pe \
•'min- hemp + rstaticM + & I ~j pTt ~ T 1 (3.36)

V *~ KVhotd - Tstaticm) J

3.5 Throughput Improvement from Pipelined Architecture

Pipelining of a combinatorial system, which is achieved by inserting latches in the middle of a

system, has been a standard technique to shorten the cycle time and increase thesystem throughput.

In this section, weinvestigate thethroughput improvement of a feedforward system with apipeline

structure as compared to that of the same system without pipelining. Only the conservative ap

proach is evaluated here, but the results obtained can be extended to the aggressive approach.

3.5.1 Pipelined approach

For simplicity, we assume a combinatorial subsystem which has similar delay characteristics

among channels (such as in an ALU). This combinatorial subsystem is partitioned into L stages

with each stage having approximately equal amount of delay and a latch is inserted between suc

cessive two stages, as shown in Figure 3-8. Using a similar definition for the delay and skew

components asused in previous sections, the static skew component of they'rt channel of the iA stage

in a pipelined structure is:

^static = *dkjtxjt + rpdtj + tpdcj + *clk/xj + tZ)/jc^ (3.37)

while the random component of the relative skew is:
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^random —xclk,txjr + xpdc/ + rclk/xs + TZ)/x/ + xjitter

with mean zero and variance

2 2 2 2 2 2
^random = aclk,tx/ + °><fc/ + ^clk/x/ + *0/x/ + ffyiff«r

(3.38)

(3.39)

In a conservative design, the data is maintained stable throughout the whole period, we thus

require

CLOCK

I

o
X

o
o

o

I

Figure 3-8. Architecture of a pipelined system.
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* hemp ^ rstatlcjj "•" ^random

xstattcJJ + ^random ^ hold (3.40)

i=l ATy=l L

where i represents the iA channel while j represents theyrt stage in the pipelined structure. In order

to achieve a failure rate less than Pt, we thus have

N L

E[ EIProbC7" ^P~'MttcJU *Random *hold ~htaticjij\ *l~Pe (3-41)
/— i /= 1

Similar to Section 3, the failure modes will be determined by the extreme values of TXMftw> if we as

sume ejtctu^oiandom. Eq.(3.41) can therefore be approximated by

* hemp ^ Tmax + Trandom j>q
rstatlc/s + ^random ^ hold (3.42)
pq&rs

where

Tmax = Tstaticj>q = max- i^stattcjj ' = If JV J= !»••»£}

Tmin = *statlcjrs ~ ^^ i^staticjj ' = 1>~>N J= 1» •»£}

In orderto achieve a failure rate less than P,t we thus require

Pr°b[T- tsetup - Tmax £ Tramtom]Prob[Tranrfom £ ^ - tJ 2> 1- Pe (3.44)

If the probability density function of rmdom is /fr), Eq.(3.44) reduces to
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J r{x)drj Kt)Jt>1-Pc (3.45)
t/u>U~ Tmta

The minimum cycle time 7mln that can be achieved by a pipelined system is the solution to

Eq.(3.45):

Tmm*lpe =hemp +̂max^lpe +*'\ I- R{thold^mmj>tpe) ) (346)

Both the mean and the variance of the maximum operating speed over an ensemble of pipelined

systems can be found by following similar procedures to those leading to Eq. (3.18) and Eq. (3.19)

in Section 3.

3.5.2 Nonpipelined approach

For a nonpipelined feedforward architecture, the static skew component of of the jA channel

is:

I
l=\

rstaticJ - Tclk,txj + *pdlfi + /SstaticJl + rclkjxj + xD/xj (3-47)

The random component of the relative skew is:

N

^random ~ rclk,txs + rpdls + /^pdcjj + rclk/xj + *jitter (3-48)
/=1

with mean zero and variance
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MINIMUM CYCLE TIME vs. RANDOM SKEW
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RANDOM SKEW STANDARD DEVIATION (ps)
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Figure 3-9. Minimum cycle time as a function of the standard deviation of the random skew. Nominal
propagation delay is 1000 ps. The maximum static skew isvaried from 20 ps to 100 ps, which
correspond to Tmix from 1010 ps to 1050 ps while xmln from 950 ps to 990 ps. Both of the
tsttafi and the t^u are assumed to be 10 ps. The error rate is assume to be 10~15.

„2 _ J- _i_ 2
arandom — aclk,tx + °pt*\dlj + No2pdc/ + N{N- l)Pra2pdcjr + aclkjrxjr + ^jitter (3.49)

where pr is the correlation coefficient between the random skew of different stages. rmin for the

nonpipelined architecture thus equals:

'mlnjionplpe ~ hemp + rmax/tonpipe + \ l-R(hold—rmlnjionptpe) J (3.50)
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Figure 3-10. Minimum cycle time as a function of the standard deviation of the random skew for con
servative design scheme. The system error rate is varied from 10"6 to 10"18. Nominal prop
agation delay is 1000 ps. The maximum static skew is 60 ps, which correspond to that Tmix
equals 1030 ps and Tmin equals 970 ps. Both of the tsttap and the thou are assumed to be 10
ps.

The throughput improvement can be found by evaluating T^fr^^/T,..*^.

3.6 Numerical Results

In this section, we evaluate the minimum cycle time for both conservative and aggressive

schemes. Since the expressions for the minimum cycle time are similar for all of the synchronous

buses, finite state machines, and pipelined systems, the numerical results discussed in this section

are therefore applicable to all of these cases.
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Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show the minimum cycle time as a function of arsmAom for the

conservative design scheme. For small random skew {orandom<^ 100 ps), the minimum cycle time is

limited by Tmax + xtttup. The minimum cycle time increases from 1020 ps to 1200 ps as the standard

deviation of the random skew increases from 1 ps to 10 ps. When the random skew exceeds 100

ps, it is not possible to achieve the required system performance (P, = 10-1S) even with large cycle

time, due to the fact that the timing rule xrmiom > x^d —xmia can no longer be enforced. Further

more, increased static skew also increases the minimum cycle time as a result of increased

1000

BOO |-

01
a

UJ

p BOO |-
Ld
—I

O

!S 400 h

200 -

MINIMUM CYCLE TIME vs. RANDOM SKEW

2 3 5 10 20

RANDOM SKEW STANDARD DEVIATION (ps)

Figure 3-11. Minimum cycle time as a function of the standard deviation of the random skew for the ag
gressive design scheme. The system error rate is 10"ls. Nominal propagation delay is 1000
ps. The static skewisvaried from 20 psto lOOps, which correspond to Xa^x from 1010 to 1050
andTmio from 950 psto 990 ps. Both of the ttttup andthe t^uare assumed to be 10 ps.
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fount + tittup More stringent requirement on P, increases the minimum cycle time, which is evident

from Figure 3-10.

Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12, and Figure 3-13 show the minimum cycle time for the aggressive

timing scheme. In Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12, the minimum cycle time is plotted as a function

of the <rrandom for various values of static skew and P., respectively. A similar global trend between

the minimum cycle time and arandom as compared to the conservative scheme can be observed here,

except that the minimum cycle time here is limited by the difference between rmix and r^n- The

minimum cycle time increases from 50 ps to 200 ps as the standard deviation of the random skew

to
a

u

1000

BOO -

E BOO -

2

Z

2E

400

200

MINIMUM CYCLE TIME vs. RANDOM SKEW

delay- 1000ps

tsetup—thold—10pa

maximum static Bkew=60ps

2 3 5 10

RANDOM SKEW STANDARD DEVIATION (ps)

Figure 3-12. Minimum cycle time as a function of the standard deviation of the random skew for the ag
gressive design scheme. The system error rate is varied from 10-6 to 10~18. Nominal propa
gation delay is 1000 ps. The static skew is kept at 60 ps, which correspond to Trux equals 1030
ps and Tmin equals 970 ps. Both of the t„t*p and the t^u are assumed to be 10 ps.
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increases from 1 ps to 10 ps. The zigzag shape of the curve is due to the effect of integer values

of M in the timing rule. As random skew increases, 7mm remains essentially constant until M has

to be decreased. At this time, there is a big step increase in 7^. Similar effects can be observed

in Figure 3-13 for the relationship between the minimum cycle time and the static skew. For a

given random skew standard deviation of 10 ps, the minimum cycle time increases from 200 ps to

400 ps asthe static skew((Tm„ - Tmln)/2) increases from 20 ps to 100 ps.
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MINIMUM CYCLE TIME vs. STATIC SKEW
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standard deviation—10pe
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Figure 3-13. Minimum cycle time as a function of the standard deviation of the static skew for the ag
gressive design scheme. The system error rate isvaried from 10~6 to 10~l8. Nominal propa
gation delay is 1000 ps. Thestatic skew iskeptat60 ps, which corresponds to x^ equals 1030
ps and xmin equals 970 ps. Both of the fM(v and the t^u are assumed to be 10 ps. The
standard deviation of the random skewis assumed to be 10 ps.
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3.7 Summary

A probabilistic timing skew model which accounts for both static and random timing skew is

proposed in this chapter. Based on thismodel, the timing rules are derived for synchronous buses,

finite state machines, and pipelined systems. Both the conservative and aggressive timing rules are

analyzed. In the conservative timing rule, the system performance is limited by the absolute prop

agation delay aswell as the random timing skew. Onthe other hand, an aggressive timing rule can

yield a higher system performance but is limited by both of the static skew and random skew.

From this timing skew model, we have shown that the rise time of the clock as well as the data

is critical in deterrnining the performance of synchronous interconnections. Smaller rise time is

desirable in minimizing the random timing skew due to the noise on the clock waveforms as well

as the static skew due to the threshold uncertainty caused by device variations.

We have also shown that a digital system design usingthe conservative timing schemeis limited

by its physical propagation delay and an interconnect technology capable of providing higher

bandwidth does not help too much. On the otherhand, the aggressive timing scheme can achieve

a much smaller system cycle time and the existing interconnect technology becomes a serious bot

tleneck. Optical interconnect technology thus becomes veryattractive for system designs using the

aggressive timing scheme because its potential to offer much higher bandwidth and better per

formance.
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CHAPTER 4 CLOCK DISTRIBUTION USING OPTICAL

AMPLIFIERS

4.1 Introduction

Optimization of the performance of a high-speed synchronous digital system requires a tight

control of the timing skew among system-level clock distribution network [48, 49].9 It has been

suggested in [42, 43] that optical clock distribution can be used to reduce the timing skew in a

system-level clock distribution network. In a dense synchronous optical interconnect, optical clock

distribution is essential for optimizing the system throughput, since clock distribution usually re

quires the highest bandwidth in a system. Compared with traditional electrical clock distribution,

optical clock distribution has the potential of offering the following advantages:

• Higher bandwidth: The speed of an optical clock distribution network is only limited by the

laser drivers and the optical receivers and is thus able to support clock waveforms with much

smaller rise time.

• Lower distribution skew: The control of the refractive index in the optical fiber or optical

waveguide is usually tighter as compared to that of the dielectric constant of the electrical

transmission lines. The signals thus experience less variation in propagation delay among dif

ferent branches in a clock distribution network [42, 43],

• Free from the capacitive loading effect: The fanout of an optical clock distribution network

is determined by the minimum received power required by the optical receiver. In contrast,

fanout of an electrical clock distribution network is fetemuned bythe driving capability of the

line driver atthe clock generator. A larger capacitive load thusrequires alarger line driver, and

increases the rise time.10

9 A substantial portion of this chapter is from C-S. Li, F.Tong, K. Liu,and D. G. Messerschmitt, "Fanout
Analysis of Multi-Stage Optical Clock Distribution Using Optical Amplifiers," Proc. CLOBECOM'91,
Phoenix, Dec. 1991. (c) 1991 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
10 In practical implementations, electrical clock distribution is usually implemented as a buffer chain [50] so
that the clock driver need not to drive a big capacitive load directly. However, this architecture is limited
by the timing skew introducedby the device tolerance among different buffers.
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• Freedom from crosstalk: Electrical shielding from interfering sources becomes more difficult

as the system operates at a higher speed, while optical clock distribution is immune to these

electrical interferences.

• Freedom fromthe ground-loop problems: Optical clock distribution is immune to the unequal

ground potential between different partsof a system as well as the electrical disturbance on the

ground plane [51].11

Previously, optical clock distribution has been studied under the assumption that there is only

a single-stage splitting of the clock waveform [42, 43, 52]. In this chapter, we investigate the

maximum allowable number of fanout for a given skew budget when the optical amplifiers are in

troduced in the distribution. Our results are based on the semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA)

[53], but the analysis can be extended to incorporate Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) as

well [54].

The results reported in this chapter are:

• An analytical skew model for a clock distribution network is developed and is applicable to

both single-stageand multi-stage optical clock distribution.

• With the use ofoptical amplifiers, the fanout ofa clock distribution network can increase many

fold while maintaining the same clock skew.

• The maximum fanout of a clock distribution network is found to be very sensitive to the dis

tribution skew introduced at each stage. The multi-stage architecture is no longer favorable

when the distribution skew at each stageexceeds a few tenths of the total skew budget.

• In contrast to a single-stage architecture, the maximum fanout of a multi-stage architecture

using optical amplifiers is not improved by using APD's.

• An optimal rise time of the clock waveform exists for both single- and multi-stage clock dis

tribution.

11 Ground loop problems can be avoided in the electrical domain if the clock signals are sent through fully
differential lines.
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The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 describes the architecture for the

single-stage and the multi-stage optical clock distribution network. The timing skew model for

optical clock distribution is established in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 present the fanout

analysis for the single-stage and the multi-stage optical clock distribution network, respectively.

Section 6 present the experimental results based on a two-stage clock distribution network using

an Erbium-doped optical amplifier. This chapter is summarized in Section 7.

4.2 Architecture of Clock Distribution Networks

The basic single-stage optical clock distribution network is shown in Figure 4-1. The clock

distribution is achieved by equally splitting the output power from the laser into d branches. The

clock signal is recovered from the opticalreceiver located at the end of each branch.

In order to increase the fanout as compared to that of a single-stage distribution, optical am

plifiers can be used to boost the clock signal. The resulting architecture is shown in Figure 4-2,

which is a tree with depth N, with each level allowing a different degree of fanout dj. An optical

amplifier is located at each nonleaf branch. Using this architecture, the total number of optical

amplifiers required is E 114 while the total number of leaves is Y14/. We assume clock signals

can only be recovered from the optical receivers located at the leaves of the distribution tree and

tapping from nonleaf nodes is not allowed. In such a distribution tree, any clock signal arriving at

the optical receiver hasto travel through N stages of optical amplifiers.

One additional advantage of using a multi-stage clock distribution network with optical am

plifiers is that theoptical power in the system isalways within eye-safety margin, as opposed to that

of the single-stage distribution in which a high-power laser is required to achieve similar fanout.

4.3 Clock Skew Analysis

In a system-level electrical clock distribution network, the dominant skew components are:

• Mismatch of the propagation delay along different transmission lines, due to the mismatch of

the terminating resistance as well as the line inductance and capacitance of the transmission

lines.
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• Discontinuities at the package boundary, such asthose between the backplane and the board,

as well as those between the boardand the multi- or single-chip module.

• Variation of gate delay among clock buffers, due to the variation in the processing of the

semiconductors.

In contrast, the dominant skew components in an optical clock distribution network are the dis

tribution skew, the receiver static skew, and the receiver random skew.

Assuming the clock distribution architectures defined in the previous section are used, the

timing skew at any receiver of such a network is defined as the deviation of the time instant from

MASTER

CLOCK

MODE-LOCKED

LASER

Figure 4-1. Architecture of a single-stage optical clock distribution.
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OPTICAL

AMPLIFIER

stage 1

KhCtlVLR

stage N

Figure 4-2. Architectureof a multi-stage optical clock distribution.

its nominal value at which the received clock signal triggers the latch operation. The total timing

skewof an optical clockdistribution network consists of three components:12

rskew - ^rdlst + &*rxf + Arrx/ (4.1)

u The jitter generated by the clock source also contributes to the system timing skew if the receiver logic is
using a different clock edge than the one used by the transmitter logic. However, this skew component is
not contributed by the clock distribution networkand is thus not considered in the present treatment
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where Axjuu At^, Ax^ are the random variables representing the distribution skew, the receiver

static skew, and the receiver random skew, respectively. The variance ofthe total skew is thus given

by

"L. = **+. + »*»„, + °\xn, (4.2)

since we can safely assume that all these three random variables are independent of each other.

4.3.1 Distribution skew

Variation in propagation length and refractive index due to tolerance in the fabrication of the

optical fiber or waveguides introduces distribution skew. The total propagation time through a

segment of a distribution networkis x = Injc where /and nare the nominal length andthe nominal

refractive index of a fiber/waveguide segment, respectively, while c is the speed of light. The timing

skewdue to the variation in propagation length andrefractive indexamongdifferent branches of a

distribution network is thus given by At/t = A/// + Anjn. When the clock signals have to prop

agatemore than one segment of a distribution network, the total distribution skew then becomes

r-i AA Anj
**dtst = XT/-r + -*-> <4-3)

where ljt nh and xj represents correspondingly the nominal length, the nominalrefractive index, and

the nominal delay, while A/y, AnJ} andAxdut are therandom variables representing variations of these

parameters in the/th segment. The random deviations of all of the parameters from their nominal

values are prefixed with A for the rest of this chapter. Assuming all of the A^'sand A/»/s are mu

tually independent, the variance of the distribution skewequals

N 2 2

<*-2,#V" +"^ (44)y«i <j nj
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where <?&/, and a^n} are the corresponding variances for A/y and Any. This is the case when the fiber

or waveguide segments are fabricated independently. Furthermore, if the A^'s and A/i/s are inde

pendent and have identical statistics, £q.(4.4) reduces to

J- 2

»*•-. " Nr <7~ + "J") (4-5)

From this equation, we can observe that the variance of thetotal distribution skew is proportional

to the number of stages in the network. As revealed in later sections, the maximum achievable

fanout in a multi-stage distribution network could be significantly reduced due to this skew com

ponent.

4.3.2 Receiver static skew

Using the same definition ofpropagation delay indigital circuitry, the delay through an optical

receiver can be defined as the interval between the 50% of the input transition point and the 50%

ofthe output transition point. Based on [46, 55], we can derive the delay equation for an optical

receiver, whose circuit design isindependent of the number of stages inan optical clock distribution

network. The delay is given by

/ j

*nv =*oV + X Y*K9RiCJ (4-6)
/=V=i

where Rt and Ct are various parasitic resistors and capacitors ina transistor, respectively, xF is the

forward transit time ofatransistor, and A^ is the weighting factor ofeach R,Cj. The parameters Ky

can be deteixnined from circuit simulation of an optical receiver. Note that there is no power de

pendency inthis formula because the receiver is assumed tohave an output-limiting stage [56] such

that the output of the receiver will be clamped at a constant voltage swing as long as the input

power is within the dynamic range of the receiver. If the received power is below the dynamic
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range, either the gain of the amplifier hasto be increased (e.g. through the increase of the feedback

resistance) or additional gain stages are needed. Bothwill increase the delay of the receiver.

For a particular receiver within an ensemble of receivers using the same fabrication process, the

deviation in delay from its nominal value canbe derived from Eq.(4.6):

Atp v"! V1 AR§ ACi

and the variance of the total receiver static skew is

tf /=iy=i Ki cy

aArF<rARt °AxF°ACj
+XfPFZ, YjWCMteARi 7FRt ' +p*f*cj xlcj J)

(4.8)

Rfy RkCj

where pxr is the correlation coefficient between the random variables X and Y. The cross-

correlations among AxFt AR< and ACj are caused by the variation in the same set of parameters in

semiconductor processing such as the dopant concentration.

Since the receiver static skew is independent of the number of stages in an optical clock dis

tribution network, the receiver static skew will be treated as a constant for the rest of this chapter.

4.3.3 Receiver random skew

In order to determine the receiver random skew, the sampling process of the data signal in a

flip-flop has to be considered. Here we assumethe output of the receiver is connectedto a CMOS

flip-flop, whose operation relies on the activation and coupling of a sample module and two re-
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generation loops, as shown in Figure 4-3 [57]. The downward transition of the inverted clock

signals close the CMOS transmission gate in the sample module while the delayed non-inverted

clock signals open the transmission gate in the regenerative loop 1. After this transmission gate is

opened, the flip-flop becomes autonomous and the voltage retained at the instant when this trans

mission gate is opened is regenerated by the regeneration loops to either a logical ONE or a logical

ZERO. Therefore the effective sampling time is determined by the instant that the clock signal

amplitude reaches the threshold of the transmission gate. When the signal-to-noise ratio of the

clock signal is high, the clock signal is unlikely to cross the threshold more than once and the

sampling instant is uniquely determined by this threshold crossing instant. On the other hand, it
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Y
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1
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Figure 4-3. Circuit schematic of a typical CMOS flip-flop.
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Figure 4-4. Maximum fanout as a function of avalanche gain for various ionization factor.

is probable that there is more than one threshold crossing instantif the signal-to-noise ratio of the

clock signal is low. The effective sampling instantof the data will then depend on the details of the

interactions between the sampling module and the regeneration loops. In the CMOS flip-flop

structure shown in Figure 4-3 [57], each positive threshold crossing causes a new samplingof the

input data and thus only the last threshold crossing within a clock cycle determines the effective

data sampling instant.13

13 The sampling process could become more complicated if the sample module of a flip-flop displays
hysteresis behavior in the sampling process in which two thresholds are involved. In this case, the effective
sampling instantwould be the last upward transition throughthe higher threshold withina clock cyclegiven
that there is a downward transition through the lower threshold previously.
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Here we assume an idealistic latch model and a high signal-to-noise ratio such that the sam

pling instants are solely determined by a single threshold crossing instant. The standard deviation

of the random timing skew of the optical clock signal will then be determined by the noise at that

particular instant. It has been shown in [42, 43] that this deviation is

*Ai
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Figure 4-5. Maximum fanout of a single-stage clock distribution network. Maximum fanout as a function
of the clock risetime for various receiver random skew budget
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where Tb is the clock interval, SNR is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio of the clock signal at the

sampling point, and tr is the 10% to 90% rise time of the clock waveform. This rise time is related

to the electrical bandwidth by B, = b/jtr where bf is a waveshape dependent factor with values be

tween 0.1 and 1. Equation (4.9) can then be rewritten as

br
'*•- = IjWF (410)"«v

4.4 Maximum Fanout of a Single-Stage Clock Distribution Network

In this section, we examine the maximum fanout of a single-stage clock distribution system as

set by the maximum allowable clock skew budget. If the output power from the laser is PLDt the

average optical power arriving at the receiver is thus given by Pn = Pu)L\d where L is the loss of

eachbranch in addition to the splitting such as the fiber or waveguide connector loss, d of the dis

tributionnetwork. Assuming a transimpedance receiver is used, it is shown in Appendix A that the

signal-to-noise ratio of the clock signal for a single-stage clock distribution system at the sampling

instant is given by

^ =™"£frf;^r <411>

where M is the avalanche gain, e is the electron charge, tf is the quantum efficiency of the

photodetector, A is the Planck's constant, v is the optical frequency, r is the extinction ratio of the

optical clock signal defined as the ratio between the power of signal ONE and that of the signal

ZERO, RF is the feedback resistance used in the receiver, and Jbh is the total noise voltage. The

parameter olTn^ can be considered independently of the other skew sources sincethere is only one

stage of fanout and both of the oiTdut and the a\Tn^ are constant. For a given maTimnm allowable

timing skew tolerance a,*«w,BMn, the minimum required received optical power is
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bf J^T r + 1
rxjmln ~ n _ RF r - 1 2Mtfe

(4.12)

where <riT„^„ = <^sktw^a* ~ ^d* - ^w The maximum fanout which can be supported by a

single-stage clock distribution network thus equals

**max "~
PldL_
"rxjmln

MAXIMUM FANOUT vs. EXTINCTION RATIO
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Figure 4-6. Maximum fanout as a function ofextinction ratio for various values ofavalanche gain.
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Figure 4-7. Maximum fanout as a function of receiver voltage noise for various values of clock rise time.

The required received powercanbe obtained by substituting Eq.(4.25) into Eq.(4.12), yielding the

following quadratic equation:

AFnvrtn + Wrxjmln + *> = 0

where

A = Bm

2

"Atrv^n t r — 1 } t 2Mr\e
r+ 1 )( hv

(4.14)

(4.15)
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B =
2e2M2F

(4.16)

D=«i" +V +T«W>** "+ 4kT(-±- +±) +I2A (4.17)

In these expressions, Rand Care thereceiver input resistance and capacitance, including theloading

capacitance added by the photodetector. The parameters V\ and 73 are the receiver noise voltage

spectral density andreceiver noise current spectral density (see Table I).
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The dynamic range requirement for this distribution architecture is moderate compared to a

multi-stage distribution architecture. The only factor that could contribute to the received power

variation is the variation of the branch loss L. The dynamic range requirement for the receiver thus

equals Pu>ALIdn*x in order to accommodate the possible received power variations among different

branches, where AL is the maximum mismatch of the branch loss among different branches in a

distribution network. In practice, the totalmismatch of the connector lossandthe fiber/waveguide

loss is expected to be less than 5 dB, whichresults in a verymoderate dynamic range requirement.

Figure 4-5 shows the maximum fanout as a function of the clock rise time for various values

of receiver random skew budget, using an avalanche photodiode with gain M= 20 as the detector.

Depending on the allowable random skew budget, the maximum fanout could reach as many as

several tens of thousands. As indicated in this figure, there clearly exists an optimal clock rise time

that maximizes the fanout. This can be understood as follows. From Eq.(4.12) and Eq.(4.13), the

maximum fanout is inversely proportional to Prx*un, and is therefore proportional to BJyfNr.

From Eq.(4.25), the total noise NT is proportional to aB}+ bB„where a represents the contribution

from the receiver voltage noise and b represents the contribution from other noise sources. The

solution to the equation d{B,ly[Th)ldBt =0 gives the optimal electrical bandwidth -jb\a , which in

turn yields the optimal rise time bfi-Jb\a . In other words, a decrease in clockrise time (or an in

crease in electrical bandwidth) allows more receiver voltage noise and reduces the benefits from re

ducing the noise sensitivity. Varying the avalanche gain M, the mflyimimi fanout is plotted in

Figure 4-4 for various ionization factor y. As expected, smaller y gives larger mayitmim fanout.

Although an increasein the avalanche gain increases the signal power, there is also a simultaneous

increase in the excess noise generated by the avalanche photodiode, and eventually reduces the

maximum fanout for a given skew budget. The maximum fanout is also plotted as a function of

the extinction ratio of the clock signalin Figure 4-6 for various values of M assuming y is fixed at

0.5. The effect on the fanout from increased extinction ratio diminishes as the extinction ratio in

creases above 10. Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 show the influence of the ma-rimnm fanout by the

noise voltage and noise current in the receiver. There is an apparent threshold behavior in the noise

voltage and current, limiting Va to be less than 10 riVjJTfz and /„ to be less than 50 pAj^Hz .

The results obtained show that a fanout of several thousand can be supported in a single-stage
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optical clock distribution network when combined with an avalanche photodiode in the receiver,

assuming a maximum random skew budget of ^ 20 ps.

M avalanche gain of an APD 1 ~ 100

n quantum efficiency of PIN/APD 1.0

F excess noise factor of an APD

y ionization factor of an APD 0.01 - 0.5

V optical frequency 1.935 xl014Hz (1.55 fim)

T temperature 300 °K

r extinction ratio 2-100

Rf feedback resistance lOKft

R receiver input resistance 40KH

C receiver input capacitance 0.2 pF

vA amplifier noise voltage TnVlJtte
Ia amplifier noise current TpAlJMZ

tr rise time of the clock 50 - 500 ps

B0 optical bandwidth 10 - 3000 A

B. electrical bandwidth 0.78 ~ 7.8 GHz

bf wave shape factor 0.39

Ptat internal amplifier saturation power 8.5 dBm

N„ spontaneous emission factor 1.4(SOA), 2.5(EDFA)

G0 small signal amplifier gain 20dB

VirHout) input (output) coupling efficiency 0.31(0.27)

TABLE I. A SUMMARY OF THE IMPORTANT PARAMETERS AND THEIR VALUES USED IN THE CAL
CULATIONS.
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4.5 Maximum Fanout For Multistage Distribution Network

Although the number of stages can be increased with the use of optical amplifiers in a multi

stage architecture, there will be an increase in the noise andin the distribution skew. In particular,

the accumulated noise power may saturate the optical amplifier even in the absence of the clock

signals. It is therefore important to estimatethe accumulated amplifier noise in suchan architecture

employing a long chain of amplifiers.

4.5.1 Modeling of multi-stage amplifier chain

For a given input optical power Pampji to the amplifier with gain G, the output optical power

Pcmpsut is GPampfr. The amplifier gain, however, can be influenced by the input optical power

through the following implicit function [58]:

PampJn = -p^^^rT (4.18)ampjtn q _ j

where Pia, is the internal saturation power and G0 is the small signal gain of the amplifier. The

internal saturation power can directly be related to the output saturation power by

2
Paw — Ptat In 2/(1 — -^-), at which the amplifier gain G is decreased by 3 dB from G0.

\j0

By tracing a signal path from root to any leaf in the clock distribution network shown in

Figure 4-2, the signal power at the input of the receiver after N stages of amplification and N + 1

stages of splitting is

'--^n-*8^ (4i9)

while the accumulated spontaneous emission power generated by the optical amplifier chain is
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The parameter Psp%i is the spontaneous emission generated at the rth optical amplifier, L, is the loss

of the yth distribution stage in addition to the splitting dh and N is the distribution depth or the

number of levels of the clock distribution network. From [59], the spontaneous emission power

generated at the output of an optical amplifier is equal to

PSP = (G- WspBJiv (4.21)

where Nv is the spontaneous emission factor of the optical amplifier, and B0 is the optical band

width. Equation (4.21) can thus be expressed as

^V^EC'-i^ft^^ (4.22)
/=1 ' J=l UJ

In general, each of the Gj and the dj could be optimized individually to maximize the splitting.

The dynamic range required by a receiver in multi-stage distribution is larger than that of the

single-stage distribution, andcanbe derived from Eq.(4.19):

Wrx _ *Lq , V, &>lln , AGf Avfout ALf
rx K lln ^ G. nout + /, 'tt " tt+ ^-vJn-+-Gr+-to7r+-r> <4-23)Lq ^ Vln G, lout l^

The received power variation should not exceed the dynamic range of the receiver, which has a

typical value of 20 dB [56].

4.5.2 Maximum fanout calculation
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The nonlinearity in amplifier gain requires a numerical method to obtainthe maximum fanout

for the the multi-stage distribution. An algorithm for searching the architecture that optimizes the

fanout is described as follows:
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Figure 4-9. Maximum fanout as a function of distribution skew for various clock rise time.
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ALGORITHM A. MAXIMUM FANOUT CALCULATION:

(1) N: =* 0, do: = 1, lookjahead: = 0,

(2) Calculate FANOUTm =fU allowed by atktw^a.
jaO

(3) if FANOUTN>FANOUTN.u lookjahead: = 0, FANOUTmtx = FANOUTN, else

lookjahead: = lookjahead + 1,

(4) if lookjahead > lookjaheadjnax, exit.

(5) N:= N + 1, FANOUTN. i: = FANOUT,,, go to (2).
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Due to the nonconvexity of the solution space (do, du..., dN), a parameter lookjahead is provided

in steps (3) and (4) of the algorithm to search the neighborhood of the possible optimal N. By

adjusting the parameter lookjaheadjnax, it is possible to define the diameter of the searching area

surrounding the optimal N. With lookjaheadjnax —0, the algorithm exits at the moment when

an increase in N no longer improves the mflyitrmm fanout. In this chapter, the parameter

lookjaheadjnax has been set to 150. An unconstrained search of the optimal (do, d\,.... dN) is not

feasible due to the excessively large number of degrees of freedom. Consequently, we consider only

the special case in which the splitting at each stageis identical.
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Figure 4-11. Maximum fanout as a function of clock rise time for various optical filter bandwidths.
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In this case, boththesplitting and amplifier gain are maintained constant throughout thewhole

distribution network. That is, we assume

do = dx — ... = dN = d

Go,\ = Go2 = = Go,N = Go (4.24)

Using the signal-to-noise ratio calculation formula developed in Appendix B, it becomes straight

forward to calculate d*^ in step (2) of Algorithm A:
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ALGORITHM B. MAXIMUM SPLITTING/STAGE CALCULATION

U)</= 2,

(2) calculate the skew incurred by (do, du .... d») = (d, d,.... d)

(3) if skew £ otktWtmax, d-d-I, exit.

(4) </=</+!, go to (2).
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Figure 4-14. Maximum fanout as a function ofbranch loss for various optical filter bandwidths.

Because of equal splitting at each stage, the solution is a staircase function as the fanout in each

stage is increased. Although this architecture is suboptimal, it has the advantage of having a ho

mogeneous structure which in principle has less implementation cost.

In a multi-stage clock distribution network, the distribution skew can no longer betreated in

dependent of the receiver random skew, as in the single-stage case. The effect of the distribution

skew on the maximum fanout is displayed in Figure 4-9 for various values of rise time and in

Figure 4-10 for various values of optical filter bandwidths. In either Figure 4-9 or Figure 4-10,

there is a steep decrease inthe maximum fanout as the distribution skew increases from 0.5 ps to

5ps. Figure 4-11 shows the maximum fanout as a function of the clock rise time for various op

tical filter bandwidths. For a larger optical filter bandwidth, the maximum fanout decreases faster
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as the rise time increases, since more optical amplifier noise isallowed to accumulate at each stage.

Similar to the single-stage case, there exists an optimal rise time b/jy/bfa thatmaximizes thefanout.

Note that the parameter bincludes an additional noise contribution from the amplifier. Anincrease

in the optical filter bandwidth allows more amplifier noise and a decrease in the optimal rise time

is expected. Figure 4-12 shows the sensitivity of the maximum fanout to the optical filter band

widthfor various values of clock rise time. The maximum fanout sharply decreases at an optical

bandwidth between 1 and 20 THz. It is therefore important to include an optical filter after each

amplifier stage to reduce the spontaneous noise passed to subsequent stages. Figure 4-13 shows

the maximum fanout as a function of avalanche photodiode gain. In contrast to the single-stage
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Figure 4-16. Maximum fanout vs. receiver voltage noise forvarious optical filter bandwidth.

case, the avalanche gain at various values of ionization factor does not improve the maximum

fanout due to the simultaneous amplification of the signal and the optical amplifier noise. The

fanout decreases monotonically as Mincreases for large y due to the excess noise generation asso

ciated with the avalanche process (see Eq.(4.23)). The influence ofthe optical amplifier gain onthe

maximum fanout isplotted in Figure 4-17 for different values ofB0. A minimum of 15 dB gain is

necessary in order to overcome the loss incurred by the splitting and the coupling loss. In

Figure 4-14, the maximum fanout is plotted against the excess loss in each distribution stage, L.

In increasing L, the maximum fanout decreases monotonically until L reaches m 8 dB, in which

case the single-stage architecture is more preferable. The ma-rimum fanout is plotted against the
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Figure 4-17. Maximum fanout as a function of amplifier gain for various optical filter bandwidths.

extinction ratio in Figure 4-15. As the extinction ratio of the clock signal improves beyond 2; 10,

there is no increase in the maximum fanout. Similar to the single-stage case, the maximum fanout

is evaluated as a function of amplifier voltage noise in the receiver in Figure 4-16. The value of

Va is limited to a 2 nVjyjHz in order to avoida steep decrease in the fanout.

4.6 Experimental Results

A system experiment is performed to verify the validity of the random skew calculation in a

multi-stage clock distribution system using optical amplifiers. In this experiment, an optical am

plifier is placed between two stages of splitting, as shown in Figure 4-18, in order to emulate a
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two-stage optical clock distribution network. An N —stage clock distribution with equal splitting

at each stage can be emulated by a ring consisting of an attenuator, an optical amplifier and a

photonic switch. The clock signals at the output of the emulated distribution system are obtained

by switching the ring into a closed loop in order for the clock signals to circulate the loop and

switch the loop open at the end of the NA circulation. However, a two-stage clock distribution

experiment is sufficient to verify the relationship between the random skew and the number of

splitting at each stage.

Experimental measurements are madeon the root-mean-square (rms) values ofthe timing jitter

at the output of the optical receiver. This is equivalent to measuring the variance of the receiver

CLOCK

1532nm

ATTENUAT0R1

SAMPLING

SCOPE

FIBER

AMPLIFIER ATTENUAT0R2

PINFET

OPTICAL

FILTER

Figure 4-18. Schematic of the clock distribution experiment setup.
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Figure 4-19. Jitter as a function of second-stage splitting. Root-Mean-Square values of jitter are measured
as a function of the second-stage splitting for various values of first-stage splitting.

random skew among N receivers, assuming the input noise process is either stationary or

cyclostationary.

The clock signalgeneratedby a word generator is used to modulate a distributed feedback laser

diode emitting at 1532 nm. The resulting extinction ratio of the optical clock signal is kept at 10

throughout the experiment. The 10%—90% rise time of the clock signal is 550 ps. The optical

amplifier is a commercial Er-doped fiber amplifier (BT&D Model EFA 3000) with pump current

set at 350 mA. The amplifier gain for various values of average input power is measured to range

from 10 dB to 23 dB, corresponding to the power into the optical amplifier from —7.9 dBm to

—32.9 dBm, respectively. Variable optical attenuators are used to emulate the splitting lossat each
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stage and are placed before and after the optical amplifier. The RMS value of the clock timing jitter

is then measured as a function of the amount of attenuation in the two splitting stages.

Polarization-independent isolators, each with 30 dB isolation, are used to reduce the optical re

flection back to the laser transmitter and the amplifier. A 6 dB improvement in splitting was ob

tained by introducing an isolator between the laser and the receiver. An optical filter with a

passband of 3.5 nm is placed immediately before the receiver in order to reduce the spontaneous

noise generated by the amplifier. The loss from the output of the amplifier to the input of the re

ceiver due to fixed losses of the attenuator, the isolator, and the filter is estimated to be 4.5 dB.
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Figure 4-20. Comparison of experimental and calculated constant rms jitter contour.
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Figure 4-21. Total attenuation is plotted against the first stage attenuation for various values of constant
rms jitter.

The receiver is a pin-FET receiver which is designed for 2.4 Gbps NRZ data. The nominal sensi

tivity of the receiver is —29 dBm.

A typical data set is plotted in Figure 4-19, showing the measured rms values of the timing

jitteras a function of the splittingloss in the second stage d\ for variousvalues of the splitting loss

in the first stage do. Splitting loss has been denned as 10log d. The data show two distinct regimes:

a mermal-noise-dominated regime at high attenuation and an amplifier-noise-dominated regime at

low attenuation. The major component of the amplifier noise that causes the jitter floor is the

signal-spontaneous beat noise, since a significant amount of the spontaneous-spontaneous beat

noise has alreadybeen removed by the optical filter. For the same reason, an increase in a\ raises
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the jitter floor in the amplifier-noise-dominated regime. At high second stage attenuation, the re

ceiver thermal noise becomes dominant and the jitter increases rapidly with attenuation.

The calculated constant-jitter contours are overlayed in Figure 4-20 with the measured data.

A good match between the experimental data and the calculated data indicates the validity of the

skew model for N = I. The total splitting loss (i.e., 10 log do + 10 log d{) is plotted against the first

stage splitting do in Figure 4-21. The maximum total splitting is found to be 33 dB, equivalent to

a splitting of ^ 2000, for a constant rmstiming jitter of 25ps at 10 logdo = 12 dB. If a larger jitter

budget is allowed, the optimum splitting favors more do than d\.

4.7 Summary

An analytical skew model for optical clock distribution has been developed in this chapter.

Using this model, we evaluated, compared, and set out the design parameters for the maximum

fanout of the single-stage as well as a suboptimal multi-stage clock distribution network for agiven

skew budget. We found that a multi-stage clock distribution network using optical amplifiers can

result in several orders of magnitude more fanout than single-stage distribution, assuming a rea

sonable distribution skew can be maintained. We also observed that:

• The fanout is extremely sensitive to thedistribution skew in amulti-stage distribution network.

• Single-stage splitting using an APD as photodetector ismore desirable than using a PIN, while

multi-stage splitting favors a PIN.

• An optimal clock rise timeexists for both single-stage and multi-stage splitting.

• An optimal avalanche gain exists for single-stage splitting.

Appendix A. SNR Calculation for Single-Stage Clock Distribution

Inthis appendix, we are going to evaluate possible noise sources inan single-stage optical clock

distribution system. We assume a transimpedance configured receiver [60] is used in this deriva

tion. For a single-stage clock distribution network, the total noise at the output of the receiver is

given by [60]:
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Nt =[«1 +"^-) +-i*252C2*2)K2 +RJi^f +jj +2eM2fy +4A7*F~U (4.25)

where B, is the electrical bandwidth, VA and /^ are the equivalent input noise voltage and current

of the receiver amplifier, M and F are the avalanche gain and excess noise factor of an APD, re

spectively. Fis a function of M and the ionization factor y of the avalanche photodetector. When

the multiplication is initiated by electrons, it hasbeen shownin [61]:

F=M\\ -(1 - y)(l - JL)] (4.26)

Both M and .Fin Eq.(4.25) are equalto one for a PIN photodetector. The clock signal levels, i, for

ONE and ZERO are

h,ONE - Mf«P„ Av(r^ 1} (4.27)

Wo =Afrrfk Av(r2+ 1} (4.28)

The signal level at the sampling instant, assuming the data is sampled at 50% point of the clock,

is thus given by

MtiePrx
hjample = JJ (4.29)

The signal-to-noise ratio at the samplinginstant thus equals:
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JSNR = (W -JjZERoWf

Substituting eq. (4.27) and (4.28) into (4.30), we have

J** =̂ ^ttt^t <431>

Appendix B. SNR Calculation for Multi-stage Clock Distribution

The signal-to-noise ratio for a multi-stage clock distribution system is evaluated in this ap

pendix. The total equivalent noise current introduced by N stages of in-line optical amplifiers is

[53]:

•2 .2 .2 .2
'amp = hhot + h-sp + hp-sp (4.32)

where the shot noise, w, contributed bythe signal as well as the spontaneous emission of theam

plifier, is given by

'fhot = 2eM2F(is + isp) (433)

the signal-spontaneous beat noise, 4-v, is given by

2 2 1h-sp = 4M iylsp-g- (4.34)

andthe spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise, i^^, is given by
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W = M lsp - (435)
Bo

The photo current equivalent of the spontaneous emission power is:

where Nsp is the spontaneousemission factor, G, is the gain of the opticalamplifier, rjm and tjeut are

the input and output efficiencyof the optical amplifier, respectively.

The received signal current after the square-law photodetector is

N
A) Tl yinfyloutti

(4.37)

where the photo current equivalent clock signal levels for the ONE and the ZERO at the laser

output are

2rtLD.ONE = ev^LD f^^ + jx (4.38)

2'LDZERO =*lPLD fa(r + {) (4.39)

The clock signal levels at the sampling point, assuming the data is sampled at 50% point of the

clock, is thus given by
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&iPldlLDjsample = fa (4.40)

With the use of a transimpedance configured receiver, the total noise power at the output of the

receiver is

Nt =[((1 +4") +-fy^C2/^2 +Rj(^f- +/2 +4p) +4*7tt/k (4.41)

The signal-to-noise ratio at the sampling instant is thus given by:

MitLD.ONE - *LDZERo) "Z" 11 /" RF
JSNR = —-^ ! (4.42)

yJN-p

By substituting Eq.(4.38) and (4.39) into (4.42), the signal-to-noise ratio canbe rewritten as:

N

+ 1 do 11
^ <*IPLD r - 1 A) 77 IbGflmtLl fl

Av r + 1 4, 11 4
V^« f=^ (4.43)
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CHAPTER 5 CROSSTALK MODELING OF DENSE SINGLE-MODE

WAVEGUIDE ARRAY

5.1 Introduction

Optical interconnects have the potential to provide higher bandwidth and higher density than

metal interconnects.14 It has been shown that passive waveguides based on siliconnitride [62] and

polymers [63, 64] are attractive for very short distance interconnections, such as those between

chips on a multi-chip module or on a printed-circuit-board, or as backplane interconnections. Al

though suffering more loss than fiber, waveguides have the potential of providing much closer

spacing and planar crossover geometries and can integrate modulators, optical amplifiers and re

ceivers on the same substrate as well [65]. The density of a waveguide array is limited mainly by

the coupling-induced crosstalk between adjacent waveguides. In order to achieve the maximum

density allowed by the required bit-error-rate (BER), it is necessary to determine the power coupl

ing amongwaveguides in an array structure andthus the incurred system penalty.

Waveguide coupling has been intensively studied previously [66-72], but its relation to the

system requirements has yet been established. In this chapter, we start with the analysis of

waveguide coupling in a dense waveguide environment. A crosstalk model that relates the system

requirements to the coupling between waveguides is then developed. Specifically, the following

light-source scenarios are considered:

• Noncoinciding uncorrectedlight sources. This is the most general case in which each channel

has a separate laser source.

• Coinciding uncorrected light sources. This situation could arise when the lasers are injection

locked to a weak reference laser line.

• Coinciding correlated light sources. This case arises when the channels share the same laser

source.

14 A substantial portion of this chapter is adapted from C-S. Li, C. M. Olsen, and D. G. Messerschmitt,
"Analysis of Crosstalk Penalty in DenseOptical Chip Interconnects Using Single-Mode Waveguides," IEEE
Journal of Lightwave Technology, (c) IEEE. Reprintedwith permission.
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In each case the power penalty at a bit-error-rate (BER) of 10~15 and the optimal threshold for

minimizing the BER are computed. In addition, the effect of a nonoptimized decision threshold

is considered.

It will be shown that for a 1-dB power penalty criterion, less than —25dB crosstalk can be

tolerated in the worst case where the channel light sources are coinciding and correlated and the

adjacent light sources are 180° out of phase with that of the center channel. For a nonoptimized

decision threshold, the allowable crosstalk is reducedto —32 dB. In the other extreme, where either

the channel wavelength spacing or the linewidth is much larger than the receiver bandwidth, a

crosstalk level of as high as —12dB can be tolerated. If the light sources are uncorrelated but

emitting at the same wavelength or the wavelength spacing is smaller than the receiver bandwidth,

the laser phasenoise contributes to the intensity noisedue to the beatingamong the channelsignals.

The contributed intensity noise is largest when the laser linewidth is smaller than the receiver

bandwidth.

Using typical waveguide parameters and —30dB as the criteria for maximum acceptable cross

talk, we can thus determine the minimum waveguide separation should be greater than 8 /xm for a

waveguide with width 3 /xm and length up to 50 cm.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 derives the mode coupling mechanism for a

single-mode waveguide array. Simulations are then performed to demonstrate the mode coupling

for various system configurations. Section 3 describes the general formulation of crosstalk between

adjacent waveguides and derives the total receiver noise as well as the optimal decision threshold.

In Section 4, the crosstalk induced intensity noise is derived for various relationships among the

channel light sources. A summary is given in Section 5.

5.2 Waveguide Array Model

Figure 5-1 shows the geometry of an array of N buried waveguides, each with length £, width

w, and separation d from its neighbor. The refractive index of the waveguide and the substrate are

n\ and /%, respectively. The waveguide width determines the spatial profile of the electric and

magnetic field and the waveguide separation determines the overlap between the evanescent field

of one waveguide andthe confined field of the adjacent waveguide. In a multimodewaveguide, the
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power distribution among different excited waveguide modes depends on the exact launching con

ditions. We thus limit our crosstalk analysis to the single-mode waveguide array.

Neglecting the radiating modes, the coupled-wave equation for Af-coplanar single-mode buried

waveguides can be expressed as [68, 73]:

dam .V n
n = l

m— 1,... ,N\ n-\,...,N

N

~J**mJ,

./

//* /*
,.£•*" /

/ t

n1 / n1
/

nl

1
1
1

1—1 1
rO

I

• W j
1^ ^i

(5.1)

n1 n1

d :

Figure 5-1. Structure of a buried-structure single-mode waveguide array. In this structure, the waveguide
width is w and the waveguide separation is d. The optical index for the waveguide is n\ while
for the substrate is no.
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where a} is the coefficient of the normalized guidedmode of they1* waveguide and Akm/l = 1^ —1^

is the mismatch of the propagation constant between the mA and the nA waveguides along the

propagation axis z. Assuming e/xj;) and h/xj?) represent the respective transversal electric and

magnetic field distribution of the unperturbed guided mode of the j* waveguide, the total electric

and magnetic field of the waveguide array can be expressed as:
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N

m = \

N

H(W) = J^antfMxtfe-J*-*
m=l

The coupling coefficient Cm/l between the guided modes of the mA and the nA waveguides is

POWER COUPLING BETWEEN TWO WAVEGUIDES
1

O
1E-04-

CL 1E-05

O
1E-06

I ]\

O
: nO - 1.45 , n1 - 1.5

1E-07
2 4 6 8

WAVEGUIDE SEPARATION
micron

10

(5.2)

Figure 5-3. Power coupling between two waveguides as a function ofwaveguide separation. The waveguide
widths are w= 1, 2, and 3 /an while «0=1.45 and ni = 1.5.
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Cm/i =-Y]\ (si-eo)em'endS (5.3)

where <o is the optical frequency (set at A= 1.55 /xm), ei and eo are the corresponding dielectric

constant for the waveguide and the substrate. Note that the variables d and w are embedded in the

overlap integral of the electric field of the adjacent waveguides. In these expressions, the variations

in the refractive index of the samewaveguide and among different waveguides are ignored. Dueto

the symmetric and homogeneous geometry (no self-coupling) assumed for the waveguide array
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[74], we have Cm# = Q,,, Cm^, = 0, and k^,= k„. In addition, we also assume weak coupling be

tween adjacent waveguides so that the coupling between nonadjacent waveguides is negligible, i.e.,

Cv» = 0 for |m —n\ ^2. With these simplifications, Eq.(5.1) reduces to

POWER COUPLING BETWEEN FIVE WAVEGUIDES
propagation distance - 50 cm

1E-10
6 8 10

WAVEGUIDE SEPARATION

micron

12

Figure 5-5. Power coupling between five waveguides. A spatial bit pattern of 00001 is launched into the
waveguide array.
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dax

dz ~~JCm/n-\am-\ ~JGm/n +\am+ 1 ,~^
m = 2,3,4,....N -1

dz -~&NtN-\aN-\

For TV = 2, Eq.(5.4) can be solved analytically and a closed-form solution can be obtained

[74, 75]. Figure 5-2 shows the coupling power as a function of d for various values of / at

w =3/im, no = 1.45 and Anjno = 0.344. There exists a strong and oscillatory coupling behavior be

tween the two waveguides until d reaches a critical separation, dfit Syxn, after which the coupling

power reduces monotonically with the increase of d. The coupling length, Lj(d), defined as the €

at which a first total transfer of optical power from one waveguide to its neighbor is occurred, in

creases as d increases. Note that total power transfer occurs at £ = (2p —\)Le while zero power

transfer occurs at £ = 2pLc, where p is any positive integer. Suppose d is reduced from infinity to

zero, the first total power transfer happens at d- a\, which is the solution of L^d) = /. The sub

sequent total power transfer occurs at values of d that satisfy (2p - \)Lj(d) = / and lead to

oscillatory behavior for d e (0, rfj. When d> a\, which leads to Le(d) > £, the amount of power

coupled monotonically decreases with the increase in d. likewise, longer £ requires larger de in

order to achieve L^dc) = £, as shown in the figure. The coupling power as a function of d for

various values of w is shown in Figure 5-3. Forsmall w, the guided mode is less confined andmore

field coupling between waveguides is allowed, resulting in an increase in a\ and a decrease in Le.

Similarly, a decrease in An reduces the field confinement, thus resulting in an increase in de, as

shown in Figure 5-4.

For N > 2, Eq.(5.4) can be solved numerically using Runge-Kutta method [76]. Detail sim

ulations have been performed for N=3 and 5 at w=3/zm, / =50 cm, and Anjno =0.344. As shown

in Figure 5-5, the coupling power behavior depends on the spatial bit patterns sent into the

waveguides. For spatial bit pattern 00001, the coupling at the waveguide adjacent to the signal
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channel is similar to that in N = 2. The coupling is weaker at channels fartheraway from the signal

channel, yielding a steeper slope in power coupling versus d for d > de.

In orderto utilize single-mode waveguides as parallel interconnections, the separation between

any two waveguides has to exceed a:6/zm for Anfno= 0.344, w= 3^m, and £ =50 cm. This sepa

ration is several times smaller than that can be achieved by the thin-film metal approach (rf=25 ~

250 fan [11]), showing the significant density improvement in optical approach. However, the

optical alignment between the transmitter and waveguide could be difficult and an integrated ap

proach in fabrication, such as having the transmitters, waveguide array, and receivers be fabricated

on the same wafer, is thus preferred.

5.3 Formulation of Waveguide Crosstalk

We consider an interconnect system with AT identical single-mode waveguides with uniform

separation, as shown in Figure 5-1. We assume synchronous transmission and a data rate much

smaller than the laser relaxation oscillation frequency.

5.3.7 Adjacent channel crosstalk

Ifthe optical signal from the laser diode has an extinction ratio, r, then the optical power levels

Pen and Poff for the logical signal ONE and ZERO, respectively, are

P = * Pron r+ j rav

2_ n (5-5)
r+\Poff= TTTPav

where P„ is the average laser output power. A nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) modulation format has

been assumed. Considering only the coupling from adjacent waveguides, the output electric field

from they* waveguide is

Ej(t) =Jl-2B2Jl-A2y/2P]' cos(cojt +<D/f) +©,) (5.6)
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when there is no light input to the adjacent waveguides. In this expression, B2 is the total power

coupled from a waveguide into the adjacent waveguide, A2 is the losses incurred by the waveguides

(i.e. scattering and absorption), Pj can be either Pm or Poff, a>j is the angular laser frequency, 0,(f)

is the laser phase noise process, and ©, is the initial phase of the laser. The electric field coupled

into the adjacent waveguides (i.e. channely —1 andy-f-1) is

ExtaM =B^\-A2J2Pj cos(a>jt +<D/0 +©,) (5.7)

Considering only the crosstalk from adjacent channels and ignoring the losses, the output electric

field of they*rt waveguide in the presence of crosstalk from channels j —1 andy + 1 is

EbcondiO =-J\-2B2J2Pj cos(a>jt +O/f) +©,)
+Bj2PJ_l cosfo);_ jt+<S>j_ x(t) + ®j_ ^ (5.8)

+ BJ2PJ+1 cos((oJ+lt + (S>j+l(t) + ®j+l)

where bcond = bj-itybj+i is the bit pattern sent into the waveguides y —ly.y + 1. From Eq.(5.8),

the output intensity of channel j is

PbcontO =(1 - 2B2)Pj +B\Pj_ !+Py+,)

+2By/l-2B2(yJJ_ rfOV/yJT +Vyy+ i(0V^~T) (5.9)
+2B2Yj_lJ+l(t)J7^Pj^;

where terms at twice the optical frequency have been ignored. y„M)1S defined as:

W)= <*>s((a>mtn)t + <l>m/l(t) + ®mS) (5.10)

where a>m^ = <om - ton, <bmA(t) - Q>m(t) - O«(0i a*"1 ©«.* = ©«-©,». In these expressions,

me{jj-l),ne {jj + 1} and m&n.
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5.3.2 Total receiver noise

The optical signal is assumed to be received by a photodetector with quantum efficiency rj and

avalanche gain M, and is amplified by a transimpedance preamplifier with feedback resistance, Rf.

The voltage of the output signal, V, from theyrt preamplifier for a given bit pattem, bcond, sent into

the waveguidesy— l,j,j+ 1 thus equals

__ viMe __
ybcond = —^-^bcond\^F (5.11)

where

Wbcondl =(1 - 2*2) Pj + B2(Pj_ x+PJ+l) (5.12)

is the expectation ofEq.(5.9), eisthe electron charge, visthe optical frequency and histhe Planck's

constant. The total noise power V}, from the jA receiver, assuming the receiver has a bandwidth

BW, equals [60]:

V2 (^)2(d +^) +^-BW1C1R}\ +Rk^f+(l'Af) +AkTR,
*BW

4\ slcond^df
•BW

+

" '-BW

BW

(5.13)

where Rand Care the preamplifier input resistance and capacitance, respectively, kisBoltzmann's

constant, and Tisthe temperature. SLUf) isthe noise spectral density ofthe photodetector output

current which can be derived (See Appendix A.) using a similar strategy to thatof [58]:

Sbcondif) — (
vM2Fe2 crn n t,Me 2 P \
—T WbconJ + (-7—) SgcJfi (5.14)
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where SgcotJJ) is the optical intensity noise spectral density and Fistheavalanche photodiode excess

noise factor. .Fisusually related to both the avalanche gain M andthe ionization factor of the APD

[61]. In Eq.(5.14), the first term is the signal-induced detector shot-noise while the second term is

contributed by the signal-intensity noise. The subscript, bcond, in equations (5.11)-(5.14) hasbeen

used to emphasize the impact of the parallel bit patternon the total noise. Table 1 summarizes the

definition as well as the values for various parameters used in this chapter. In the next section we

shall calculate the optical intensity noise in the jA channel in the presence of the crosstalk from

adjacent channels.

Rf feedback resistance 10 kn

R receiver input resistance 40 kn

C receiver input capacitance 0.2 pF

K amplifier noise voltage 2tNI4Hz

rA amplifier input noise current 2pA/V#F

M avalanche gain 1

X wavelength 1550 nm

T temperature 300 K

V photodetector quantum efficiency 1.0

BW electrical bandwidth 500MHz

r extinction ratio 20.0

TABLE I. A SUMMARY OF THE DEFINITION AND VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS USED IN THE CAL
CULATIONS.

5.3.3 Calculation of optimal threshold level

The probability of detecting an error in channel j in the presence of crosstalk from adjacent

channels y— 1 andy +1 is

l l

p<=i £ E (ptbJ =1'fy-v b bj+1)=0.°.*)]+pvj=°i(h-1. bbj+1)=p.1-*)]) (5-i5)
/=0*=0
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assuming equal probability of l's and O's in all the channels. In Eq.(5.15) bj is the regenerated bit

value in they1* receiver. If the optimal threshold is x, Eq.(5.15) reduces to

'•-*££K*£) ♦-(*£))
where KfflA and Vnk are the expected output voltage when logical ZERO and ONE,respectively, are

sent. The optimal threshold is the value that rninimizes the bit-error rate. Therefore the optimal

threshold for signal detection in the presence of interfering channels is the solutionto

1 * ' l &~vm? i Wu-*)2En/ 1 V* ~ "Ml j Van-*) \
L \irre 2* -17—e- 2*» -0 (5.17)

/=0*=0\ "a* Ni\k n* /

which is obtained by setting dP.jdx to zero.

In the following we will investigate the impact of phase-to-intensity noise conversion on the

system performance (i.e. Eq.(5.16)) of they* channel.

5.4 SYSTEM PENALTY DUE TO ADJACENT CHANNEL CROSSTALK

In this section, the system penalty caused by adjacent channel crosstalk will be derived for the

following light-source scenarios:

• noncoinciding uncorrelated light sources,

• coinciding uncorrelated light sources, and

• coinciding correlated light sources.

5.4.7 Noncoinciding Uncorrelated Light Sources
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Figure 5-6. Power penalty vs. frequency spacing. The crosstalk levels vary from —35dB to —26dB. The
electrical bandwidth of the receiver is assumed to be 500 MHz.

Each channel in this case is operated with an independent laser source. In order to calculate

the BER in Eq.(5.16), we need to calculate the expectation of Eq.(5.9) and the opticalnoise spectral

density, S&o„d, in Eq.(5.14). The expectation of the light intensity is given in Eq.(5.12) and the

power spectral density of the light intensity in the jA channel can be calculated to (see Appendix

B)
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sLm £ ({Avf +y_q j +(Av)2 +̂ y
(5.18)

+

(Av)2 + (f-Afj_lJ+ly

where Av is the laser linewidth and Afm/t -fm -fn. cu- x, cJJ+l, and c,_1|/+, are given as

cjj_x =2By/l-2B2J7fJ_-;

cJJ+l =2BJI-2B2 JPjPJ+l (5-19)

cy-u+i = ^ Jpj-\pj+i

The total noise power due to phase-to-intensity noise conversion is

i . 5P^-Aj5 BW+Af,j_l"bcond= ^[cy^tan-1 K^+tan"1 j^-L)

+^^(t--1 K7^±1+tan ST^ (5'20)
+ <y_u+1(tan — + tan — )

Using the derivations of Section 3, we calculated the power penalty at BER = 10~ls as a func

tion of the channel frequency spacing for a laser linewidth of 10MHz. A uniform channel spacing

is assumed here (i.e. |Afu_ 11 = |Afu, +, | and |Aft.u+, | = 21 Afu., | ). The result is illustrated

in Figure 5-6 for crosstalk levels ranging from -35dB to -26dB. The power penalty is at its

maximum when the channel frequency spacing is zero. The intensity noise seenby the receiver (i.e.

Nuond) approaches zero when the channel frequency spacing becomes much larger than the receiver

bandwidth and the laser linewidth. This behavior is evident from Eq.(5.18) in which we can ob

serve that the frequency spacing Afm„ has the effect of shifting the intensity noise spectral density

by an amount Afm„. Therefore, zero frequency spacing gives the maximum overlap between the

noise spectral density and the receiver passband. As the frequency spacing increases, the overlap
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between the down-converted intensity noise spectral density and the receiver passband

monotonically decreases and asymptotically approaches zero as the frequency spacing goes to in

finity. In this case, the only effect from the crosstalk is a bit-pattern-dependent DC-eye-closing (due

to the first two terms in Eq.(5.9)) which gives rise to the smallest system degradation for a given

crosstalk level. The maximum allowablecrosstalk level is calculated to be —12dB for a ldB power

penalty criterion in this case.

5.4.2 Coinciding Uncorrelated Light Sources

If the light sources, for example, are locked to a weak external absorption line, the lasers will

have coinciding mean wavelengths but still be individually uncorrelated with regard to the phase

noise process. Another scenario is the situation in which the channels are sharing the same source

but the difference of propagation delay between adjacentchannels exceeds the lasercoherence time.

In either case, the laser phase noise will contribute to the intensity noise of the signal due to the

frequency beating among the channel signals. The total noise power in the receiver bandwidth,

BW, due to phase-to-intensity noise conversion can be derived from Eq.(5.20) by setting Afm/t equal

to zero:

"bcond =If<<£/- 1+CJJ+ 1+CJ- U+l)^'1-^- <5'21)

It is clear from Eq.(5.21) that the maximum optical intensity noise level is reached when Av<^BW

(i.e. all the down-converted phase-to-intensity noise falls within the receiver bandwidth). The

minimum noise level appears in cases where AvpBW (i.e. only a small fraction of the down-

converted phase-to-intensity noise falls within the receiver bandwidth). As BWlAv approaches

zero, the total intensity noise power also approaches zero.

Figure 5-7 shows the power penalty versus crosstalk level for various values of the laser

linewidth and Figure 5-8 shows the power penalty as a function of linewidth for various crosstalk

levels. As expected, the power penalty increases as either the crosstalk level increases or the laser

linewidth decreases. The maximum allowable crosstalk is about -17dB for a laser linewidth of 10
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Figure 5-7. Power penalty vs. crosstalk. The laser linewidth varies from 100 MHz to 10 GHz.

GHz. On the other hand, the allowable crosstalk is reduced to -31dB when the laser linewidth is

lOOMHz. Note that even though the linewidth or the channel frequency spacing goes to infinity,

the crosstalk still has animpact on the eye opening due to the first two terms in Eq.(5.9).

5.4.3 Coinciding Correlated Light Sources

If the light sources have identical wavelength and constant phase relationship (e.g. an array of

external modulators modulating the Ught from a shared laser source), the phase terms in Eq.(5.9)

will be deterministic and time-invariant except for the possible dependency on a random initial

phase.
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Figure 5-9 shows the power penalty as a function of the crosstalk level for various phase dif

ference values between the adjacent waveguides and the center waveguide. In the worst case when

the phase of both adjacent waveguides are 180° out of phase with the center waveguide, only

-25dB crosstalk can be tolerated. In the best case (i.e. ©yV±1 e [60°, 90°]), the maximum allowable

crosstalk level is —lldB. Figure 5-10 shows the impact on the power penalty for nonidentical

phase differences (i.e. 0/j-i # ©a/+i). As shown in this figure, the power penalty for —20dB of

crosstalk is not significantly dependent on the phase difference as long as ®JJ±i e [ - 90°, 90°].

Figure 5-11 shows that the normalized optimum threshold is significantly affected (^20% in the

worst case) as the amount of crosstalk exceeds -20dB. On the otherhand, the optimalthreshold
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Figure 5-9. Power penalty vs. crosstalk for various phase difference. ®m/t is defined as ©OT - 0„.

is also affected by the phase difference between adjacent channels, as shown in Figure 5-12. The

normalized optimal threshold reaches a maximum when the source used by adjacent waveguides

are 90° out of phase (i.e. ®m/t = 90°) and reaches a minimum when the source used by adjacent

waveguides are 180° out of phase (i.e. ®m„ = 180°).

5.4.4 Discussion

The system degradation for various source conditions is summarized in Figure 5-13. As

shown in this figure, the power penalty for the wavelength-coinciding weakly coherent light sources

exceed that of the wavelength-coinciding strongly coherent source, e.g. for a laser linewidth of 500
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Figure 5-10. Power penalty vs. phase difference. The crosstalk level is assumed to be —20dB.

MHz and a crosstalk level higher than —25dB. One may wonder why wavelength-noncoinciding

or wavelength-coinciding weakly coherent sources (the cases discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.2) im

pose stronger demands on the crosstalk level than wavelength-coinciding strongly coherent source

(the case discussed in Section 4.3) under some circumstances. Intuitively, wavelength-coinciding

strongly coherent Ught sources should give rise to the largest and constant closing of the eye (e.g.

for 180° phase difference). Due to the random nature of the phase-to-intensity noise conversion

in the case of using weakly coherent Ught sources, the same amount of eye closing may only be

observed temporarily since the phase difference, <Dm^, changes randomly in time between 0 and

2w. Therefore, the average power penalty for a system using weakly coherent Ught sources could
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only be better thanthat obtained from the worst case of using wavelength-coinciding strongly co

herent Ught sources. The explanation is simply that we have assumed the probability distribution

function of the phase-to-intensity noise is Gaussian in computing the bit-error rate (Eq.(5.16)).

The bit-error rate calculations based on this assumption usuaUy overestimates the power penalty

as compared to that from using the actual probability distribution function [16] since there obvi

ously is an upper and lower bound on the eye closure imposed by the crosstalk. Therefore, in

general the maximum allowable crosstalk level for the cases discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 wiU

always be higher than the case where Avf>BW or Afm^>BW and lower than the case where

Afm„ = 0 and A®m„ = 180°, asindicated by the hatched area on Figure 5-13.
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In Section 4.3, we have shown that the optimal decision threshold is modified by the crosstalk

from adjacent channels. However, the decision threshold in a practical optical receiver is usually

derived from an automatic gain control mechanism and is set at the average of the incoming Ught

signals. Therefore, a substantial power penalty is induced if the optimal decision threshold is dif

ferent from the average value of the incoming Ught signals. Furthermore, an additional power

penalty is introduced when the decision threshold is offset from the average value of the Ught signals

due to the device mismatch in a receiver. Both of these factors affect the maximum allowable

crosstalk, as shown in Figure 5-14. In Figure 5-14, a criterion of 1-dB power penalty at BER

= 10"1S has been used to obtain the maximum allowable crosstalk as a function of the decision
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threshold. This figure shows that the maximum allowable crosstalk is very sensitive to the decision

threshold. Assuming that the sampling level wiU not be optimized and that it wiU be set to 50%

with ± 5% accuracy, it is seen from the figure that the crosstalk level should not exceed -32 dB

(obtained at the 55% sampling level). Assuming the threshold uncertainty is even worse, say

± 10%, the maximum aUowable crosstalk levelreduces to -54 dB! Therefore, we further conclude

that the uncertainty on the decision threshold should be smaUer that ±5% in order to obtain re

alistic requirements to the crosstalk level. The asymmetric nature of the curve in Figure 5-14 is

due to the larger shot noise level in the logical ONE.
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5.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have derived a crosstalk model to determine the crosstalk-induced system

penalty caused by coupling between adjacent channels in a dense single-mode waveguide array en

vironment. Three different light-source scenarios are considered:

(1) Wavelength-noncoinciding uncorrelated,

(2) Wavelength-coinciding uncorrelated and

(3) Wavelength-coinciding correlated Ught sources.

In case (3) where the channels share the same laser source, the systempenaltyonly depends on the

phase difference between adjacent waveguides. Only —25dB of crosstalk can be tolerated in the
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worst case when both of the adjacent waveguides are 180° out of phase with the center waveguide.

In the other extreme where the channel frequencies are widely spaced (i.e. the channel frequency

spacing is much larger than the receiver bandwidth), a crosstalk of -12dB can be tolerated. If the

Ught sources are emitting at the same wavelength but are uncorrelated, the laser phase noise con

tributes to the intensity noise due to the beating among the channel signals. The contributed in

tensity noise is largest for laser linewidths smaller than the receiver bandwidth. In the best case

where the linewidth is significantly larger than the receiver bandwidth, a maximum crosstaUc of

about —12dB is acceptable. In the worst case where aU the down-converted phase-to-intensity

noise faUs within the receiver bandwidth, we can not accurately predict the maximum aUowable

crosstalk level with the assumption that the phase-to-intensity noise foUows a Gaussian distrib

ution. However, the maximum aUowable crosstalk level wiU be lower-bounded by —25dB.

In optical chip interconnects it is unlikely that the decision threshold wiU be optimized. For a

sampling level at 50% of the average signal swing we found that the requirement to the maximum

aUowable crosstaUc level reduces to -32 dB assuming a ± 5% uncertainty on the sampling level.

Using —30 dB as themaximum aUowable crosstalk, wecan determine theminimum waveguide

spacing to belarger than 8 um from Figure 5-3, assuming the waveguide width is 3 pmand length

is 50 fjm. The density of the single mode waveguide therefore approaches 900/cm, which is signif

icantly larger than thin-film microstrip lines.

FinaUy, ourderivation does not take into account the effect of laser wavelength chirping. The

system penalty would be smaUer than predicted by the present model if this effect is included.

APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF EQUATION (5.17)

FoUowing the derivation in [58], we divide the time axis into smaU intervals At with the kA

interval being [(k - l!2)At,(k + l/2)Af]. Let the random variable Nk denote the number of arrivals

in the kA interval, the current can then be expressed as

//0 =Hm e £ GkN^t-kAt) (5.22)
A/-»0 ,
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Since the intervals are nonoverlapping, the {Nk} are independent Poisson random variables with

rate parameter X(kAt)At, and {(?*} are also independent random variables with mean M and vari

ance M2F. Similar to the derivation in [16], the conditional mean and autocorrelation of I(t) can

now be determined under the limit At -* 0:

£[//<) I/>(•)] =^ J~ P(m - t)</t (5.23)

EU(h)I(h) IP(.)1 = nM*e J~ P(r)h(tx - x)h(t2 - x)dt
tiMe r f

+( hv~) J P{r)Kh " TH ^^" T)*

and we thus have

£[//!)] = £[£[//') I/>()]]
tjMe

»jA/e r°°f (5-25)
"l~rmP\

wt/^(r —t)A
J-oo

/•OO

J A(f-T)rfl
—oo

where //(a>) is the receiver transfer function.

j mpA^-T)^-^vM2Fe2

(5.24)

hv -U, ^V1 ' v*2 v" (5.26)
2 *oo roo» » j. mOO <*00

+(\^ )J J *„(", ^)Kh - U)h(t2 - V)dudv
-oo oo
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where mP and Rp(u,v) are the mean and autocorrelation of the Ught intensity. The autocovariance

of 7,(0 therefore equals:

mPj h(tl-x)h(t2-x)dt\M2Fe2
hv ^u /w (5.27)

tiMe 2r°° r°°+(\~) J J Ijfu, v)h(tx - Mh - ^udv
—oo —oo

The spectrum thus equals the Fourier transform of Eq.(5.27):

•(w =(J^r1»* +(^)^w)i»wi2 («8)

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQUATION (5.20)

In this appendix, we wiU derive the autocovariance and the power spectral densityof the Ught

intensityfor the most general caseof noncoinciding uncorrelated Ught sources presentedin Section

5.3.1. The special cases presented in Section 5.3.2 can be derived from the expressions in this ap

pendix.

The autocovariance, LF(x), is denned as

Lp(x) = EKPbcondit + t) - E\PbcoUt + t)]) (P^t) - JECPte^l)])]

= X &*& COS^wm - <°n)(t +*) +<l>m(t +*) - <&„(* +*) +®m- ®n) •
(mji)

cos((a>m - wn)t + <Dm(/) - 4>n(t) + ®m- 0„)] (5.29)

+ Z Z ^wi^^-^C co»((»m —»«)(' +T) +<Dm(f +T)-<D„(f +T) +©m -©„)•
(m^i) (p*)

cos((a>/, - o>?)f + Op(t) - 4>q(t) + ®p- ®q)-]

where m,pe{jj— 1); n,qe{jj+ 1); and m#p, «gfe^. Since the phase noise processes from

sources m and n are independent, the first term in (5.29) can be expanded to
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4,*%. cos((<om - con)(t +t)+<S>m(t +t)- d>n(t +t)+©OT - ©„)
cos((cow - con)t + <DOT(r) - <t>n(t) + ©m - ©„)]

= <£,*£[{ cos(com(t +x) +Om(r +t)+©JC0S(6>„(f +t)+<Dn(f +t)+©„)
+ sin(com(r + t) + <Dm(r + t) + ©J sinK(f + t) + 4>n(t + x) + ®n)}

{ cos(comt + Q>m(t) + ®m) cos(cont + <Dn(0 + ©„)
+ sin(a>mf + <Dm(0 + ©J sinKf + On(t) + ©„)}]

=<&„(£[ cosKiC+t) +Om(r+t) +©m) cos(a>mr+<DOT(0 +©J] (5 30)
£[ cosK(r + T) + <t>n(t + T) + ©„) cos(a>„r + <Dn(0 + ©„)]

+ £[ sin(a>OT(r + t) + <Dm(r + t) + ©J cos(a>OTr + d>m(t) + ©J]
£[ sin(co„(f + t) + <Drt(r + t) + ®n) cos(a>nt + Q>n(t) + ©„)]

+ £[ cos(caw(r + t) + 4>M(f + t) + ©OT) sin(a>mf + Om(t) + ©J]
£[ cos(a>n(r + t) + <Dn(r + t) + ®„) sin(<v+ Ob(i) + ©„)]

+ £[ sin(<om(f + t) + Om(f + t) + ©J sin(«>mf + Om(0 + ©J]
£[ sin(o>„(f + t) + <D„(f + t) + ©„) sinK* + O„(0 + ©„)])

In the first term of Eq.(5.30),

£[ cos(coOT(f + t) + <DOT(f + t) +©J cos(a>mr + <Dw(f) + ©J]

y (£[ cos(com(f +t)+<omt +<Dm(/ +t)+<Dm(f) -f
+ £[ cos(a>m(r + t) - <omt + <Dm(f + t) - <Dm(0)])

= y (^C cos(wm(t +t)+oOTr +<Dm(/ +t)+<Dm(f) +2©m)] (5.31)

Since ®m is uniformly distributed over [0,2«] and independent of 0(t), it can be shown that

£[cos(om(r +t) +wmt +Om(r +t) +<DOT(0 +2©m)] equals zero. Since <D(f) = f'®(x)dx, it has

been shown in [16] that <D(t) = 0(f + x) - 0(t) is a Gaussian random variable with meanzero and

variance 2«Av |t |. The expectation of cos(0(r))is

£[cos(0(t))] = j^+r^ =e—A*,T| (5.32)

whUe the expectationof sin(<I>(T)) is
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£[ sin(<D(T))] = -1- £[*>*<*> - e"W>] =0 (5.33)
2/

Equation (5.31) thus equals l/2cos(o)mT)e-»A"lTl, and it foUows that the first term in (5.30) equals

1/4 cos(coraT) cos(o)nT)e-2ffAv|Tl. Sinular to (5.31), we can show that the fourth term in (5.30) equals

l/4cos(a)lnT)cos(a)„T)e-2,'A'|,'l whUe the second and the third terms are both equal to

1/4sm(comT) sm(conx)e-2***M. The first termin (5.29) thus equals l/2c£* cos(Ao>„v,T)e-2»A»iri where

Aa>m„ = <om —wn.

If m,np,q are substituted by jj- ljj+ 1, respectively, the second term in (5.29) can be ex

panded into

Cjj-iCjJ+lElcos((wj-a>j_l)(t + x) + <l>j(t + x)-<bj_l(t + x) + ®J-®j_l)
cos((a>y - a>J+ Jt +<D/0 - <Dy+ ,(i) - ©, - ®J+ ^]

= Cjj_ lCJJ+lE[{ COS((Oj(t +X) + ®j(t+x) + ®j) COS((Oj_ j(r +t) +<Dy_ ,(f+t) +©y_,)
+sm(wj(t + x) + <S>j(t + x) + ®j) sin(<o/_ ,(f+ x) + Qj-^t +x) + ®y_,)}
{cos(a>/ +<D/0 +®j) cos(a>j+lt + ®J+l(t) + ®J+1)
+ sin(a>/ +<D/0 +©,) sm(a>J+ }t+ <!>J+ {(t) + ®J+ ,)}]

= cJJ-\ CJJ +l(££ COS(<Oj{t + x) + <S>j(t +t) +©y) COS((Ojt +®j(t) + ©,)]
%:™*<»j-i(t + *) +*j-iit + T) + ej-l)}ELcQ*a>j+^

+ £[ sm(a>j(t +t) 4- 0>j(t + x) + ®j) cos(a>jt + <J>j(t) +0y)]
E[sm(o>J_l(t + x) + <l>j_l(t + x) + ®j_l)lElcos(wj+lt + <l>j+l(t) + ®j+ln

+ £[ cos(o>j(t + x) + Oj(t + x) + ®j) sm(cojt + O/0 -I- ©,)]

%.cos(a>j__l(t + x) +Qj_l(t + x) +®J_l)-]Elsm(c0j+lt + <S>j+}(t) +©,+ ,)]
+ £[ sin(a>/f +t) +<Dy(f +t) +®j) sin(a>/ +<Dy(/) +®y)]

£[sin^. ,(f+t)+<D;_ }(t +T) +©,_ tfEl sm(<oj_ Yt +<Dy_ ,(fl +©y_ j)]}

which is zero. Similarly, we can also show that other substitutions in the second term of (5.29)

wiU yield the same result.

The autocovariance Lp(x) thus equals
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From (5.35) we can determine the double-sided power spectral density:

~p ,A _ Av , cJJ-\ cjj+i
^bcondJ) — ~n~\ (Av)' +(f- Afjj_ xf (Avf +(f- AfJJ+ J

-2
9-y+i

(Avf + (f-Afj_XJ+xy )

(5.35)

(5.36)

where A/^ = Awm^2n.

APPENDIX C. DERIVATION OF EQUATION (5.24)

It is straightforward to show from definition that the meanof eq. (5.12) is zero. Since © and

4>(0 are independent, the mean of the crosstalk process can be reduced to

= fy- iC^cos^/O -<S>j_ l(t))-]E[cos(®J-®j_l)']
- £[ sin(<D/0 - O,_ ,(0)]£[ sin(®, - 0, _,)]}

+ cjj+\{Elc°s(<l>j(t)-<l>j+\(t))Wcos(®j-®j+ly] (5.37)
- ^sm(<I>y(0-O/+1(0)]£[sin(®/-®/+1)])

+ 9-W+i(£tcos(<I!/-i(0-<l>y+i(0)]£[cos(©/_1-©/+1)]
- £[sin(0,_ ,(0 -<Dy+ ,(!))]£[sin(®/_, -®y+,)]}

Furthermore, since ®m and ©„ areindependent, we have

£[ cos(®OT - ©„)] = £[ cos©w]£[ cos 0J + £[ sin ©m]£[ sin ©J (5.38)
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£[ sin(®OT - ©„)] = £[ sin©OT]£[ cos©„] - £[ cos©m]£[sin©J (5.39)

©m and ©n are uniformly distributed in [0,2w], £[ cos®m], £[ cos©„], £[ sin®m], and £[ sin®n]

are thus aU equal to zero. We can thus conclude that both (5.38) and (5.39) equal zero. It foUows

that (5.37) also equals zero.

The autocovariance Lp(x) is

= ^C^COS(<DOT(f+T)-<D/l(r+T) +®OT-®n)
(mjn)

cos(<Dm(0 - O„(0+ ®m - ©„)] (5.40)

(m/i) (pa)

cos(%(t)-<bQ(t) + ®D-®ay\

The first term in (5.40) can be simplified to

c2m/tEl cos(<Dm(f +t) - <Dn(r +t)+®m - ©„) cos(<S>m(t) - <D„(r) +©OT - ©„)]
= <£,„£[{ cos(<D,„(f +t)+©J cos(<D„(f +t)+©„) +sin(0„,(f +t)+®m) sin(On(t + x) +©„)}

{ cos(<Dm(0 + ©J cos(<Dn(0 + ©„) + sin(Om(0 + ©J sin(<D„(0 + ©„)}]

= 4,n(£[ cos(Om(r +t)+®m) cos(<DOT(0 +©m)]£[ cos(<Dn(/ +t)+©„) cos(<D„(0 +©„)] <5-41)
+ £[ sin(<Dm(f + t) + ©m) cos(<!>m(t) + ©w)]£[ sin(<D„(r + t) + ©„) cos(O„(0 + ©„)]
+ £[ cos(<Dm(r + t) + ©w) sin(<DWI(0 + ©m)]£[ cos(<D„(r + t) + ©„) sin(<D„(0 + ©„)]
+ £[ sin(<Dm(f + t) + ©m) sin(<Dm(0 + ©J]£[ sin(0„(f + x) + ®n) sm(d>n(t) + ©„)]}

In the first term of (5.37),

£[ cos(<Dm(r + t) + ©J cos(<Dm(0 + ©J]

± {£[ cos(<Dm(r +t) - <Dm(0 +2©J] +£[ cos(<Dm(f +t) - <DOT(0)]} (542)
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Since ®m is uniformly distributed over [0,2w] and independent of O(0, it can be shown that

£[ cos(Om(f +t) - Ow(0 + 2©m)] equals zero. Since 0(0 = /r6(T)^T, it has been shown in [58]

that 0(t) = 0(f + t) —0(0 is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance 2rrAv |x|.

The expectation of cos(0(r))is

£[cos(0(t))] = i-^*(T>+«"y<t>(T>]

while the expectation of sin(0(r)) is

£[sin(0(r))] = ^r£[^<T>-e-^T)]
4/ (5.44)

= 0

Equation (5.42) thus equals l/2e-"*r,T,f and it foUows that the first term in Eq.(5.41) equals

l/4e-2*Ar|rl. Using sinular technique asused for (5.42), we can showthat both of the second and

the third term in (5.41) are zero, and the fourth term is l/4e-2l,A,'lTl. (5.41), or the first term in

(5.40), thus equals l/2c2^e-2'A*'T'. If m,n,p,q are substituted byyV- \jj+ 1, respectively, the sec

ond term in (5.40) can be expanded into
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Cjj.lcJj + lElcos(<S>j(t + x)-<S>j_l(t + x) + ®j-®j_l)
cos(O/0 - Oy+ ,(r) - ©, - ©y+,)]

=Cjj -iCjJ+lEZ{ cos(0/f+t) +©,) cos(0; _l(t + x) + ®J_l)
+ sin(<I>j(t + x) + ®j)sm(<l>j_l(t + x) + ®j_l)}

{ cos(O/0 + Bj) cos(Oy+ ,(0 + ®j+l)
+ sin(O/0 +®/)sin(O/+1(0 +®y+1)}]

cjj_ xcjj+ ,{£[ cos(0/f + t) + ©,) cosfO/O + ©y)]

£[cos(Oy_ ,(r+t) +©,_ ,)]£[ oo8(Oy+j(l) +©y+!>] (5,45)
+ £[ sin(Oy(f +t) + ®j) cos(Oy(0 +©y)]

£[ sin(Oy_ j(f+t) +©,_ ,)]£[ 008(0,+ ,(0 +®j +,)]
+ £[ cos(Oy(f + t) + ©y) sin(O/0 +®;)]

£[coa(Oy_1(r +T) +0;-1)]£[sm(Oy+,(O +07+1)]
+ £[ sin(0/(r + t) + ©y) sin(Oy(0 + ©/)]

£[ sin(Oy_!(/ +t) +©,_ ,)]£[ sin(Oy_ ,(l) +©y_ t)]}

which is zero. Similarly, we can also showother substitutions in the secondterm of (5.40) wiU yield

the same result. Therefore, the autocovariance Lp(x) is

LpiT) =\(cjj_x +c5+1 +c;_w+l)e-2*4,NI (5.46)
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CHAPTER 6 DENSE WDM/WDMA SYSTEMS

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, we have evaluated the maximum density of a dense waveguide array for optical

interconnects at the MCM, board, and backplane levels. For this chapter, instead of exploiting

density in space, we exploit density in wavelength. The wiring density of an optical backplane

system can be relaxed by multiplexing more than one wavelength into the same fiber/waveguide.

The wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) systems or the wavelength-division multiple access

(WDMA) systems using on-off modulation or frequency shift keying and direct detection have re

cently been shown to bea practical system solution for utilizing thevast bandwidth offered bythe

optical fibers/waveguide [77].15 A typical W-channel WDM/WDMA backplane consists of a fixed

wavelength single-mode semiconductor laser diode such as thedistributed feedback (DFB) laser as

the transmitter, anoptical amplifier, and anoptical filter such as the tunable Fabry-Perot (FP) filter

at the receiver end, as shown in Figure 6-1. Optical amplifiers such as Er*+ doped fiber amplifier

[78] whose large bandwidth (~30 nm) and high gain (~30 dB) further suggest that such a backplane

with largefanout can be implemented.

Direct on-off modulation of the single-mode laser diode introduces significant frequency ex

cursion or chirp during the transients ofthe on and off levels [79]. The frequency chirping is the

result of the nonUnear interaction between photons and carriers. The sudden increase in current

density disturbs the system from equiUbrium, generating a train of relaxation osculations on the

carrier density and the optical refractive index ofthe laser medium. The laser emission wavelength

wiU shift correspondingly. Strong damping prevents these osculations from continuing for more

than a few periods. Frequency chirp typicaUy ranges from 0.2-0.8 nm, based upon experimental

observation [79].

15 A significant portion of this chapter is adapted from C-S. Li, F. Tong, K. Liu, and D. G. Messerschmitt,
"Channel Capacity Optimization ofChirp Limited Dense WDM/WDMA Systems Using OOK Modulation
and Optical Filters," IEEE Journal ofLightwave Technology, (c) IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
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When passing through an optical filter, the chirped signal may suffer degradation when the

filter bandwidth is comparable to or smaller than the chirp width. The imperfect optical filter re

sponse also aUowscrosstalk from adjacent channels. The combined chirp and crosstaUc effects thus

limit the ultimate channel capacity of a direct modulation dense WDM/WDMA system. It is

therefore important to determine the maximum number of channels of such a system, and the op

timal operating conditions for the lasers and the optical filters. In this chapter, we choose a set of

typical laser parameters and, assuming this laser, we concentrate on systems which operate at speed

faster than 1 Gbps and use a Fabry-Perot filter as the optical filter.

DRIVER

•
T

T

1
•
T

T

DFB

LASER

STAR

COUPLER

FIBER OPTICAL

AMPLIFIER FILTER

RECEIVER

PHOTODETECTOR

Figure 6-1. Architecture of a typical N-channel WDM/WDMA backplane. In this structure, single-mode
lasers are used as transmitters and fixed-tuned or tunable Fabry-Perot filters are used as
wavelength selective elements.
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Both analytical approaches [79, 80] and simulation approaches [81-83] have been pursuedto

evaluate the laser chirp effect, but these focused only on the penaltyinducedby fiber dispersion for

long-haul communication systems. Chirp-induced penaltythrough FP filters has not yet been an

alyzed. Crosstalk in FP filters has been analyzed in [84], but the chirp effect was largely ignored

in this calculation.

There are several results in this chapter:

• A simulation model for a dense WDM/WDMA system has been developed.

• Over 100 stations canbe accommodated with each station operating at 2 Gbps.

• At bit rates larger than 1 Gbps, a power penaltyof greater than 1 dB is inducedwhen the filter

bandwidth is comparable to or less than the chirp width.

• For a multiple channel system, there exists an optimal optical filter bandwidth which mini

mizes the combined crosstalkand chirp penalty.

• There are optimal operating conditions for the laser andthe filter such that the induced penalty

is minimized.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 describes and justifies the the eye-

degradation criterion for obtaining the system penalty. Section 3 describes the system simulation

model. Simulation results are presented in Section 4 and system optimization results are presented

in Section 5. Simulation results of a WDM system using FSK scheme is discussed in Section 6.

Conclusions are given in Section 7.

6.2 Derivation of System Penalty

Two types of interference are introduced by the system under consideration: intra-charmel in

terference and inter-channel interference. The intra-channel interference (or inter-symbol interfer

ence) occurs when the chirp bandwidth is comparable to or larger than the optical filter bandwidth,

thus causingthe loss of a fraction of optical power in the transmitted bit stream. The inter-channel

interference is caused by the chirp, which substantially increases the bandwidth of the signals of the
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adjacent channels, as well as the response of the optical filter, which allows crosstalk from adjacent

channels.

In general, it is difficult to determine the power penalty for a given system. There exist a va

riety of error bounds and approximation techniques to estimate the effect of intersymbol interfer

ence, such as the truncated-pulse-approximation [82, 85, 86], worst-case bound [87], Chemoff

bound [88], worst possible distribution bound [89], series-expansion bound [85], ormoment-space

bound [90]. However, these approaches usually rely on a priorknowledge of the distribution of

bit patterns, and most of them assume that each bit has equal probability of being a ONE or

ZERO. In computer communications, especially in computer bus communications when coding

or scrambling is not generally assumed, these assumptions do not hold. One approach that does

not require these assumptions uses the eye closure criterion [91], which we shall adopt throughout

this study.

The eye pattern is generated by superimposing the simulated outputs from all of the possible

A/-bit sequences [81], In order to observe the pattern dependency of the frequency chirp, M has

to be larger than the channelmemory to account for all possible intersymbol interference. For the

operating conditions simulated in this chapter, the channel memory has been determined to be less

than three bits. Considering the intersymbol interference generated from the previous two bits and

the following bit, we superimpose all possible patterns from a 8-bit sequence and examine the eye

opening of the fourth bit.

A typical eye pattern for a nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) coded waveform is shown in

Figure 6-2. Both of the vertical andhorizontal eye degradation are evaluated in this chapter. The

vertical eye degradation is defined as

EDX + ED0
ED" = &-& <61>

where Si and S0 are the steady state signal levels for logical ONE and ZERO, respectively, and

EDX and ED0 are the respective signal level deviation compared with the steady state levels. The
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fully opened horizontal eye equals the bit interval, T. The horizontal eye degradation can thus be

expressed as

EDH =
T - EOH

(6.2)

where EOH is the horizontal eye opening.

The power penalty of the NRZ waveform can be derived from the vertical eye degradation:

S1

SO

Figure 6-2. A typical eye pattern showing thehorizontal andvertical eyeopening.. Si andS0 are thesignal
level for ONE and ZERO, respectively; EDi and ED* are the degradation of the eye opening
from ideal signal levels; and EOH is the horizontal eye opening andT is the bit period.
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Ppenaltyi^B) = 101og10£ZV (6.3)

This power penalty is a measure of the additional power in dB required to achieve the ideal eye

opening.16 The horizontal eye degradation gives rise to the waveform jitter. Waveform jitter affects

the receiver timing recovery, increases the variance of receiver sampling instants, and introduces

timing error to the receiver. Its effects can also be translated into system penalty. However, the

exact calculation of the system penalty due to timing jitter [92] depends on the type of the timing

recovery circuitry used in the receiver and is not pursued here.

6.3 Simulation Models

The system simulated in this chapter is shown in Figure 6-3, and consists of, in order, a laser

driver, a single-mode DFB laser, a single-mode fiber of length up to 200 cm, a Fabry-Perot optical

filter, and a lightwave receiver. The valuesof the parameters used in the simulationare summarized

in Table 1. The model of each component is provided as below:

(1) Laser Driver

The NRZ current pulse shape, Ip(t), generated from the laser driver depends on the previous

and the current bit. This is given by

if current bit = 1, previous bit = 0

if current bit = 0, previous bit = 1

if current bit = 0, previous bit = 0

if current bit = 1, previous bit = 1

(6.4)

where lbiat is the bias current, Im is the modulation current, and t, is the 10% to 90% rise time and

fall time of the modulation current. This rise time t, is related to the time constant of the laser

16 In order to relate this expression to the bit-error-rate, the eye opening has to be properly weighted ac
cording to the distribution of the bit patterns. For bit patterns with equal distribution, the average eye
opening can be used to calculate the bit-error-rate.
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Figure 6-3. System configuration for a single channel.. If crosstalk is considered, N single mode laser
emitting at N different wavelengths are used in the simulation.

parasitics given by xr = 2.2RC, where R and C are the corresponding laser parasitic resistance and

capacitance.

(2) Single-Mode DFB Laser

• The dynamics of a single-mode semiconductor diode laser can be modelled by the laser rate

equations [93], which describe the interactions between the photon density p(f), carrier density

n(t), and the phase of the electric field <f>(t):

dt
= rcwwo - r^pit) -

Pit) jgr/KQ
*r i" -r
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Mt) IM Mt)

In these equations, T is the mode confinement factor, /% is the carrier density at transparency, tp is

the photon lifetime, /? is the fraction of spontaneous emission coupled into the lasing mode, t„ is

the carrier recombination lifetime, q is the electron charge, Va is the active layer volume, vg is the

group velocity, oo is the gain coefficient, a is the linewidth enhancement factor. The parameter

G(t) is the saturable gain coefficient defined by

GW " TTW (6-8>

where e is the gain compression factor. This semiclassical treatment does not distinguish between

the particle and wave nature of light. Thus the photon density and the electric field of the optical

wave are used interchangeably [82]. By numerically integrating Eq.(6.5-6.7) using injected current

from Eq.(6.4), we obtain the optical power emitted per facet P(t) and the instantaneous chirp fre

quency Av(f):

„w =Ofl^ (,9)

and
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where tj0 is the differential quantum efficiency of the laser performance. It can be shown that by

substituting Eq.(6.5) and (6.7) into Eq.(6.10), the frequency chirp Av(f) can be simplified to

[94, 95]

Av«> =*r{w^r +^~ i^J (6-1J)

The first term in this expression is the transient chirp, while the second term is the adiabatic chirp

[81]. Due to its derivative nature, the transient chirp occurs when the laser is turned on or off.

Adiabatic chirp occurs as a result of spontaneous emission and gain suppression and causes fre

quencyoffsetbetweenthe steady state on andoff levels during modulation. Note that a and ehave

a strong effect on the frequency chirp. Devices with lower value of a, such as multiple-quantum-

well lasers, exhibit smaller chirp [96].

(3) Single-Mode Fiber

The electric field at the output end of the fiber in the frequency domain is given by

S/UmM = HjnMSsiJ) (6.12)

where

itX2Dtf
Hfiberif) = «* c (6.13)

[97] and

%W =J°° Jm^e-M'dt (6.14)
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The coefficient Dis the fiber dispersion parameter, £ is the fiber length, Xis the optical wavelength,

and c is the velocity of light.

(4) Fabry-Perot Filter

Likewise, the electric field at the output side of the FP filter in the frequency domain is given

by

SPPW = HpfMSflbeM) (6.15)

where Hfp is the frequency domain transfer function [98], given by

H*M = 71T7T <616>
1 - Ref2n~FsT

where T and R are the power transmission coefficient and the power reflection coefficient of the

filter, respectively. The parameter/ is the center frequency of the filter. The parameter FSR is the

free spectral range at which the transmission peaks are repeated and can be defined as

FSR = cjlfiL, where L is the FP cavity length and fi is the refractive index of the FP cavity. The

3 dB transmission bandwidth FWHM {full width at halfmaximum) of the FP filter is related to

FSR and F:

FWHM =^- (6.17)

where the finesse F of the FP filter is defined as

F= t—=- (6.18)l-R
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«^-

FSR

Figure 6-4. Frequency response of a Fabry-Perot filter.

These parameters are represented in Figure 6-4. Note that models describing the single-mode fiber

andthe FP filter are both linear with respect to the electric field. The results are thus independent

of the placement order of the fiber and the FP filter.

(5) Lightwave Receiver

The lightwave receiver is modeled by a photodetector followed by a linear pulse-shaping filter.

The photo-current from the photodetector is related to the incident optical power /Vp(0 by

m = -j£-'wo + ^o (6.19)
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where »/ is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector and A0 is the dark current. PFp(t) can be

calculated from SFP(f):

PFP(t) = sFP(t)sFP{t) (6.20)

where Sfp(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of SFp(f). The photocurrent i(t) is convolved with a

receiver filter with Gaussian-shaped frequency response

/ 2
HRif) = e-*^ (6.21)

where fR = 0.75/7, and T is the bit period. This particular filter bandwidth is chosen in an attempt

to minimize the receivernoise while rnaximizingthe eye opening.

(6) Crosstalk Model

Previous system models only consider the degradation of a single channel in the presence of

laser chirp and a FP filter. Here, we consider the signal degradation in the presence of crosstalk

channels. Crosstalk from adjacent channels has been of primary concern for a dense WDM or

WDMA system. We consider a WDM or WDMA system consisting of N channels equally spaced

Afapart. In order to estimate the worst-case interference pattern, all of the N — 1 stations are as

sumed to be transmitting the same interferingpatterns synchronously. The total interfering spec

trum, SmJJ) becomes

AT-1

EShM= ^¥-'#"M (6.22)

where S,{f— u\f) is the spectrum of the i* channel and td is the phase difference between the inter

fering channels and the signal channel. The total transmission including the signal SS(J) through

the FP filter is
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s»uM = JfoWKW + Skffi} (6.23)

The same eye-closure criterion can be applied to obtain the performance of a multiple channel

system as was used in the single channel case.

Notation Definition Value

r mode confinement factor 0.4

no electron density at transparency 1018cm-3

*p photon lifetime 3ps

T„ electron lifetime 1 ns

fi spontaneous emission factor 3 x 10-5

4 electron charge 1.6xlO"19C

va Active volume l.SxlO-ncm*

a linewidth enhancement factor 5

v* group velocity 8.5 x 109cm/j

do gain coefficient 2.5 x 10- "cm2

W total quantum efficiency 0.4

e gain suppression factor 10-"cm3

n photodetector quantum efficiency 0.8

h dark current 6.25 x 1010/ sec

D fiber dispersion constant — llpsjkmlnm

TABLE 1. DEFINITION AND VALUE OF THE PARAMETERS USED IN THIS CHAPTER.

6.4 Simulation

Of all the parameters describing the system, the parameters that can be varied experimentally

have been limited to a few, namely,

• the laser bias current, Ibiett

• the modulation current, 7W,
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1.S 2

TIME(ns)

2.5 3.5

Figure 6-5. Simulated output of instantaneous optical power of a DFB laser using bit pattern
0011110000. The operating parameters are: bit rate B="SGbps, normalized bias current
hllth-1.16, rise time of the drive current tr-1/27\ and extinction ratio r=0.16.

• the rise time of the driving current, t„

• the bit rate, B, or the bit period, 1/7,

• the position of the center frequency, fe,

• the 3dB bandwidth of the FP filter, FWHM.

In order to match the opticalamplifier bandwidth, the FSR is fixed at 3.7THz, corresponding to

30 nm at 1.55 /xm. In changing the filter bandwidth, the finesse is also changed correspondingly to

preserve the total FSR. The center frequency of the FP filter has been fixed at half way between

the steady state ONE bit and ZERO bit. The relatively short length in our model (/ < 200 cm)
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causes insignificant dispersion. To maintain the same optical power reaching the FP filter, the total

driving current to the laser during the ONE bit is maintained at

/r=/«* + /« =1.85/,th (6.24)

Note that the bias current here is used for the driving current of a ZERO bit andis larger thanthe

lasing threshold, which has been simulated to be 33.5 mA. The bias current normalized to the

threshold current /rt ranges from 1.0 to 1.2. The ratio

0.5 1 1.5 2

TIME(ns)
2.5 3.5

Figure 6-6. Simulated output of instantaneous chirp frequency of a DFB laser using bit pattern
0011110000.
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Figure 6-7. Simulated output of instantaneous optical power of a DFB laser using bit pattern
0000010000. The operating conditions are same as in Figure 6-5.

r = (6.25)

is defined to be the extinction ratio of the signal and ranges from 0.02 to 0.16 in our simulations.

The rise time of the laser driving current can be related to the bit period by

tr = xT= ^- x<l (6.26)
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A fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to integrate the laser rate equations. Figure 6-5,

Figure 6-6, Figure 6-7, Figure 6-8, Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 show the instantaneous optical

power and emission frequency of the laser for bit pattern 0011110000, 0000010000,and 0001010000

at 3 Gbps. These figures demonstrate that the relaxation oscillation and frequency excursion are

pattem dependent. As shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6, the laser is modulated by a pattern

0011110000. The relaxation oscillation frequency is found to be 5 GHz for the ONE bit and 2 GHz

for the ZERO bit. We designate frequency chirp offset of 0 GHz corresponding to laser emission

frequency at threshold. In Figure 6-6, the corresponding transient chirp spans from —5 GHz to

12GHz during the the first cycleof oscillation. The adiabatic chirpis found to be lessthan 2 GHz.
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Figure 6-8. Simulated output of instantaneous chirp frequency of a DFB laser using bit pattern
0000010000.
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TIME(ns)
3.5

Figure 6-9. Simulated output of instantaneous optical power of a DFB laser using bit pattern
0001010000. The operating conditions are same as Figure 6-5.

These values are close to those obtained from experiments [85]. Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 show

the case in which the laser is modulated by a bit sequence 0000010000. The numberof relaxation

oscillations are limited to 2 cycles by the duration of the ONE bit,which is 330 ps. The height of

the optical pulses and the frequency excursion are similar to those generated by the sequence

0011110000. However, as the bit pattern changes to 0001010000, as shown in Figure 6-9 and

Figure 6-10, there are increases in peak optical power and maximum frequency excursion in the

second ONE bit of the pattern. The maximum frequency excursion during the first relaxation os

cillation of the second ONE bit is 20% more than the first relaxation oscillation in the first ONE
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bit. The corresponding peak power also increases by 11%. This increase in chirp is due to

undershooting in the carrierdensity during the preceding ZERO.

Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12 show the eye patterns from a single channel system operated at

3 Gbps. Careful observationof these eye patterns reveals that different bit patterns are responsible

for the closing of the upper trace and the lower trace of the eye. As shown in the figures, pattern

0010100000 is responsible for closing the upper trace of the eye while pattern 0010010000 is re

sponsible for closingthe lower trace of the eye. The effect of introducing an FP filter is illustrated

in Figure 6-11. By comparing Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12, one canobserve immediately that the

0.5 1.5 2

TIME (ns)

2.5 3.5

Figure 6-10. Simulated output of instantaneous chirp frequency of a DFB laser using bit pattern
0001010000.
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0.8 0.9 1

TIME(ns)

1.1 1.2 1.3

Figure 6-11. Simulated eye pattern in the absence of a FP filter. The system parameters are
B = 3.33Gbps, hijltn =1.16, and tr = 0.57*.

eye pattern degrades significantly after an FP filter of 20 GHz bandwidth with center frequency at

0 GHz is introduced, as not all of the optical power falls on the receiver.

(1) Single ChannelSystem

Using the criterion given in Eq. (6.3), we showin Figure 6-13 the powerpenalty as a function

of bit rate for various FP filter bandwidths. In these simulations, the normalized bias current and

the extinction ratio are set at 1.12 and 0.16respectively for all bit rates. The rise time of the laser

driving current equals one half the bit period. Simulation data in the absence of the FP filter are

also presented for comparison. Without the FP filter, the power penalty is rninimized at 5 Gbps,

corresponding to the relaxation oscillation frequency of the ONE bit. The large response at laser
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relaxation oscillation frequency increases the eye-opening, thus causes a dip in the power penalty

characteristics. For the bit rate larger than the relaxation oscillation frequency, the penalty increases

sharply from 1 dB to 4 dB over 1 Gbps range of increment.

For an FP filter bandwidth larger than that of the chirp, there is little degradation in the eye

opening. As the filter bandwidth approaches the chirp bandwidth, there is a substantial increasein

power penalty. At FWHM equal to 4 GHz, which is much smaller than the chirp bandwidth, the

additional power penalty reaches as much as 7 dB at 4 Gbps. One can observe that for the filter

bandwidth considered, the increase in power penalty always occurs at a bit rate higher than 1Gbps,

0.0 0.0 1

TIME(ns)
1.3

Figure 6-12. Simulated eye pattern in the presence of a FP filter with bandwidth =20 GHz. The system
parameters are the same as in Figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-13. Power penalty versus bit rate for various filter bandwidth.

and remains fairly constant at bit rate less than 1 Gbps. The results indicate that a dense WDMA

system using FP filters may operate up to 1 Gbps before chirp becomes a dominant limitation.

Examination of these curves in Figure 6-13 also reveals that the power penalty is smaller for

filters with a small bandwidth than for those with a large bandwidth at bit rates less than 1 Gbps.

This effect is further demonstrated in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15, in which degradation of the

ONE bit and the ZERO bit are analyzed separately. As shown in these two figures, the degradation

of the ONE bit increases monotonically with the decrease of the filter bandwidth while the degra

dation of the ZERO bit decreases monotonically with the decrease of the filter bandwidth. The

improvement of the level ZERO is more than the degradation of the level ONE, and thus accounts

for the overall decrease of power penalty at lower bit rate. Furthermore, we can observe that there
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is a dip of eye degradation for the ONE bit at 5 Gbps while there is a peak of eye degradation for

the ZERO bit at 2 Gbps. The former effect arises from the relaxation oscillation frequency of the

ONE bit and the latter from the relaxation oscillation frequency of the ZERO bit.

For a filter bandwidth of 10 GHz, as shown in Figure 6-16, the degradation of ZERO de

creases while the degradation of ONE increases with the increase of bit rate. These two effects

cancel out each other at low bit rate, and the overall power penalty thus remains essentially con

stant. At a higher bit rate, the degradation of ONE begins to dominate, and the overall power

penalty degrades sharply.

JK

s

§

BIT RATE (Gbps)

Figure 6-14. Eye degradation from the ideal ONE signal level as a function of bit rate.
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The horizontal eye-opening is also measured and the waveform jitter is extracted as a function

of bit rate atvarious FP filter bandwidths, as shown in Figure 6-17. There is a substantial increase

of horizontal eye closure, as defined by Eq.(6.2), atabit rate larger than 3 Gbps. A narrower filter

bandwidth gives rise to sharper increase in horizontal eye-closure. This degradation can be as dra

matic as 70% at 3 Gbps for filter bandwidth equals 4 GHz.

Figure 6-18 plots the power penalty as a function of filter bandwidth at a fixed bit rate of 2

Gbps for various biasing levels. The normalized bias current is set at 1.12, 1.06 and 1.00 and the

rise time is set at one half of the bit rate. As shown in this figure, the power penalty maintains a

fairly constant value for filter bandwidth larger than 30GHz. The increase in power penalty occurs

at filter bandwidth close to one half of the maTmniTn chirp width. In reducing the biasing current,

50

.lblao/ith-l.12
lm/lth»0.71
fc-1GHz

RISE TIME-0.5T

0.1

BIT RATE (Gbps)

FWHM=50GHz

infinite

Figure 6-15. Eye degradation from the ideal ZERO signal levelas a function of bit rate.
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Figure 6-16. Eye-closure as a function of bit rate.. FWHM=10 GHz. The peaks at 3GHz and at SGHz
are the relaxation oscillation frequencies at the applied currents for the ZERO and ONE bit,
respectively. The total eye degradation is also displayed.

the extinction ratio decreases anda lower power penalty results. Horizontal eyeclosure of the same

set of data displays a similar trendin Figure 6-18. A considerable increase in eye closure occurs for

filter bandwidth larger than 20 GHz. Note that these curves (for normalized bias current equals

1.0, 1.06, and 1.12) arethe reverse of those of the power penalty. This can be attributedto the fact

that smaller biasing current introduces stronger initial relaxation oscillations and degrades the hor

izontal eye-closure.

(2) Multi-channel System

The presence of interfering channels degrades the eye opening and increases the systempenalty

and waveform jitter, so we must include not only the intra-channel effects of the preceding sub-
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section, but also the inter-channel effects. Figure 6-20 shows the power penalty as a function of

thetime skew between the interfering channels and the signal channel for a system with 128 chan

nels and 256 channels using a fixed-bandwidth FP filter of 12 GHz. The penalty is periodic and is

maximized within each bit period when the interfering channels synchronize with the signal chan

nel. Synchronization between the interfering channels and the signal channel will thus be used to

obtain theworst case system performance for therest of this section. Figure 6-21 shows thepower

penalty as a function of number of stations operating at 1, 2, and 3 Gbps using a fixed filter band

width. As discussed in the previous section, the stations are distributed across the entire free spec

tral range of the FP filter with equal channel spacing. The constant penalty for a small number

of stations is mainly contributed by the intra-channel chirp effects, as just analyzed (Figure 6-19
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Figure 6-17. Horizontal eye closure versus bit rate at various filter bandwidth.
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Figure 6-18. Power penalty as a function of FWHM. /*,„//*= 1.12. 1.06, and 1.00.

and Figure 6-18); the crosstalk is insignificant in this case. The performances curves of the 1and

2 Gbps cases are similar, though the 2 Gbps suffers a larger penalty resulting from the chirping of

the signal channel alone. The 3 Gbps case displays a even larger intra-channel chirp penalty, a

3.5dB increase as compared with the 1 Gbps case. As the number of stations increases, the cross

talk penalty from adjacent channels begin to dominate. All three curves show a substantial increase

in total system penalty as N exceeds 100, indicating that a system with capacity of no more than

100-130 stations can be achieved before the chirp effect reaches unacceptable levels.

Figure 6-22, Figure 6-23, Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25 illustrate the filter-bandwidth depend

ency of the system penalty. Figure 6-22 displays the power penalty versus the number of stations

for filter bandwidth of 10, 20, and 30 GHz. All stations are transmitting at 2 Gbps. For a small
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number of stations, smaller filter bandwidths have more intra-channel signal distortion. This trend

is completely reversed for large number of stations because the crosstalk from adjacent channels

becomes the dominant source of signal interference and smaller bandwidths allow less crosstalk.

These results are further compared in Figure 6-23, with those reported in [84] in which only the

steady-state crosstalk effect is considered, and frequency chirping from any station is ignored. The

power penalty as calculated without chirp and with chirp are consistent for small number of

stations. The constant offset for small number of stations is due to the nonzero extinction ratio

and finite signal rise time for laser modulation and chirp penalty induced by the FP filter. The

system penalty from chirp rises sharply for large number of stations as compared to the nonchirp

results. This can be attributed to the nonzero chirp width occupied by the interfering channels.

1
8

Iblaa/lth-

1.00

1.06

1.12

40 SO 80 70

FWHM (GHz)

Figure 6-19. Horizontal eye-closure as a function of FWHM.
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POWER PENALTY vs. PHASE DIFFERENCE

-0.4- -0.2 0 0.2

PHASE DIFFERENCE

0.4

Figure 6-20. Power penalty as a function of the skew between the interfering channels and the signal
channel for N =128 and 256. Skew has been normalized with respect to T, and is periodic
outside of ( - 0.5,0.5).

As the interfering channels are brought spectrally closer to the signal channel, their finite spectral

widths generate larger crosstalk as compared with those obtained from the theory, which assumes

zero spectral width for each individual channel.

Because a larger filter bandwidth allows more crosstalk while a narrower bandwidth induces a

larger chirp penalty, there exists anoptimal filter bandwidth for a given numberof stations, atwhich

a minimum system penalty is achieved. Figure 6-24 displays such an optimum for 32, 64, and 128

stations operating at 2 Gbps. As shown in this figure, the optimal filter bandwidth becomes nar-
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rower as the number of stations increases. For a systemwith 128 stations with eachstationtrans

mitting at 2 Gbps, the optimal bandwidth occurs at 10 GHz.

The horizontal eye closure experienced by the system in the presence of interfering channels

is displayed in Figure 6-25. The eye closure increases monotonically as the number of stations in

a system increases. The horizontal eye closes completelyas the number of stationsreaches 256 for

a filter bandwidth larger than 20 GHz.

The laserparameters, such as the gainsuppression and the linewidth enhancement factor, affect

the system performance. The power penaltyis shown in Figure 6-26as a function of the linewidth

enhancement factor for various values of gain suppression. As the linewidth enhancement factor

increases, a larger power penalty is incurredas a resultof larger transient chirp. On the other hand,
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Figure 6-21. Power penaltyversus number of stations at 1,2, and 3 Gbps.
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Figure 6-22. Power penalty versus number of stations at filter bandwidth of 10, 20, 30 GHz.

larger gain suppression increases the adiabatic chirp while decreasing the transient chirp, resulting

in a decrease of the power penalty.

Frequency chirping and crosstalk, rather than waveform jitter, are the dominant factors in de-

terrnining the channel capacity. These results, 100-130 channels at 2 Gbps, are the largest channel

capacity one could achieve as limited by the frequency chirping and crosstalk. Considerable im

provement in the transmission rate willbe madein device development suchasquantum welllasers

with low chirp [96], or waveform shaping on the driving current of the laser diode [97].

6.5 System Optimization
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The optimization of each individual channel in a dense WDMA system is essential for

achieving maximum system capacity. In this section, we evaluate the various optimal operating

conditions of the laser and the FP filter and the sensitivity of the system performance to these

conditions for a single channel in a WDMA environment. It is assumed that each channel runs at

2 Gbps and that the finesse of the FP filter is 312. The parameters that are allowed to vary are

• FP filter center frequency, fe,

• laser bias current, /War,

• laser rise time, t,.

%
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Figure 6-23. Comparison of results between withchirp and without chirp for power penalty versus number
of stations. Filter bandwidth is set at 20 and 30 GHz.
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Figure 6-24. Power penalty versus filter bandwidth at various filter bandwidth.

Figures Figure 6-27, Figure 6-28, Figure 6-29 and Figure 6-30 display the sensitivity of the

system penalty to the position of the center frequency of the FP filter. The centerfrequency is of

significance since the laser emission frequency of the steady state ONE bit differs from the steady

state ZERO bit by 2 GHz due to the adiabatic chirp. Only the optical power of the ONE bit

contributes to the signal detection. If transient chirp is neglected, the FP filter should be centered

at the steady-state frequency of the ONE bit so that most of the power of a ONEbit canpass un-

attenuated while most of the power of a ZERO bit is blocked. Thus, a combination of on-ofif-

keying and frequency-shift-keying demodulated by the FP filter can be achieved. This leads to a

net reduction in system penalty when the FP filter is introduced. The results would be similar for

conditions where transient chirp is either reduced by the laser bias level, or where the duration of
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Figure 6-25. Horizontal eye-closure is plotted against the number of stations at filter bandwidth of 10, 20,
and 30 GHz.

the chirpis smallcompared to the bit period. However, under conditions where the transient chirp

is large, the optical power of a ONE bit is spread across the entire chirp spectral width while the

power of a ZERO bit is still concentrated around the steady state frequency of the ZERO bit. In

this case there is Httle power at the steady state frequency of the ONE bit even during the ONE

bit, and the optimal center frequency is shifted toward the steady-state frequency of the ZERO bit.

Figure 6-27 shows the power penalty as a function of the center frequency for FP filter

bandwidth equal to 10 GHz, 20 GHz, and 50 GHz. As shown in this figure, the optimal center

frequency occurs at the steady-state frequency of the ZERO bit rather than the slightly higher

steady state frequency of the ONE bit. Narrower bandwidths suffer larger systempenalty. For a
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filter bandwidth equal to 10 GHz, the system quickly degrades asthe center frequency shifts towards

the negative side. There is a relatively small increment in power penalty on the positive frequency

side compared to the negative side, since most of the signal power is distributed over the positive

frequency range covered by the chirp. When the filter bandwidth is comparable to or larger than

the chirp width, as is the case when FWHM is equal to 20 GHz, the FSK demodulation effect is

less significant and the asymmetric power penalty is no longer appreciable. For even larger filter

bandwidths, as in the case when FWHM equals 50 GHz, the power penalty is relatively insensitive

to the position of the center frequency.
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Figure 6-27. Power penalty as a function of the center frequency of the FP fdter.

The position of the center frequency of a FP filter is also affected by the laser bias current.

An increase in bias current decreases the amount of chirp, and shifts the optimal center frequency

of the FP filter towards the steady state frequency of the ONE bit. Fora given bit rate andFP filter

bandwidth, Figure 6-28 displays the power penalty asa function of filter center frequency for nor

malized bias currents of 1.0, 1.06, and 1.12. Curves corresponding to normalized current equals

1.06 and 1.12 have their optimal frequencies at around the steady state frequency of the ONE bit.

The corresponding powerpenaltyis also reduced by 0.5dB compared with normalized bias current

of 1.0.

Increase of the laser bias current reduces the chirp but also increases the extinction ratio. An

optimal condition in power penalty therefore exists. By maintaining the center frequency at 1GHz
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Figure 6-28. Power penalty as a function of filter center frequency. /««//*= 1-00, 1.06, and 1.12.

and the bandwidth of the FP filter at 10 GHz, we investigate the power penalty as a function of

bias current. As shown in Figure 6-29, the system penalty exhibits an optimum at normalized bias

current equal 1.05. By removing the FP filter, the eye degrades only due to the increase of ex

tinction ratio, and the system exhibits a monotonic increase in penalty with the increase of bias

current. The penalty due to chirp alone can thus be obtained by subtractingthe extinction penalty

from the total penalty. The monotonic decrease in penalty with the increase of bias current is

consistent with the results from previous studies on chirp-induced dispersion penalty [82].

The optimal center frequency of the FP filter is also sensitive to the rise time and the fall time

of the laser driving current. Figure 6-30 show the power penalty as a function of center frequency

for rise time equal to 1/5, 2/5, 3/5 and 4/5 of the bit period. The laser is biased at threshold in order
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Figure 6-29. Power penalty as a function of laser bias current The laser threshold current has been nor
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to generate the largest chirp width. The general behavior of the power penalty is similar to that

obtained in Figure 6-27 and Figure 6-28, displaying an asymmetric behavior. A shorter rise time

causes larger chirp and the system suffers a larger penalty. The optimal center frequency shifts to

wards the negative side for a sharper rise time, and the power penalty is also less sensitive to the

position of the center frequency. This is because a sharper rise time results in an increase of chirp

width, especially as the powerof the ONE bit spreads across the entire chirp width.

It hasbeen shownin [99] and Eq.(6.26) that the amount of laser chirp can be reduced by in

creasing the rise time. However, increasing the rise time also reduces the vertical eye opening, since

the signal level for a ONE bit requires longer time to reachits maximum value. The combination
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of these effects produces an optimalrise-time for the powerpenalty. Figure 6-31 showsthe power

penalty as a function of rise time. The optimal rise time for the conditions chosen is found to be

150 ps, which spans one third of a bit period. Lessthan 0.5dB change in power penaltyis observed

over the rise time range from 0 to 300 ps. When the FP filter is removed, system degradation is

entirely due to slower rise time, and thus exhibits a monotonic increase in power penalty. The

penalty due to the chirp effect alone can thus be extracted by subtracting the rise time penalty from

the total penalty.

6.6 Dense WDM/WDMA-FSK Systems
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In addition to be modulated by OOK, lasers in a WDM/WDMA system can also be modu

lated by frequency-shift-keying (FSK). FSK usually induces significantly less chirp and thus in

troduces less performance degradation. However, the filter FWHM requirement of using FSK is

more stringent than that of using OOK, becauseof the need to selectone tone out of the two tones

transmitted for each channel. A convenient way to select one out of N FSK channels and de

modulate it simultaneously is to pass the received optical signal through a fixed-tuned or tunable

Fabry-Perot optical filter, selecting one out of 2N tones while rejecting all the others [100-103].

For a given channel spacing, the selected signal in this scheme may suffer degradation when the

optical filter bandwidth is close to or smaller than the modulation width of an FSK channel. On

the other hand, larger filter bandwidth allows more leakage from the adjacent tone of the same
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Figure 6-32. Single-channel power penalty as a function of filter bandwidth. Tone spacing fd of 0.9, 1.9,
2.9, and 3.9 GHz. The laser is biasedwith /«<„ at 60 mA (current level for the ONE bit) with
lasing threshold at 34 mA, while Iblas - Im is the current for the ZERO bit The parameters
T is the bit interval and B, is the receiver bandwidth.

channel as well as from neighboring channels. The combined effects thus yield an optimal filter

bandwidth. Furthermore, reducing the tone spacing within the same channel or channel spacing

between neighboring channels increases crosstalk. To achieve a certain system performance, there

thus exists a minimum channel spacing and tone spacing.

Computer simulations for a FSK system using a two-section DFB laser at low data rates

[102] and a single-section single-mode laser at high data rates [104] have beenreported, but only

a single channel is considered. In this section, we report simulated system performance of an

N—channel dense WDM/WDMA-FSK system using single-section single-mode lasers with each
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Figure 6-33. Multi-channel power penalty vs. channel spacing for filter bandwidth of 2 and 3 GHz.

channel transmitting at 2 Gbps. A single-section single-mode laser model,rather thanmulti-section

laser model, is used because of its superior FM response in the gigabit regime [103, 104]. The

simulation models for the single-mode laser, the optical fiber, the Fabry-Perot filter, andthe receiver

as well as their parameters are similar to those used in the previous sections. For an N —channel

system withthe optical filter centered at the center frequency of the ONE-tone of the signal channel,

simulated power spectra reveal that the worst-case crosstalk occurs when all channels, including the

signal channel, are transmitting ZEROs. A superposition of all possible variations of an 8-bit se

quence is used to generate the eye pattem. The system penalty and waveform jitter can then be

calculated from the corresponding vertical andhorizontal eyeopening.
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Figure 6-34. Power penalty vs. linewidth enhancement factor for various nonlinear-gain-suppresion ratio.
The number of channels is fixed at SI 2.

For a single-channel FSK system operating at 2Gbps, Figure 6-32 shows the calculated power

penalty as a function of filter bandwidth for various tone spacings. The power penalty is found to

be insensitive to the laser bias current from 1.5 to 3 times its threshold current. An optimal filter

bandwidth exists as a result of compromising between the penalty caused by the leakage from the

adjacent tones at large filter bandwidth and the penalty induced by signal distortion at narrow filter

bandwidth, which is consistent with the results from a theoretical model reported in [101]. Foran

N —channel FSK system, the calculated power penalty is plotted against the channel spacing in

Figure 6-33 for filter bandwidth of 2 and 3 GHz. Both cases exhibit strong increases in power

penalty as the channel spacing decreases below 7 GHz. This result is further verifiedby the simu-
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lated power spectra, in which there is an increase in the spectral density level between adjacent

channels whenthe channel spacing is reduced below 7 GHz. Assuming an available optical band

width of 30nm, as enforced by the available fiber amplifier bandwidth at 1.55 /mi, the maximum

number of FSK channels could then reach m500. The laser parameters that influence laser FM

response, such asthe linewidth enhancement factor and the nonlinear gain suppression ratio, also

affects system performance, as shown in Figure 6-34. As shown in this figure, either an increase

in the linewidth enhancement factor or gain suppression ratio reduces power penalty due to the

large laser FM response.

6.7 Conclusions

A simulation model hasbeen developed to assess the overall performance of a WDM/WDMA

system for dense optical interconnectapplications. For the laser assumed, several results have been

concluded from thiswork: (1) In the absence of crosstalk from adjacent channels, thechirp penalty

is important for bit rates larger than 1Gbps. The waveform jitter introduced by the FP filter does

not affect the system for bit rates lower than 3Gbps. Narrower FP filter bandwidth improves the

system performance for lower bit rates. (2) If crosstalk from adjacent channels is considered, over

100 stations with each station operating at 2 Gbps can be accommodated by a system with total

optical bandwidth 3.7 THz (30nm). (3) There exists an optimal FP filter bandwidth of 10 GHz,

atwhich the combined chirp and crosstalk effects are minimized for a system with 128 stations. (4)

The system penalty canbe minimized by selecting an optimal combination of the bias current and

the rise time of the laser andthe center frequency of the FP filter. (5) In the FSK case, the mini

mum channel spacing is found to be as7GHz for 1 dB additional system penalty. Optimal tone

spacing and optical filter bandwidth can also been determined from simulations.
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CHAPTER 7 DENSE TRANSMITTER ARRAYS

7.1 Introduction

In a dense optical interconnect, electrical interactions among elements in a transmitter or re

ceiver array due to high density requirement might limit the system performance, and will be the

subject of this and the next chapter.

A transmitter array usually consists of a driver array and a laser diode array (or LED array).

These two components might be monolithically or hybrid integrated on the same substrate.

Among possible interactions in a dense transmitter array are

• Electrical crosstalk between laser diodes due to the sharing of a common substrate,

• Electrical crosstalk due to parasitic capacitance and mutual inductance between adjacent

channels,

• Switching noise due the sharing of a common power supply and ground.

These interactions increase withthe increase of channel density, modulation speed, and modulation

current of the transmitter.

Crosstalk among laser array elements has been a subject of continuous interest. Fabrication

and characterization of one dimensional individually addressable laser or LED array has been re

ported in [105-108]. Recently, two-dimensional vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) di

ode arrays or surface emitting LED arrays have received a lot of attention and have emerged as a

very promising light source for two-dimensional optical interconnects. The performance of these

LED's and laser diodes is reported in [109-113] but the crosstalk data has yet to be established.

Most of the laser or LED driver circuits were published in the late 70's and early 80's [114-120].

Recent laser driver circuit designs usually include monitoring circuits which calculate the peak and

average of the laser output power in order to maintain a constant extinction ratio. Based on these

designs, a driver array can be builtby replicating the same design N times. Both monolithic inte

gration [121] andhybrid integration [122, 123] of the driver array with the laser array have been

exploited. Crosstalk in these works is usually determined through experiments or simulations, but
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a systematic study of the crosstalkdue to switchingnoise is yet to be addressed. However, this issue

is important for choosing a suitable driver architecture to minimize overall interference.

In this chapter, both analysis and simulation are used to determine the system penalty due to

switching noise. Important results reported in this chapter are:

• A circuit model is developed for the transmitter array,

• A simulation methodology that determines the worstcase interference is developed,

• Switching noise is the dominant source for crosstalk. A differentially configured driver array

has large switching noise (^50% for a size of 16) due to the unbalanced load presented to the

driver.

• A large power supply decoupling capacitor (>100nF) is necessary to suppress the switching

noise.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 derives the equivalent circuit of a

single-ended and differential driver array hybridintegrated with a laser array. The analytical results

on the single-ended driver array are presented in Section 3 while Section 4 presents simulation re

sults of a differential driver array hybrid integrated with a laser diode array. This chapter is sum

marized in Section 5.

7.2 Transmitter Array Modeling

A transmitter array is shown in Figure 7-1. It consists of a driver array and a laser diode array

hybridintegrated on the same substrate. The equivalent circuit of this transmitter array also include

parasitic coupling between bonding wires as well as power supply and ground inductance. The

substrate of the laser array is die bonded to the package, which usually includes a thermoelectric

cooler to stabilize the temperature of the laser diodes.

7.2.1 Laser Modeling

The laser diodes are assumed to have channeled substrate buried heterostructure (CSBH)

[108]. The active areas are grown by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), metal-organic chemical vapor

deposition (MOCVD), or metal beam epitaxy (MBE) on the etched channels. Each laser is mod

eledby its series resistance R„an ideal diode, anda capacitor Cd whichis in parallel with the resistor
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Figure 7-1. Block diagram of a transmitter array.

and the diode, as shown in Figure 7-2 [124]. Good electrical isolation between laserelements can

be obtained by using a deep trench from the surface to the semi-insulating layer [108]. The laser

diode array is assumed to share a common resistive substrate. We neglect the substrate coupling

between adjacent laser diodes by assuming the substrate resistance between adjacent laser diodes is

much larger than the resistance between active layers.

7.2.2 Single-Ended Driver

The single-ended transmitter consisting of a single-ended driver and a laser diode is shown in

Figure 7-3. The driver circuit includes a bias control transistor Ql and a modulation transistor

Q2.
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7.2.3 Differential Driver

The equivalent circuit of a differential differential driver is shown in Figure 7-4. In the driver

circuit shown in this figure, transistors Ql and Q2 provide the input buffering, Q3 and Q4 are

emitter coupled and provide the current drive to the laser through the collector of Q4. Transistors

Q5 and Q6 compose a current mirror which provide the modulation current control, while Q8 and

Q9 compose another current mirror which provide the bias current control.

The bipolar transistors used in the simulations in this chapter have been assumed to have an

fr larger than 20 GHz, which is quite typical for an advanced self-aligned silicon bipolar process.

1

Rs

Figure 7-2. Circuit Model of a laser diode.
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Figure 7-3. Circuit diagram of a single-ended laserdriver.

7.3 Switching Noise Analysis of Single-Ended Driver

The driver circuit shown in Figure 7-3 is very vulnerable to power supply and ground dis

turbances as demonstrated from the following analysis.

The current demand from the power supply VCc and the current injection into the power

supply Vee changes from /6iax to /4to + /mod over a period of time t, when the data input switches

from logical ZERO to logical ONE. For acurrent transient of di\dt, Vcc decreases by Ldildt while

Vee increases by Ldifdt where L is the inductance of the bonding wire of the power supply. As

suming the voltage reference to the bias control Kw<„ remains constant, the total bias current is re

duced since
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hias—
Vblas " VBE ~ VEE

Rbias

and the modulation current is also reduced since

'mod ~* n
Vdata - VBE ~ VEE

mod

(7.1)

(7.2)

Assuming channel 1 in the array has a constant input of logical ONE while all the other channels

switch from logical ZERO to logical ONE, the total current flowing through the laser diode of

Vterm VCC

t££]

• •

VPP

/Q1 Q2\
VNN

Q3

R1

Figure 7-4. Grcuit diagram of a differential laser driver.
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channel 1 is reduced due to the decrease of both modulation and bias current. The fractional re

duction of the current flowing through the laser diode equals

-M--NL-j-l-^-+-=L-) (7.3)
'mod *r *blas ^mod

if there are a total of N + 1 drivers. In this expression, tr is the rise time of the signal and L is the

inductance of the bonding wire. Assuming N is 16, L is 0.5nH, tr is 200ps, /^iar and flm0d are both

equal to 100ft, the fractional switching noise is 80%!

In this expression, the switching noise is linearly proportional to the number of channels as

well as the bonding wire inductance, andinversely proportional to the rise time of the signal. There

is no power supply noise cancellation mechanism, so all the disturbances on the powersupplywill

be reflected on the output laser driver current.

7.4 Simulation of Differential Driver

7.4.1 Simulation Methodology

A worst-case simulation methodology has been used to obtain the maximum switching noise

under various packaging conditions. In this model, the worst-case scenario is obtained by trans

mitting a pseudo-random sequence synchronously into receivers l,2,...,yV,N + 2,...,2N+ 1, so that

a total of 2N out of 2N+ 1 drivers switch simultaneously in the same direction while the input to

driver N remains silent. This scenario incurs the maximum current excursion from the power

supply as well as introduces a maximum adjacent channel coupling. The output optical powerof

channel N is then observed andthe maximum power spike is compared with the full output swing

of an active channel.

Sending identical data patterns to all channels as well as switching synchronously are both es

sential in obtaining the worst case scenario since

• The switching noise is generated from Ldijdt where L is the bonding wire inductance of the

power supply,
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Figure 7-5. Switching noise waveform of the laser driver. N=2,T= 1000 ps, and tr= 200 ps.

• Adjacent channel crosstalk is generated from Cdvfdt and Mdijdt where C and M are the cou

pling capacitance and mutual inductance between adjacent bonding wires.

and an exact temporal alignment of the transition period of allthe active channels yields the maxi

mum interference (with all of the transitions going in the same direction).

7.4.2 Simulation Results

The simulated waveform shown in Figure 7-5 assumes a driver array in which eachdriver has

the same circuit as shownin Figure 7-4with N= 2 and Lvcc = Lvee = 1.5 nH. The switching noise

increases with size of the array, as clearly indicated in Figure 7-6 for N= 8 and Figure 7-7 for

W=16.
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Figure 7-6. Switching noise waveform of the laser driver. N=8,T= 1000 ps,and tr= 200 ps.

Figure 7-8 shows the switching noise as a function of the number of channels for various

values of bonding wire inductance. As indicated in this figure, the switching noise increases linearly

with the number of channels. Figure 7-9 shows that the switching noise is also linearly propor

tional to the bonding wire inductance. Figure 7-10 shows that power decoupling cannot suppress

the switching noise for £*,«„,,/, ^ 100/tF. It has also beendetermined that balancing the driver load

with a resistor that matches the resistance of the laser diode does not help too much.
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Figure 7-7. Switching noise waveform of the laser driver. N=16, T= 1000 ps, and f,=200ps.

7.5 Summary

In summary, we found that the switching noise is a significant interference source in a trans

mitter array. A differential driver array can provide less waveform distortion and smaller switching

noise compared to those that can be achieved by the single-ended configuration. Furthermore, we

show that the switching noise in both single-ended and differential driver array is linearly propor

tional to the size of the array and the lead inductance of the power supply. The switching noise

of a large driver array (N^8) is very significant (^25%), indicating that a very large power decou

pling capacitor (>100nF) is necessary.
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CHAPTER 8 DENSE RECEIVER ARRAYS

8.1 Introduction

Electrical interference in a receiver array for dense optical interconnects is investigated in this

chapter. Maximizing the receiver sensitivity is usually the primary objective in conventional re

ceiver design for long-haul optical communication systems using on-off keying and a direct de

tection scheme with a propagation distance longer than a few hundred meters. For such systems,

minimizing the receiver thermal noise, or equivalently maximizing the receiver sensitivity, is suffi

cient to optimize such performance parameters as the repeater spacingor the diameterof a network.

On the other hand, thermal noise, as well as coupling noise generated by the interactions among

elements in a receiver array, can limit the system performance of a dense optical interconnect sys

tem. Possible interactions among elements in a receiver array include:

• Electrical crosstalk among photodetectors due to the sharing of a common substrate,

• Electrical crosstalk due to parasitic capacitance and inductance between adjacent bonding

wires,

• Switching noise due to finite bonding wire inductance of the sharedpower supply and ground

distribution, and

• Power supply noise due to external disturbances on the power supply from other digital cir

cuits.

All these interactions increase with the component density, the modulation speed, and the input

signal level of a receiver. Optical receiver design for suchan environment thus requires minimizing

the combined thermal noise and coupling noise in order to optimize the overall system perform

ance.

Both hybrid integration and monolithic integration technology can be used to package a

photodetectorarraywith an amplifier array. Hybrid integration allows separate optimization of the

processing technology for the photodetectors and the amplifiers. This technology usually gives

better device performance, at the expense of greater adjacent channel crosstalk and signal distortion
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introduced by the bonding wires. The photodetector array in ahybrid receiver array usually has a

p-i-n structure and is made of Si, GaAs or InGaAs/InP, depending on the wavelength of the light

signals [122, 125]. The amplifier array is made of Si bipolar [126] or GaAs MESFET. In a

monolithic integration environment, both the photodetector array and the receiver array are inte

grated on the same semiconductor substrate. A planar process for the photodetectors is usually

preferable for easier monolithic integration with other electronic circuits.17 Metal-semiconductor-

metal (MSM) with its planar structure has thus far emerged as the most popular structure for the

photodetector array [127-142].

Previously, there have been a number of receiver array designs using either hybrid integration

[122, 126] ormonolithic integration [123, 143-147] technology. Up to 6and 8channels/chip have

been achieved thus far with monolithic [123] and hybrid technology [126], respectively. These

receiver array designs are optimized for telecommunication applications in which sensitivity and

bandwidth are the primary concern. Whether these designs can be scaled to a higher density and

used in a noisy optical interconnect environment is yet to be addressed.

Electrical crosstalk between photodetectors in a p-i-n array has been previously examined in

[125, 148]. It was concluded in [148] that the common substrate of a p-i-n array introduces neg

ligible DC crosstalk. A majority of the crosstalk came from the parasitic coupling between the

bonding wires connecting between photodetectors and receivers. This type of crosstalk, however,

isnot present in a monolithic integration environment. For this reason, the monolithic integration

environment has been assumed in this chapter, and the dominant source for coupling noise is due

to switching noise.

A simulation approach is used in this chapter to determine the packaging and architecture re

quirements to achieve a high-density optical receiver array in amonolithic integration environment.

The packaging requirements include maYiimiTn allowable bonding wire inductance of the power

17 A p-i-n structure usually has a vertical structure which requires growing of a thick epitaxial layer in order
to accommodate the intrinsic region of the p-i-n structure. The thickness of the intrinsic region is at least 2
/an in GaAs and 10/tzm in silicon for efficient absorption of the light signals at A=Q.&ptm. This process is
usually incompatible with the processing steps used for electronic circuits that usually only require a thin
epitaxial layer (<2/zm).
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supply and minimum required decoupling capacitance.18 Possible receiver architectures evaluated

are single-ended and differential receiver structures. The results show that it is possible to drive a

large size (> 32) receiver array synchronously at 1 Gbps using a differentially configured receiver

structure with minimal interactions through the powersupply. In contrast, a single-ended receiver

array introduces much larger switching noise (^25% of the total voltage swing, or -12 dB) and

thus makes a large array size difficult to achieve. We also show that a large bypass capacitance

(~100 nF) is required for suppressing the switching noise in a receiver array with single-ended

structure while a much smaller bypass capacitance (~1 nF) is necessary for a differentially config

ured receiver array.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 describes the receiver circuit model

used for the simulations. Section 3 defines the simulation methodology. Sections 4 and 5 present

switching noise simulation results for a single-ended and a differential receiver array, respectively.

This chapter is summarized in Section 6.

8.2 Receiver Array Model

In this section, we develop the equivalent circuits forboth single-ended and differential receiver

array. These models include the bonding wire inductance of the power supply in order to predict

the switching noiseintroduced by the sharing of a common power supply.

The basicconfiguration for a receiver array is shown in Figure 8-1. All of the receivers in this

array have identical structure and device parameters. They share the same power supply and

ground through an on-chip power and ground distribution network.

The receiver model used for the single-ended configured receiver array is shown in Figure 8-2

[149].19 Each receiver in this array consists of a shunt-series feedback preamplifier stage, a single-

ended to balanced conversion stage, andan output driver stage. The photodetector in this receiver

is DC-coupled to the input of the pre-amplifier. The circuit model used for the differential receiver

18 A bypass (decoupling) capacitor is usually provided between the external power and ground to damp the
ringing in the power supply voltage during a switching operation.

19 The receiver simulation model is provided by K. Toh ofT. J. Watson Research Center.
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Figure 8-1. Basic configuration of a receiver array with common power supply and ground.

is shown in Figure 8-3 [150].20 The MSM-photodetector in this case is AC-coupled into the

front-end of the pre-amplifier.21 The biasing networks of the photodetectors are not shown in

Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3. In both cases, each photodetector ismodeled by anideal current source

in parallel with a capacitor representing the capacitance of the photodetector.

For the simulations performed in this chapter, the power supply inductance varied from 0.05

nH to 2 nH. The photodetector capacitance of the receiver varied from lOOfF to 2pF. The bit rate

20 The receiver model is providedby D. Rogers of IBM T. J. Watson Research Center.

21 Since an MSM-photodetector usually requires a large bias voltage across its terminals (>2 V), it is not
possible to tie the terminals of an MSM-photodetector directly into the inputs of a differential receiver which
is very sensitive to input offsetvoltage. Therefore, AC-coupling is necessary for an MSM photodetector to
be used in conjunction with a receiver with differential front end.
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varied from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps, while the rise time and fall time of the signal varied from 6/100

to 8/10 of a bit interval. A silicon bipolar technology is assumed for the single-endedreceiverwhile

the GaAs E/D MESFET (enhancement/depletion metal semiconductor field effect transistor)

technology is assumed for the differential receiver. Each receiver was loaded with an RC filter to

emulate the post-amplifier and the decision circuitry.

VCC

Figure 8-2. Grcuit configurationof a single-ended receiver. This circuitis from [149].
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Figure 8-3. Circuit configuration of a differential receiver. This circuit is from [150].

8.3 Simulation Methodology

Similar to the simulation strategy used for simulating the electrical interference in a dense

transmitter array, we simulate the situation in which N—l receivers of an N-receiver array switch

from ONE to ZERO or from ZERO to ONE simultaneously. The results obtained from this

methodology give an upper bound on the switching noise.

N in the simulations varied from 2to 32. The outputof the quietchannel andoneof the active

channels were observed.

8.4 Single-Ended Receiver
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For a single-ended configured transimpedance receiver array with eachreceiver using the same

configuration shown in Figure 8-2, a significant switching noise exists at a bit rate greater than 100

Mbps if a bypass capacitor between the power-supply pad and the ground pad is not provided.

Figure 8-4 shows the simulated output waveform from the channel with quiescent input whenthe

other 15 channels switchsynchronously. This waveform is overlayed with the simulated waveform

from the channel with an active input, showing a maximum of 10% and 20% of switching noise

15

TIME (ns)

Figure 8-4. Switching noise waveform. This waveform istheoutputfrom a single-ended configured receiver
with quiescent input and simultaneous switching of the other 15 receivers for an effectivelead
inductance of 0.5 nH and 1.2nH. The output of a switching receiver is also shown for com
parison. Bit rate and rise time of the signal is 100 Mbps and 2 ns, respectively. The
photodetector capacitance, Cdt and the package capacitance, Cp, are both equal to 0.5 pF.
No bypass capacitance is provided in this case.
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Figure 8-5. Switching noise versus photodetector capacitance. Lead inductance is assume to be 0.5 nH,
while feedback resistance is 5K&.

is reached when the corresponding effective bonding-wire inductance of the powersupplyis 0.2nH

and 0.5 nH, respectively.

As the photodetector capacitance increases, the coupling between the power supply and the

input of the pre-amplifier increases and the amount of switching noise increases accordingly, as

shown in Figure 8-5. Figure 8-6 shows a small bypasscapacitor (0.5 nF ~ 2 nF) helps to reduce

the switching noise, but a large bypass capacitor (> 2 nF) is necessary to eliminate the switching

noise completely. However, a large bypass capacitor is very difficult to incorporate into an inte

grated circuit due to its excessive area requirement,23 indicating that more power supply and ground

22 On a GaAs chip, each picofarad of capacitance requires an area of 92/zmx92/zm.
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Figure 8-6. Switching noise versus lead inductance for a single-ended configured receiver array with
N= 16. Bit rate and rise time of the optical signal are 100 Mbps and 1 ns, respectively. Other
operating conditions are similar to those of Figure 8-4.

pads are required to reduce the effective power supply and ground lead inductance. Furthermore,

we can observe from Figure 8-6that the value of the lead inductance wherea maximum switching

noise occurs decreases with increasing bypass capacitance. By fixing the value of the lead

inductance (e.g. 1nH), the switching noise increases at first as the bypass capacitance increases from

zero to 1nF before the switchingnoise drops as the bypass capacitance increases above 2 nF. This

suggests a small bypass capacitance (£2 nF) for a single-ended receiver does not suppress the

switching noise. The shift of the lead inductance value where a maYiTmiTn switching noise occurs

is due to the shift ofthe LC-resonant condition formed between the bypass capacitance and the lead

inductance.
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Figure 8-7, Figure 8-8, and Figure 8-9 show the relationship between the amount of switch

ing noise as a function of the number of receivers for various values of bypass capacitance. The

switching noise has anonlinear dependency onthe number ofreceivers when nobypass capacitance

isprovided. Assuming the lead inductance equals 1.5 nH, the amount ofmaximum switching noise

first increases linearly with N until N= 10, after which the switching noise remain essentially con

stant at 25% between N= 10 and N = 13. The switching noise rises sharply from 25% to 150%

as N increases from 13 to 18. The amount of switching noise levels off to 175% at N equals 18

since the preamplifier saturates at this point. As the lead inductance decreases, the switching noise

levels off at a larger value of N. The slope of the increase in switching noise as a function of N
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Figure 8-8. Switching noise generated by a single-ended configured receiver as a function of array size.
All the simulation condition is similar to Figure 8-7 except a bypass capacitor of 1 nF is pro
vided between power and ground.

decreases as the lead inductance decreases. In contrast, the slope of the increases in switching noise

becomes much less dependent on the lead inductance as the first level off point is passed.

The mechanism for this phenomenon can be understood as follows: There is limited power

supply noise cancellation capability in this receiver due to the common-mode rejection in the

single-ended to balance conversion stage. Note thatthe inputvoltage to Q6in Figure 8-2 is derived

from both power and ground:

R9Vcc{t) + RsGND(t)
V BA = = = 4't_6 •Kg + Rq /?g + Rq Wbe (8.1)
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Figure 8-9. Switching noise generated by a single-ended configured receiver as a function of array size.
All the simulation condition is similar to Figure 8-7 excepta bypass capacitor of 2 nF is pro
vided between power and ground.

The values for R% and R9 chosen in the circuit simulation are 150Q and 1450ft, respectively; the

voltage Vb6 thus reflect less ground voltage change thanthe power supply voltage change. Coupling

of ground and power supply disturbance into the circuit are through independent electrical paths.

The phase difference between the power supply and ground disturbance thus critically affects the

effectiveness of this common-mode rejection capability. This single-ended to balance conversion

stage becomes a positive feedback stage as the power disturbance becomes large, resulting in the

oscillation of the receiver. From Figure 8-7, we conclude that a maximum receiver array size of

20 is allowed for a lead inductance ^1 nH, assuming the maYirmiTn allowable switching noise is

25%(-12dB).
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As the bypass capacitance increases from zero, the dependence of switching noise on N be

comes linear, as shown in Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9. This is because the bypass capacitance in

troduces coupling between the power and ground and thus provide a linkage between the

disturbance on the power supply and ground. The voltage of the reference input for single-ended-

to-balanced conversion stage (Vm) therefore has the capability of tracking the power supply and

ground disturbance more accurately.

8.5 Differential Receivers

Figure 8-10 shows the switching noise waveform generated from a receiver array of size 4 with

each receiver using a differential configuration shown in Figure 8-3. The switching noise is sup

pressed by the common-mode rejection of the differential input-stage at the sacrifice of higher

thermal noise (^3 dB) because of the differential front-end. The amount of switching noise only

slightly increases as the rise time decreases, as shown in Figure 8-11. The switching noise as a

function of leadinductance forvarious bypass capacitance is shown in Figure 8-12. The maximum

switching noise for 2 nH leadinductance is less than 12%(—18.4 dB) at 1Gbps for a receiver array

of size 16 even without a bypass capacitor. In contrast to the case ofthe single-ended receiver, even

a small amount of bypass capacitance is effective in eliminating the switching noise. For a bypass

capacitance equal to 1.0 nF, the maximum switching noise is less than 0.05% for almost any

practical range of lead inductance value.

8.6 Summary

In this chapter, simulation has been used to determined the maximum switching noise forboth

single-ended and differential receiver configurations under various packaging conditions. The

switching noise can be the dominant noise source in a receiver array. It is possible to drive a large

number (~32) differentially configured receivers at 1Gbps in a monolithic integration environment

using the criterion of —12 dB maximum allowable crosstalk with a single power supply. It is more

difficult to obtain similar performance from a single-ended configuration without the help of a large

bypass capacitor (^100nF).

We also show that there exists a trade-off between minimizing the thermal noise and mini

mizing the switchingnoise in a receiver array design. A differentially configured receiver has 3 dB
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Figure 8-10. Switching noise generated by a differentially configured receiver array. The array size is4, and
the lead inductance varied from 0.05nH to 2 nH. Each receiver is operating at 1 Gbps with
rise time lOOps. No bypass capacitor is provided in this simulation.

more thermal noise due to its double sided front-end but performs much better in switching noise

rejection. A differentially configured receiver structure is thus more favorable for a large size re

ceiver array design.
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Figure 8-12. Switching noise versus lead inductance for a differentially configured preamp. Rise time of the
optical signal is 100 ps, size of the receiver array is 16,and bit rate is 1 Gbps.
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CHAPTER 9 DIFFERENTIAL OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS

9.1 Introduction

As shown in earlier chapters, optical interconnects at the backplane and the board levels can

provide much larger bandwidth, higher density, superior immunity to ground-loop noise and re

flection noise than metal interconnects. However, electro-optical components such as the laser

driver and optical receiver usedby an optical interconnect systemusually haveto operate in a noisy

environment. In this environment, switching noise generated by the nearby digital circuits or ad

jacent optical interconnects might be coupled into the electrical path of an optical interconnect,

either through power distribution or through parasitic capacitive and inductive coupling among

neighboring interconnects.

In Chapters 7 and 8, we have shown that a fully differential structure can rninimize the inter

ference between adjacent channels and maximize the immunity to external power and/or ground

disturbances in a transmitter orreceiver array. By generalizing this concept, the interconnect system

can have a fully differential structure in which both data and its complement are simultaneously

transmitted. Some potential advantages of such an interconnect structure include:

• The optimal threshold at the output of the receiver does not depend upon the absolute value

of the signal levels.

• Complicated AGC circuits at the receiver side might be simplifiedor even eliminated.

• This structure allows photodetectors to be DC-coupled into a receiver with a differential

front-end and therefore doesnot require scrambling or encodingofthe transmitted data stream.

• Due to its balanced operation throughout the interconnect, this architecture is less vulnerable

to common-mode noise generated from the power supply, ground, switching, and parasitic

couplingthan those interconnect structures considered in earlier chapters.

All these advantages can be achieved without having to add substantial complexity to the existing

electrical circuits.
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The fully differential optical interconnect concept was first applied in free space optical inter

connect using S-SEED's (symmetric self-electro-optic devices) [151] due to the poor contrast ratio

of the SEED device [152-155]. But the generalization of thisconcept to optical interconnects using

other electro-optic devices and a comprehensive system analysis of this architecture has yet to be

developed.

In this chapter, several candidate structures for differential optical interconnects are investi

gated. The most straightforward implementation ofa differential opticalinterconnect uses two laser

diodes, two spatially-separate interconnects (waveguides or fibers) andtwo photodetectors. In more

sophisticated implementations, differential channels can be combined in the

• frequency domain (FSK),

• wavelength domain (WDM),

• time domain (Manchester encoded), and

• polarization domain,

resulting in interconnect architectures which havethe same number of waveguides (or fibers) as in

the single-ended interconnect structures.

Based on these structures, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the system penalty due to

channel mismatch are analyzed andthe results are compared to thoseof a single-ended interconnect

with similar driver and receiver structures. From this analysis, we show that

• The SNR of differential optical interconnects is similar to that of single-ended structures.

• System penalty due to mismatch is negligible if there exists a slight channel mismatch

(^10%). However, a large power penalty (2:2dB) is introduced as the mismatch between dif

ferential channels becomes significant (>40%).

Since channel mismatch can limit the system performance, several channel mismatch cancellation

techniques are described later in this chapter.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 compares the relative merits of dif

ferent optical interconnect structures that canbe used in a dense optical interconnect environment.

Section 3 examines feasible implementation techniques of differential optical interconnects. Section
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4 analyzes and compares the noise performance of single-ended and differential optical interconnect

systems. System performance degradation due to channel mismatch is studied in Section 5. Vari

ous mismatch cancellation techniques are described in Section 6. This chapter is summarized in

Section 7.

9.2 Optical Interconnect Architectures

In this section, we examine possible interconnect structures that can be used for an optical

interconnect. The merits and drawbacks of each structure are then evaluated qualitatively.

9.2.1 Single-Ended Interconnect

There are four possible structures for a single-ended interconnect, as summarized in Figure 9-1

Possible driver structures for a single-ended interconnect can be either single-ended or differential,

as discussed in Chapter 7. When a differential current switch is used to drive a laser, the unused

branch of the current switch is usually tied to the power supply.

Similarly, both single-ended and differential front-end structures can be used for the receiver,

as discussed in Chapter 8. When a differential front-end is used, the photodetector is usually

AC-coupled with the receiver because the photodetector and the front-end of the receiver have

different biasing requirements.23 A loss of low-frequency spectral component from the data stream

is unavoidable for an AC-coupled front-end because a large AC-coupling capacitor is difficult to

integrate in an LSI or VLSI system. This dictates that the data has to be encoded or scrambled in

order to eliminate the DC and low frequency spectral components.

9.2.1.1 Disadvantages

First we consider the combination of a differential driver with a single LD/LED device, as

shown in Figure 9-1(b) and (d). Differential configuration are usually usedto reduce the switching

noise in a laser driver. These configurations are not desirable because:

• Switching noise is large in structure (b) due to the use of a single-ended configured receiver

array.

23 In theory, it is possible to differentially coupled a detector to a differential preamplifier without a capacitor,
but it most likelywill suffer from large offsetvoltageor a degradation in sensitivity.
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Figure 9-1. Possible structures for a single-ended optical interconnect (a) Single-ended driver, single-ended
receiver, (b) Differential driver, single-ended receiver, (c) Single-ended driver, differential re
ceiver, (d) Differential driver, differential receiver.

• Line coding is required in structure (d) because the photodetector is AC-coupled to the pre

amplifier.

• Matching the load of the driver arms with appropriate passive and/or active devices for these

configurations is difficult due to thelow resistance (~5ft) and high capacitance (~5 pF) of an

LD/LED device. If the LD/LED's are not monolithically integrated with the drivers, the lead

inductance of the bonding wire between the LD/LED's and the drivers introduces additional

imbalance andwaveform distortion for high-speed operations.

• Slight imbalance at the load of a differential laser driver could induce a nonnegligible amount

of switching noise, as shown in Chapter 7.
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It is also possible to have the laser driver drive two laser diodes with one of the laser diode uncon

nected. The purpose of having this laser diode is to serve as a dummy load for the laser driver to

reduce the switching noise of the driver array.

Now let us consider the combination of a single PIN/APD with a differential receiver, as

shown in Figure 9-1(c) and (d). These combinations are not satisfactory because:

• DC-coupling is difficult to achieve. This is due to the following conflicting requirements when

DC-coupling a photodiode to the front-end of a differential receiver: On one hand, it is nec

essary to maintain a sufficient bias for a photodetector to maximize its quantum efficiency.

On the other hand, it is necessary to minimis the input offset voltage to the front-end of the

differential receiver.

• An AC-coupling design requires a large chip area.24 In principle, two AC coupling capacitors

can be used to couple the terminals of a photodetector to the front-end of the receiver.

However, this configuration usually requires an excessive area in order to achieve a low cut-off

frequency, which is determined by the impedance ofthe detector bias network and the coupling

capacitance. Alternatively, it is possible to AC-couple one terminal of the photodetector and

DC-couple the other one. But this configuration requires a level restoration circuitry to cancel

the possible DC level shifting at the other terminal due to different light input levels.

• AGC or limiting receiver design is required [56]. Incoherent detection of light does not allow

transmitting antipodal signals since only the optical power of the signal is detected. The de

tection of this type of signal is thus sensitive to the absolute value of the threshold. However,

the optical power usually arrives at the receiver with a wide dynamic range because of the

possible large variation in propagation loss, coupling loss, and the need to provide fan-out.

Additional tolerance has to be provided to allow device variations and device aging. Therefore

either an automatic gain control mechanism or a limiting amplifier stage is necessary to main

tain a constant logic swing. However, using AGC circuitryrequiresa DC-balanced data stream

24 The required area of an AC-coupling capacitor depends on the cutoff frequency of the data spectrum.
Lower cutoff frequency requires larger AC-coupling capacitor. Line coding of the data stream usually can
help to increase the cutoff frequency and reduce the area required by the AC-coupling capacitor.
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while using a limiting amplifier results in an unequal noise power for logical ONE's and

ZERO'S.

Both the requirements for AC-coupling (for easier receiver design) and AGC (to enhance the

dynamic range) necessitate line coding techniques such as Manchester [156] or 8B/10B code

[157] to maintain a DC-balanced data stream. However, encoding/decoding implies a reduction

in the effective bandwidth available to the dataand an increase in latency. Furthermore, bit timing

has to be recovered for each interconnect and the timing recovery circuitry at the receiver might

occupy a large chip area and thus limit the interconnect density. Therefore, the usefulness of this

type of optical interconnect is only restricted to delay-insensitive applications.

The interconnect structure in Figure 9-1(a) is not suitable for a dense optical interconnect

because of the large switching noise incurred as described in Chapter 7 and 8.

9.2.1.2 Advantages

The single-ended configuration requires the least number of optical and opto-electronical

components at the expense of additional complexity in the electronic components. If the inter

connect is not in a critical path of a digital system and can afford encoding/decoding delay, single-

ended interconnect has the potential of offering the highest interconnect density for asynchronous

channels, only limitedby the switching noiseincurred at the photodetectors.

9.2.2 Differential Interconnect

There are two possible structures for a differentially configured optical interconnect, as sum

marized in Figure 9-2. The driver for this type of interconnect has to be differentially configured,

while the receiver can be either single-ended or differentially configured. The photodetectors can

be either AC- or DC-coupled to the receiver.

9.2.2.1 Disadvantages

The number of optical and opto-electronical components such as the waveguides,

photodetectors, laserdiodes, and, depending on the modulator structure, sometypes of modulators

are doubled in this configuration. This has an adverse impact on interconnect density and system

reliability. Furthermore, mismatch of the parameters along a differential link such as the threshold
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current and differential quantum efficiency of the laser diodes, the attenuation of the interconnects,

and the quantum efficiency of the photodetectors can introduce additional system penalty.

9.2.2.2 Advantages

In contrast to the single-ended interconnect configurations, a fully differential optical inter

connect architecture enjoys the following advantages:

• Self-thresholding. As discussed previously, incoherent detection of light does not allow trans

mitting of antipodal signals since only the power of the light signal is detected. In addition, a

constant logic swing has to be maintained at the output of a receiver so that the digital logic

can have a constant decision threshold, which is usually achieved by using an automatic gain

¥
•O
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y* fl
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y -0
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DRIVER LD/LED INTERCONNECT PIN/APD RECEIVER

Figure 9-2. Possible structures for a differentiallyconfigured optical interconnect (a) Single-ended receiver,
(b) Differential receiver.
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control circuitry. Since both the noninverted and inverted signals are always present in a dif

ferential optical interconnect, the determination of a logical ONE vs. a logical ZERO can be

achieved by simply subtracting the signals coming out of the invertingchannel from the signals

coming out of the noninverting channel, and using differential zero as the threshold to distin

guish between ONE's and ZERO'S. This is important because the light output from the

LD/LED, the propagation loss, the number of fan-out as well as the light coupling can vary

from one interconnect to another and give rise to a wide dynamic range of the light signals at

the receiver. In addition, the absolute value of the light output may degrade over time aswell

as due to variations in temperature. Therefore, it is very difficult to maintain satisfactory sys

tem performance of an interconnect system that derives the optimal decision threshold from

the incoming signals without using complicated bias compensation at the driver and an AGC

mechanism at the receiver.25

• Less vulnerable to common-mode noise. Differential amplification is always less vulnerable

to common-mode noise. Therefore, the proposed differential optical interconnect is less sen

sitive to the powersupply and ground noise of the transmitter, in which the noise is incorpo

rated as common-mode signals. In addition, the transmitter and the receiver structures are

more balanced than those in a single-ended interconnect and is therefore less vulnerable to

distortion, waveform jitter, and switching noise.

• Allows easy DC-coupling to the front-end of a differential receiver. Both DC- and

AC-coupling are straightforward for this configuration.

• Allows DC-unbalanced data streams, and thus eliminates the requirements for

encoding/decoding. This could be extremely important whenever the interconnect has to be

used in a critical path that does not allowencoding/decoding delay.

25 The comparison between differential optical interconnects andsingle-ended optical interconnects is similar
to that between FSK and OOK in classical communications. It has been well-known in communication
theory [156] that given the same symbol distance and hence noise immunity, the symbol constellation of
phase-shift keying(PSK)requires 3dB less in signal power thanthatrequired by frequency-shift keying (FSK)
or on-offkeying (OOK) due to the antipodal symbol constellation of PSK. In terms of the required energy
perbit to achieve the samebit-error-rate, the performance of FSK is exactly the same as OOK. In practice,
however, a constant decision threshold can be maintained in an FSK environment while the optimum
threshold depends on the absolute amplitude of the light intensityin an OOK environment
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9.3 Implementation of Differential Optical Interconnects

The differential optical interconnect structure discussed in the last section assumes a straight

forward implementation in which two laser diodes, two waveguides, and two photodetectors for

each channel are used. In this section, other techniques that can be used to implement a differential

optical interconnect system are discussed and evaluated. These techniques have the potential of

reducing the number of laser diodes or/and the number of waveguides.

9.3.1 External Modulators

Instead of using two lasers for each channel, it is possible to use just one laser and one external

modulator (or two external modulators if the quantum well modulator is used) to generate the

differential optical signals. The number of light sources can be further reduced by having several

channels sharing the same optical power supply. The number of waveguides or photodetectors are

not affected in this approach.

External modulators such as a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer, directional coupler, or total

internal reflection (TIR) modulator [158-160] on LiNbOit GaAs, or InP substrates can be used for

generating differential fight output from a single fight source. Most of these devices are based on

the electro-optic effect, in which the refractive index of the material {LiNbOi or GaAs) and therefore

the effective propagation path length changes when a voltage is applied. The refractive index change

can also be induced by carrier injection or depletion in semiconductor materials (Si, GaAs or

InP). For a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer as shown in Figure 9-3, the input wave splits into

equal components after the input 3dB coupler. If no phase shift is introduced by the electrode, the

input power is completely coupled into the other waveguide after the output 3dB coupler. On the

other hand, the power will be completely coupled back to the input waveguide if a it phase shift is

introduced to the optical signals by the electrode. A directional coupler, as shown in Figure 9-4,

operates by a similar principle. Two identical strip waveguides are brought into proximity over a

length of L. In Chapter 5, we showed that optical power couples between two single-mode

waveguides in an oscillatory fashion. Therefore, it is possible to design a coupler such that the

power coming from the input waveguide will be coupled into the other waveguide completely

without having to apply voltage to the electrode. On the other hand, the power will stay in the
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Figure 9-3. Structure of a Mach-Zehnder modulator.

same waveguide if a voltage is applied. For a modulatorusingtotal internal reflection as shown in

Figure 9-5, the electro-optically induced index change [158] or carrier-induced indexchange [161]

willcause the light incident in the top left waveguide to be reflected to the top right. The light will

remain in the incident waveguide and come out at the bottom right waveguide if no voltage is ap

plied. Modulators using the electro-optic or carrier-depletion effect to induce refractive index

change have the potential to achieve multi-gigabit data rate, while modulators using carrier injection

are somewhat slower because of the longer carrier lifetime.

Alternatively, the differential optical signals can be generated by using quantum well

modulators [152-155] as shown in Figure 9-6. light signals are absorbed by a quantum well
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modulator when the wavelength of the light signals is within the absorption edge of such a device.

The absorption edge of the modulator is shifted when a voltage is applied to this device. The

modulation of the light signals can therefore be achieved by choosing the signal wavelength close

to the absorption edge of the modulator and applying the voltage that corresponds to the modu

lation data across the device to achieve the modulation. In order to generate differential signals, two

such devices are connected in series and driven by the modulation voltage simultaneously. The

other terminals of these two modulators are connected to V& and Va. For a given modulation

voltage (which could be either V& or Vtt), it will turn on the absorption of one of the modulator

T
T

6 6
DATA IN

Figure 9-4. Structure of a directional coupler modulator.
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Figure 9-5. Structure of a modulator using total internal reflection.

andturn off the absorption of the otherone. The input light will thus be reflected if the absorption

is off and will be absorbed if the absorption is on, resulting in differential light signals.

9.3.2 Time Division Multiplexing Technique

It is possible to transmit both noninverted and inverted data over the same channel by using

time division multiplexing to reduce the total number of interconnects. Each bit interval in a time

division multiplexed system is divided into two minibits so that the noninverted bit is transmitted

in the first minibit while the inverted bit is transmitted in the second minibit. Therefore a bit se

quence 10 is transmitted foreachlogical ONE while a bit sequence 01 is transmitted for each logical

ZERO. This is the same as Manchester encoding.
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Figure 9-6. Structure of a multiple quantum well modulator.

An optical interconnect system using a time division multiplexing technique to transmit com

plementary data is shown in Figure 9-7. This time division multiplexing operation can occur in

the optical domain or in the electrical domain. When time division multiplexing is achieved in the

optical domain, as shown in Figure 9-7(a), a directional coupler driven by the channel clock is used

to control the multiplexing and demultiplexing operation. In this system, the demultiplexed output

signals have the return-to-zero (RZ) format. On the other hand, the data can be multiplexed and

demultiplexed in the electronic domain, as shown in (b) of Figure 9-7. But multiplexing and de

multiplexing in the electronic domain requires the driver and receiver to operate twice as fast as

multiplexing and demultiplexing in the optical domain.
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Figure 9-7. Structure of a differential optical interconnect using TDM. (a) Differential channels aremulti
plexedin the optical domain, (b) Differential channels aremultiplexed in the electrical domain.

9.3.3 Frequency Division Multiplexing Technique

The laser's emission frequency (wavelength) is modified at different levels of current injection

due to adiabatic chirp as discussed in Chapter 6. An optical interconnect system using FSK mod

ulation, as shown in Figure 9-8, can be implemented by biasing the laser well above lasing thresh

old and modulating the laser with a small current. At the receiver side, the light is split into two

filters via a splitter (or a grating demultiplexer) with one filter positioning at the center frequency

of ONEwhile the other onepositioning atthecenter frequency of ZERO. The output light signals

from the filter is sent to a differential receiver. This structure uses the same total number of

waveguides and lasers as that of a single-ended optical interconnect at the expense of requiring a

more complicated receiver structure (requiring two filters and single-mode lasers).
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9.3.4 Wavelength Division Multiplexing

The number of interconnecting fibers or waveguides can also be reduced by using

wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). Differential signals are sent at different wavelengths

through the same waveguide or fiber, as shown in Figure 9-9. For single-wavelength LD/LEDs

and PIN/APDs, fiber or waveguide combiners and splitters can be used to multiplex and demulti

plex optical signals. A moderate wavelength selectivity is required since only two wavelengths need

to coexist within the same interconnect. There has been a successful demonstration [162] of a

monolithically integrated detector chip which includes a Bragg grating wavelength demultiplexer

and PIN photodetectors. It is also possible to fabricate dual-wavelength devices so that two

wavelengths can be coupled in and out of the fiber and waveguide without having to use waveguide

5dB loss

DATA IN
waveguide

DATA OUT

Figure 9-8. Structure of a differential optical interconnect using FSK.
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Figure 9-9. Structure of a differential optical interconnect using WDM.

combiners/splitters. There already exist dual-wavelength LEDs, LD's [163-166], as well as dual-

wavelength PINs [167, 168] that can serve this purpose.

If the wavelengths used by the differential signals are too close, it might be difficult to fabricate

fused PIN's that can distinguish two wavelengths. A small overlap in the responsivity vs. wave

length of a fused dual-wavelength PIN is not necessarily harmful since common-mode response can

be suppressed by the differential receiver.

9.3.5 Polarization Division Multiplexing Technique

The differential optical signals can also be multiplexed in the same waveguide/fiber by using

different polarizations (TE and TM). A system using this technique is shown in Figure 9-10. A
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polarization modulator [158] is used at the source to modulate the incoming single-polarization

light (TE or TM) so that the polarization state of the light is toggled (TE-»TM/TM-»TE) when

the modulating voltage is in the ON state. At the receiving end of the interconnect, there is a

polarization splitter so that TE signals come out from the bottom waveguide while TM signals

come out from the top waveguide. The outputs from the polarization splitter are then applied to

a differential receiver. This architecture requires a polarization mamtaining waveguide or fiber and

usually needs large modulation voltage.

TE(TM)

:yt.:vt:in.y^\yi:. Jt.\u^.v.v.v.v.v.v.\v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.%v.v.v.v.v.v.*.

Polarization

Modulator

Polarization

Splitter

Figure 9-10. Structure of a differential optical interconnectusing polarization division multiplexing.
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9.4 Receiver Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the SNR of a differential optical interconnect with the architecture

shown in Figure 9-2. These results are then compared with those of a single-ended interconnect

with both driver and receiver differentially configured (Figure 9-1(d)). In the following analysis,

we assumed the optical power of ONE's and ZERO'S are, respectively,

2r_
\ + r

2_ (9.1)
1 + r

P\ ~ TTT ^ov

p — ^ p
M) ~ i , „ rav

where r is the extinction ratio of the optical signal andis defined as Pi/Po, while Pm is the average

optical power of the signal.

9.4.1 Single-ended optical interconnect

We assume a transimpedance amplifier [169] is used throughout this section. A schematic

diagram which shows a single-ended configuration with an AC-coupled differential receiver is

shownin Figure 9-11. Its half circuit is shownin Figure 9-12. Similar to the analysis in [169],

we can determine the receiver output signal andnoise voltage Vout and VNl respectively. Assuming

a DC-balanced state has been reached, the coupling capacitor shifts the differential current swing

from f2 fa '2 nv ) to ( foT(P«~^^T*" x~^l* re Mis the avalanche
photodiode gain (equal to unity for PIN diode), >/ is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector,

A is the Planck's constant, v is the optical frequency of the light signals, and e is the electron

charge.26 We first define

1

R

cd+q

(9.2)

36 The factor 2 in the expression is due to the same amount of photocurrent flowing into one of the input
terminals of a differential preamplifier flows out of the other input terminal,resulting in the total differential
to be twice as large as the photocurrent generated at the photodetector.
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Q Vout

O Vout

Figure 9-11. Full circuit of a differential receiver using in a single-ended optical interconnect

where Cd and Ct are the detector and receiver input capacitance, respectively, while R* and /?, are

the corresponding biasing and receiver input resistance. We further define 1/Z = IfR+jwC, or

equivalently Z = Rj(l +jcoRQ. Using the half circuit shown in Figure 9-12, we can find that

vln , vln vout XJ1—+—^— =MI (9.3)

where v*, is the input voltage to the amplifierdenoted by —A, where A is the amplifier voltage gain.

Since vout = — Av^ we can thus conclude
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(9.4)

For A$>\, the above equation reduces to vout = —M//J5. In other words, the output voltage is

vm = i^lTTTf^'

4kT/Rb

Ml Ri ^±=ci0,a
Rb

♦-♦ * *

-o
i \

Vout

J

Figure 9-12. Halfcircuit of a differential receiver using in a single-ended optical interconnect
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where the sign in this equation depends on the data transmitted. Positive and negative signs cor

respond to logical ONE and ZERO, respectively.

There are a total of five noise sources: (1) Shot noise (2eM2FI) where F is the excess noise

factor of the avalanche diode, (2) Thermal noise contributed by the biasing resistor (4kTjRb), (3)

Thermal noise contributed by the feedback resistor {AJcTIRf), (4) Amplifier voltage noise (V%), (5)

Amplifier current noise (/£).

To evaluate the contribution by the shot noise, amplifier current noise, and the feedback re

sistor noise, we can follow the same procedures as those in evaluating the output signal voltage.

The output voltage noise spectral density due to these three sources is thus

(2eM2FI + 4kTIRs + l\)Rh In order to find the noise contributed by the amplifier voltage noise,

we equate the current at the input node of the feedback resistor,

VA vout~VA (9.6)
R,

assuming a virtual short circuit condition at the input to the amplifier.27 Therefore,

RF
v0ut,v=i\+-i-WA

R (9,7)
=W+-f)+&fRFCWA

and the spectral density equals

R 2vL,F=[(l+-7f-) +4ir2//£c2]K2 . (9.8)

37 A virtual short circuit condition usually exists when the input impedance of an amplifier is infinite. Under
this situation, input current to the amplifier is almost zero and the voltage difference between two input ter
minals is therefore identical to zero.
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In order to find the contribution of the thermal noise of the feedback resistanceto the output noise,

we equate the current flowing into the input node to the amplifier:

^+J^w=/fi (99)

Since v*. = —vout,RlA, the above equation reduces to

*w=-T—r-^i—r~ • (910)
RF* AK *F Z}

Assuming A>\, the output noise spectral density due to feedback resistor thus equals

2 _4kT_R2
vout,R - n? KF

KF . (9.11)
= 4kTRF

By summing each individualnoise component, the total noise spectral density is

R 2VUf) =[(1 +-~-) +4n2fiR2FC2]VA +4kTRF +(2eM2FI +-^-+IA)R2F (9.12)

and the total noise power can be obtained by integrating the above equation over the interval

/e [0, B], assuming frequency independent contributions from 73 and V\\

[(! +-—) +^B2RFC2lVA+4kTRF+(2eM2FI+-^+I2)R2F IB (9.13)
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where B is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the receiver. Except for shot noise, the noise sources

of the two half circuits are independently generated and can be added incoherently. The shot noise

sources to both half circuits are identical and correlated so the total shot noise power is four times

rather than twice the shot noise power in a half circuit. The total noise power of this configuration

thus equals

r2W) =2^«1+^f) +^B2C2R2F) +R2F{4eM2FIl+^+I2) +4kTRF

rf*fi) =2^"((i+^f) +^B2C2R2F) +R2F(4eM2FI0 +̂ - +̂ ) +4kTRF

where

v\Me

~h7A-TT'i •

. _ nMe
4> - -r-~ ^o

B,

(9.14)

B

(9.15)

Note that the noise power is different for logical signal ONE and ZERO due to different shot noise

contribution for logical ONE's and ZERO'S. The above analysis ignores the noise contribution

from the postamplifier stages. This analysis has ignored noise contributions from the postamplifier

gain stages. However, if the transimpedance of the preamplifier is sufficiently large, the equivalent

output noise sourcesdue to subsequent gainstages would be negligible and the results obtained here

can still serve as a first-order approximation of this receiver configuration.

9.4.2 Differential Optical Interconnect

A schematic diagram of a differential interconnect using a DC-coupled differential receiver is

shown in Figure 9-13. Its half circuit is shown in Figure 9-14. Using a similar strategy described

in the previous subsection, we can determine the receiver output signal and noise voltage. The

equivalent input signal current equals the difference between the current carried by each channel.

The output voltage of the signal thus equals
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Figure 9-13. Full circuitof a differential receiver usedin a differential optical interconnect

1 M h, Rf '

vo = M z: rf .

or equivalently,

K0.0}= ±7M^^\P^F%
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Ml

Figure 9-14. Half circuit of a differential receiverused in a differential optical interconnect

where the plus and minus sign corresponds to receiving a logical ONE and ZERO, respectively.

The total noise power of this configuration is

V{N,1){N,0) = 2
**-2 4n2 2si2n2, , i»2,~ ,,2~, . ,2VA ((! +—T) +^f~ B'C'Rp) + R%2eM*Fl + IA) + 4kTRF
Rt *

B (9.18)

where / = t\ePmjhv. Note that the noise component contributed by the biasing resistor Rt, is no

longer present and the total noise power for logical ONE's and ZERO'S are the same and inter-
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mediate between those of the ZERO'S and ONE's for the single-ended interconnect case analyzed

in the previous subsection.28

From above derivations, we conclude that a fully differential optical interconnect system re

ceives the same signal power as compared to a single-ended interconnect system, assuming A$>\.

However, the shot noise for the receiver in a single-ended interconnect system is two times as

compared to that in a fully differential interconnect system when transmitting a logical ONE. For

thermal noise dominated operations, a fully differential optical interconnect therefore performs

slightly better than a single-ended optical interconnect with similardriver and receiver structure.

9.5 System Degradation Due to Channel Mismatch

In practice, the differential gain of LD/LED's, the attenuation through the fibers/waveguides,

the responsivity of the photodetector can be different between differential channels. Furthermore,

process related offset voltages in the circuitry of the laser driver, preamplifier, and postamplifier in

troduce additional imbalance between differential channels. In the worst case, the imbalance be

tween differential channels can drive the preamplifier or postamplifier into clamping and the

channel will fail. Even if the outright failure does not occur, the waveform at the output of the

receiver might be severely distorted as clamping is approached and thus degrade the system per

formance. However, it is likely that the offset voltage problem canbe reduced significantly in the

future as technologies such as silicon bipolar or GaAs on silicon become more mature. In this

section, the effect of parameter mismatch on the systemperformance is analyzed.29

9.5.1 Threshold Offset

28 The total shot noiseis constant in this configuration. At any given time, one photodetector is receiving a
ONE and the other photodetector is receivinga ZERO, the total shot noise 2el\ + 2el0 is therefore constant

29 In addition to the DC mismatches discussed here, there are several AC mismatch sources which could
occur in a differential optical interconnect and degrade the channel performance. These mismatch sources
include mechanical vibration, thermal gradient of the laser, and the laser coherence time. The first one is
not likely to be a serious problem for a differential optical interconnect since this type of noise can be can
celled at the receiver due to its large common-mode component Small thermal gradient exists between ad
jacent lasers when the transmitted data is not DC-balanced. However, the thermalgradient of a laser array
is much reduced when it is operatedin a differential mode because of the spatially balanced nature of a dif
ferential optical interconnect array. Modal noise due to the mismatch of laser coherence in a differential
optical interconnect will be twiceas much as in a single-ended interconnect when lasers with large coherence
time are used with multi-mode waveguides. However, this problem can be overcome by using self-pulsating
lasers or by premodulating the lasers at a frequency comparable to theirrelaxation oscillation frequency.
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The input signals to the positive and the negative terminals of the receiver, respectively, are

i - R A „ / <919>

where R is the responsivity of the PIN/APD, A is the attenuation either due to propagation or due

to fan-out, and ♦/<*,# is the differential quantum efficiency30 of an LD/LED. /+ and /_ are the output

currents of the laser driver. Defining

R+ + R-
R~ 2 (9.20)

AR = R+ - R_

2 (9.21)
Ai4 = A+ - A_

*#ff ~ 2 (9.22)
&*dlff = Vdl/f, + ~ *ldlfft - -

Therefore,

30 Unfortunately, the symbols used here conflict with the symbols used earlier in this chapter. But we keep
these symbols in order to be consistent with the conventions used in the literature. The meaning of this
symbols will be clarified if they are not clear from the context
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'i«,+ = (* + —a* + —)(w + —2~ )7+

ff j yi _l. Art V1 , Ai4 W1 , %u

v- = \R —2~)(A —2"")fa<^ —~)~
PA yi A/* vl A^ w, *!!!W\t

- ^W1 - -2JT)(1 " 1Z)(1 - a^T)7-

Assuming the mismatches are small, the above equation can be approximated by

da yi _l &R , AA ^ **W wfe.+ - rt^^i +-^ +-jj- +-jj^)/+

«. ,, A/? Ai4 *04ff\tfa.- =rtiiif^l - -jjj- - -2J- " l^)7-

Defining a parameter fofci/ channelmismatch

(9.23)

(9.24)

AA/= AIL + AL +.^1 (925)
R ^ A * Idiff ^ ^

as well as the differential mode and the common-mode of the LD/LED driver current

/+ + /.
/ =

A/ = /+ - /.

The differential-mode of the input current to the receiver amplifier then equals

(9.26)

tyflr* ltn,+ - iin,-
=RAtijiff&I +RArtajjAMI (927)
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and the common-mode of the input current to the receiver amplifier is

_ fo,+ + V-
lcommon ~~ ^

2 (9.28)
=RAn<UfJI + ^ RA^offMAI .

Assuming there is no mismatch within the receiver, the differential output is therefore equal

to

VoutMf = PdmiMldi/fil + RAridl//AMI)
=R^RAn^jAI +R^RAnwjAMI (9-29)

where /k, is the transimpedance of the receiver.

Since / is a constant, the total voltage swing of the received signal is

Woutm= PdmMndiffM (9.30)

and a DC offset from the threshold at zero by an amount

THoffset = R^RAttxjjAMI . (9.31)

or

THoffset ... I
= &M-tT (9-32)

^Vout,dlff &1

U the laser has a zero threshold, then AI = 21 and the fractional threshold change is equal to one

half of the total channel mismatch. As the threshold (/0) of the laser increases, the fractional
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threshold change increases for the same amount of total channel mismatch. The fractional thresh

old change equals the total channel mismatch when h = 3/0.

From this analysis, we can argue that a low-threshold laser is desirable in a fully differential

optical interconnect to minimize the threshold offset due to channel mismatch. Furthermore, at

least one half of the total channel mismatch will be reflected in the threshold offset even if lasers

with zero threshold current are used.

Since it is not possible to adjust the threshold of the circuit individually, this offset either has

to be compensated by circuit techniques or be absorbed by the noise tolerance of the logic.

9.5.2 System Penalty

Assuming the probability of transmitting ONE's and ZERO'S are equally likely, the error

probability of a differential optical interconnect system is

i.i-b(2^!5L)+±«ft(2W./»«-•j-«fc( L. r*) +-*-erfc( * °) (9.33)

where VA is the threshold voltage and Vu V0, cNtU and <rN,0 havebeen derived in the previous sec

tion. The optimal threshold K*^,, is the solution to dPJdV*= 0.

When the actual threshold is not the optimal threshold, more optical power is required to

maintain the same bit-error-rate and thus incurs power penalty. With the threshold error defined

as (KM - VfHspMAVcutjiff, the power penalty as a function of threshold error is plotted in

Figure 9-15. From this figure, we can see that a 20% threshold error incurs 2.2dB power penalty.

If the laser is operated with infinite extinctionratio (i.e. A/ = 21), a total channel mismatch of 40%

can be tolerated, assuming a 2.2dB power penalty criterion. Note that this analysis assumes the

interconnect is operated in its linear region, thus these results are no longer applicable if anyof the

components are driven into saturation or clamping and become nonlinear.
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Figure 9-15. Power penalty as a function of threshold error. Extinction ratio r is 8 and electrical bandwidth
of the receiver B is 500MHz.

9.6 Mismatch Cancellation Techniques

As we have shown in the previous section, the mismatch between differential channels causes

an offset of the optimum decision threshold and degrades the system performance. Some mismatch

cancellation is therefore necessarywhen a system requires high sensitivity and cannot tolerate any

sensitivity loss due to channel mismatch. In this section, several channel mismatch cancellation

techniques are proposed and evaluated. Some of these mismatch cancellationtechniques are similar

to an AGC system and require either a DC-balanced data stream or a specialtransmission protocol.

9.6.1 Periodic Null Insertion

The actual threshold at the output of a differential receiver can be obtained by periodically
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• Turning on both of the laser diodes of a differential channel,

• Sampling the output voltage of the receiver,

• Storing the result in a capacitor.

A special synchronization circuitry between the transmitter and the receiver is required in this case

in order to coordinate the threshold sampling process. The threshold sampling frequency of this

scheme is determined by the time constant of the capacitor, which is usually on the order of KHz.

The bandwidth loss due to threshold sampling is therefore insignificant for gigabit data rate. This

technique has been used for offset cancellation in some operational amplifiers based on switched

capacitor principles.

9.6.2 Average Computation

Alternatively, the average of the differential output signals can be continuously sampled and

stored. However, this technique will be effective only if the data stream is DC balanced. This cir

cuitry will be functionally equivalent to an AGC circuit used in most of the single-ended optical

interconnect.

9.6.3 Decision Feedback Average Computation

The drawback of the previous technique is the requirement of a DC-balanced data stream in

order to calculatethe average of the threshold. This problem can be overcome by a decision feed

back mechanism, as shown in Figure 9-16 [170]. In this decision feedback mechanism, the output

differential voltage arerouted to two separate capacitors depending on the output logicvalues. The

voltage difference are then computed by a differential amplifier to generate the optimal threshold.

9.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented and analyzed a differential optical interconnect architecture. This

interconnect technique provides a symmetric channel for transmitting optical signals. It relaxes the

system and circuit constraints posed by the traditional interconnect architecture, namely, the de

pendencyofthe absolute magnitude of decision thresholdand the vulnerability to the power supply

and the ground noise.
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BUFFER/DELAY

Figure 9-16. Structure of decision feedback optimal threshold computation.

There are various ways of implementing a differential optical interconnect without increasing

the interconnect density. We have investigated combining differential channels in the time division,

in the frequency division, in the wavelength division and in the polarization division. All of these

techniques are realizable using today's technology. It also has interesting implications for possible

future device structures suitable for this application.

We have shown in this chapter that the signal-to-noise performance of a differential optical

interconnect is almost the same as a single-ended optical interconnect using differentially configured
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laser drivers and receivers. Differential optical interconnect is slightly better due to the omission

of the biasing resistors which reduces the thermal noise of the front-end.31

Though this architecture is less vulnerable to many types of noise, it is sensitive to channel

mismatch. The mismatch between channels causes the cross-coupling among the common-mode

and differential-mode signals of the previous stage and thus changes the optimum decision thresh

old. We showed that a total channel mismatch of 40% will cause a 20% of threshold offset, and

a 2.2 dB power penalty. This is usually tolerable in most of the applications. When highsensitivity

is required in someapplications, it becomes necessary to usecircuit techniques to reduce the system

penalty created by this channel mismatch.

31 In practice, thermal noise performance is not an essential criterion for deciding between single-ended or
differential optical interconnect structure since these short distance interconnects are usually not operated in
their sensitivity region.
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CHAPTER 10 FULLY DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMITTER ARRAY

10.1 Introduction

A fully differential transmitter is one of the key components in a differential optical intercon

nect system. A fully differential transmitter consists of an electronic driver together with lasers

and/or external modulators. It takes either single-ended or differential electrical signalsand converts

them into complementary light signals. In Chapter 9, a number of fully differential transmitter

structures were examined. Among these configurations, driving two laserswith an electronic driver

is most straightforward and will be further considered in this chapter. The principles for the laser

driver design described in this chapter are, nevertheless, also applicable to the driver design for an

external modulator.

There exists a fundamental difference between a laser and an external modulator33 in terms of

theirexternal characteristics. A laser, usually modeled asa capacitor in parallel with a series resistor

and an ideal diode, is a current device and presents verylow input impedance (£5Q) to the driver.

On the otherhand, a modulator, either modeled asa lumped capacitor (for low bandwidth appli

cations) or as a traveling wave device (for high-bandwidth applications), is a voltage device and

presents a very high input impedance (^lMEl) to a driver. However, termination is usually re

quiredif the modulator is driven through a transmission line to prevent reflections. This could re

sult in a large driver current (100 mA for a modulation voltage of 5V across a 50fl termination

resistor). Therefore, a driver capable of handling large driving current is necessary for driving either

a laserdiode or a traveling-wave type modulator.

Previously, there have been intensive studies on the laser driver design for single-ended fiber

optical systems [114-116, 118-120]. In these designs, the driver usually consists of a waveshaping

circuitry for reducing the laser chirp, a differential current switch, a biasing circuit, and a monitor

circuit for detecting the peak and average of the feedback signals from a built-in photodiode in the

transmitter to adjust the biasing current and the modulation current. The circuit structure of the

33 The externalmodulators discusses here can be either a Mach-Zehnder modulator or a directional coupler,
either on a GaAs or a LiNbCH substrate.
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driver for a differential optical interconnect is similar to that for a single-ended optical interconnect,

except a separate biasing circuit is necessary to bias the additional laser diode in a differential

transmitter.

Due to the large modulation current required by some types of lasers (/ro0d > 20 mA) or

traveling-wave type modulator, significant switching noise is introduced in an array environment

due to the sharing of a common power supply and ground. In this chapter, we show that a fully

differential transmitter design has very little switching noise (^5% or —26 dB) in a dense array en

vironment due to its balanced circuit configuration. Other features of this differential transmitter

design include:

• Fully functional (verified by simulations) up to 2.5 Gbps,

• The maximum modulation current and bias current are both 40 mA.33

• On-chip 50ft termination,

• Drive sink type laser array in which the laser array shares a common p-type substrate.

We also present a circuit design for driving source-type laser array in which the laser array shares

a common /i-type substrate.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 describes the circuit design issues for

the differential driver while the physical layout of a single differential driver is presented in Section

3. Simulation results are discussed in Section 4. This chapter is summarized in Section 5.

10.2 Circuit Design

The important parameters in designing a laser driver include

• The extinction ratio r which is defined as the ratio between PM and Pofft

• The bias current /*<„,

• The modulation current.

33 If the driver is used to drive a traveling wave modulator, this driving capability can be translated into a
modulation voltage of 2V and a bias voltage of 2V.
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Biasingthe laser below threshold results in a substantial turn-on delay (~100ps) and turn-on jitter

(~30ps) as well as strong relaxation oscillations. On the other hand, biasing the laser above

threshold reduces the extinction ratio and the receiver sensitivity. Therefore, it is usually desirable

to bias the laser slightly above its threshold to optimize the system performance.

The important parameters in designing a modulator driver are

• The modulation voltage, and/or

• The bias voltage which is necessary for some type of modulator.

The modulation voltage for a modulator using either electro-optic effect or carrier-induced index

change is usually determined by the device. In the Mach-Zehnder modulator case, the modulation

voltage is determined by the the voltage difference between the electrodes required to induce a n

phase shift of the optical signals. If the modulation of the device is based on carrier-induced index

change effect, a bias voltage is necessary to deplete the carriers.

The device characteristics of a laser diode, suchasthe differential quantum efficiency, rj^/f, and

the threshold current, /rt, changes from one laser to another and varies with the temperature. In a

single laser driver design, separate control circuits for the modulation current and the threshold

current are usually provided in order to maintain a constant extinction ratio. The control circuit

is often combinedwith a monitor circuit whichconsists of a photodetector, a peakdetection circuit

and an average detection circuit for calculating the differential quantum efficiency as well as the

threshold current. Very sophisticated circuits have beendesigned so that the driver canadapt to a

wide variety of working environment and a wide range of parameters [120]. However, it is not

possible to have separate monitoring and adaptation circuits for each channel in an array environ

ment due to the packaging density requirements. Fortunately, the characteristics of individual ele

ments in a laser array are usually close [108] so that there is no need for individual adjustment.

Furthermore, the receiver has been built to accept a wide range of signals so that the stabilization

of the light signal output at the transmitter is not critical.

A fully differential circuit for driving a sink type laser array is shown in Figure 10-1. This

design contains separate external control circuits for adjusting the biasing current and the modu-
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Figure 10-1. Grcuit diagram of a fully differential driver. This circuit is for sink type laser array in which
the p-type substrate is served as the common ground.

lation current. The adjustment mechanism is common to every driver in an array. In this circuit,

the bias current is

W = 4
V*-Vbb (10.1)

for both differential channels. Similarly, the modulation current is

/mod = 4"
^mod + ^4

(10.2)
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The factor four in Eq.(lO.l) and Eq.(10.2) is due to the sizing of the current mirror.

The major difference of this laserdriver from the one that is used for single-ended application

is the additional biasing circuitry necessary to provide biasing current for the second laser. These

two biasing circuits share the same current mirror and cannot be individually adjusted.

An input buffer is provided in order to interface with the 50ft transmission lines. The outputs

from the emitter followers drive an open-collector configured differential current switch. The col

lectors of the differential current switch can then be wire-bonded to the laser diode array.

The driver circuit for a source type laser array is shown in Figure 10-2. The basic design

philosophy is similarto that shown in Figure 10-1 except the biasing current mirror has been de

signed to provide the total current for the laser diode rather than the threshold current. When one

branch of the current switch is turned on, it will sink current away from the total current supplied

by the PNP transistors and reduce the amount of current supplied to the laser diode. The per

formance of a PNP transistor is usually poorer in a bipolar process in comparison with an NPN

transistor because these processes can onlyhave lateral PNP transistors. This is not a problem for

this particular design since the PNPtransistors are not involved in high speed switching.

Alternatively, the PNP transistors can be replaced by PMOS's available in a BiCMOS process.

The PMOS can usually provide much higher driving capability and thus reduce the total area re

quirement of the driver.

10.3 Physical Circuit Layout

The physical layout of the driver circuit shown in Figure 10-1 is shownin Figure 10-3. The

size of the chip including the bonding pad for the laser diodes is 1100 /xmx800 /im. Both the

nominal biasingcurrent and the nominal modulation current are 30 mA when VA and Kmod are tied

to Va. This driver has been designed to sustain up to 40 mA of modulation and biasing current.

The total power consumption (including the power consumed at the laser diodes) is ~600 mW.

The excessive power consumed by this transmitter design is because of the highbiasing and mod

ulation current usually required for high-speed modulation. The power consumption by the

transmitter can be significantly reduced if a low-threshold multiple-quantum-well (MQW) laser

with sub-miliamp threshold current is used.
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The physical layout of a driver array based onthe circuit from Figure 10-2 for driving source

type laser diode arrays is shown in Figure 10-4. The features of this driver array are very similar

to the one for driving sink type laser diode arrays.

10.4 Simulation Results

(1) Single Transmitter

The simulated eye pattern of laser output from a single laser driver described in Section 2 is

shown in Figure 10-6 and Figure 10-7 for 1 Gbps and 2 Gbps operation, respectively. A small

Vterm

m

VEE

vcc

VEE

Figure 10-2. Grcuit diagramofa fully differential transmitter array. This circuit is forsourcetype laserarray
in which the n-type substrate is served as the common ground.
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ringing exist in both cases due to the bonding wire inductance. At 2 Gbps, a significant waveform

jitter (~80ps) can be observed.

(2) Transmitter Array

DUT-T VEE \
WMMMMMMM WMMMMWM 9MMMMMMM< 1

• i—i i

• • _|z |

/EE-T VEE

• h

•h

^^J In
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• i—i
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l±j| m 1 BBJMH—"^faM
>im i join ^Tfrx

DUT-E VEE VBDIFF <7EE VEE

Figure 10-3. Physical layout of a fully differential driver. This corresponds to the circuit shown in
Figure 10-1.
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The hybrid integrated transmitter array system assumed for the simulation is shown in

Figure 10-5 in which a bipolar driver array is wire-bonded to a laser diode array. The bonding

wires between the driver array and laser diode array introduce crosstalkand waveformdistortion for

the signals and have been accounted for in the simulations. A worst-case methodology which as-

nr — -i-iiiir -'.nuiir ~ ^inir — ^

i. -•• — - — •» HI 11-" —* . —: * H\ I lJ1 :— i-^'NI -•• —-• . -

fi-l-i-.i-i'-iVi

Figure 10-4. Physical layout of a fully differential driver array. Each cell in this array corresponds to the
circuit shown in Figure 10-2.
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Figure 10-5. Block diagram of a differential transmitter array environment

sumes all except one channel switch simultaneouslyin the same directionis used here to obtain the

maximum switching noise.

The simulated switching noise waveform for an array of size 16 consisting of identical design

is shown in Figure 10-8 and Figure 10-9 for 1 Gbps and 2 Gbps operation, respectively. The

maximum switching noise for both cases are ^5%(or -26 dB). The eye pattem of the active

channels, however, suffers a significant eye degradation at 2Gbps.

Switching noise vs. array size is shown in Figure 10-10. The Tna*mnim switching noise is less

than 5% even for an array size of 16. This is significantly less than those reported in Chapter 7 in

whicha similar driver circuit is usedto drive a single-ended configuration. The crosstalk is plotted

as a function of mutual inductance in Figure 10-11 for both single-ended and differential driver
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array. The ratio between mutual inductance and the bonding wire inductance in this figure varies

from 0.01 to 0.20. Apparently, the dominant effect of crosstalk comes from switching noise (as il

lustrated between N = 3 and N = 9) rather than mutual inductance, which rises less than 1% as the

mutual inductance varies from 0.01 to 0.2. Switching noise vs. the size of the array for both

single-ended and differentially configured driver array using BiCMOS technology to drive a com

mon n-substrate laser diode array is compared in Figure 10-12. The crosstalk is significantly less

in the differential case as compared to the single-ended case. This result is consistent with the case

in which a common p-substrate laser diode array is driven by a bipolar driver array even though the

basic circuit technologies for these two laser driver array are different.

IBU RCA ID CSLI AUG 14 1991 09:22:32
LASER TRANSMITTER T=1ns tr=2D0ps

1 I 1 T— 1 1 1 T

0.00 0.1D 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00

TIME (ns)

Figure 10-6. Simulated eye pattern of a laser driver at lGbps. The rise time of the input signal is 200ps.
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10.5 Summary

In this chapter, we describe the design and simulation results of a laser driver which can be

operated up to 2.5 Gbps with a maximum switching noise less than 5% (or —26 dB). This design

also verifies that a fully differential configuration can reduce the maximum switching noise at the

transmitter side compared with a single-ended optical interconnect with a similar driver structure.

BM RCAID CSLI AUG 14 1991 09:40:41
LASER TRANSMITTER T=5D0ps tr=200ps

0.000 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300 0.350 0.400 0.450 0.500
TIME (ns)

Figure 10-7. Simulated eye pattern of a laser driver at 2Gbps. The rise time of the input signal is 200ps.
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Figure 10-8. Simulation of switching noise for a driver array at 1 Gbps. N= 16, f,.=200ps, L=1.5 nH for
the signalbonding wire, and 0.5 nH for the power supply and ground bonding wire.
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Figure 10-9. Simulation of switching noise for a driverarray at 2 Gbps. N= 16, f,= 200 ps, L= 1.5 nH for
the signal bonding wire, and 0.5 nH for the power supply and ground bonding wire.
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SWITCHING NOISE vs. N

N

Figure 10-10. Switching noise vs. N for a differential driver array. A common p —substrate laser diodearray
is assumed.
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Figure 10-11. Crosstalk vs. mutual inductance for various driver array configurations. Mutual inductance
is measuredwith respect to the bonding wire inductance, i.e., M\L. L is assume to be O.SnH
while power decoupling capacitance is assumed to be lOnFin all cases.
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Figure 10-12. Comparison of switching noise vs. N between single-ended and differential driver array. A
common n —substrate laser diode array is assumed.
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CHAPTER 11 FULLY DIFFERENTIAL INTEGRATED OPTICAL

RECEIVER ARRAY

11.1 Introduction

A fully differential optical interconnect system using a differentially configured laser driver and

receiver, as proposed in Chapter 9, has the potential to offer the following advantages:

• Packaging constraints such as power supply decoupling are relaxed,

• Power supply and ground noise generated by surrounding electronic circuits is suppressed,

• Ideally, the threshold at the output of the receiver does not depend on the signal level, pro

viding that channel mismatch is not serious, and thus avoids having to use a sophisticated

automatic gain control mechanism to maintain a constant threshold.

In Chapter 10, we described how to implement a fully differential driver using bipolar or BiCMOS

technology. In this chapter, an OEIC (optoelectronic integrated circuit) approach34 has beenused

to design, simulate and fabricate a receiver array.35

According to the simulations, the features of this receiver array design include:

• The photodetector array and the amplifier array are monolithically integrated on the same

GaAs substrate with 400 /xm channel spacing,

• Each Metal-Semiconductor-Metal photodetector (MSM-PD) has a diameter of 80 um. Its

responsivity is between 0.25 and 0.35 A/W at 0.85 tan and its capacitance is less than 200 fF,

• The receiver hasa nominal bandwidth 800 MHz with 4KH transimpedance,

• The receiver sensitivity is -23 dBm at a bit errorrate of 10"IS,

• The power consumption of each preamp and postamp is 78mW and 170 mW, respectively,

34 OEIC technology allows both of the photodetectors and receivers to be monolithically integrated on the
same GaAs substrate.

33 The receiver design for this array is based on an earlier design for a single-ended optical interconnect sys
tem by Y. Kwark of IBM T. J. Watson Research Center.
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• The switching noise is almost negligible even with 0 dBm input light signals (^0.2%, or

£ -40 dB)

• The waveform jitter and signal distortion are negligible.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 discusses the preamp and the overall

receiver circuit design. Section 3 describes the sensitivity calculation and thepreamp optimization.

The chip photographs of a single receiver cell and the receiver array are shown in Section 4, while

the simulation results are presented in Section 5. This chapter is summarized in Section 6.

11.2 Circuit Design

11.2.1 Preamplifier Array

The block diagram of an integrated transimpedance preamplifier is shownin Figure 11-1. The

MSM-PD's are DC-coupled to the front-end of the preamplifier. Biasing of each MSM-PD is

determined by the voltage difference between the power supply of the MSM-PD andthe input node

of the preamp. In this design, a separate power supply is provided for the MSM-PD array so that

the adjustment of the bias voltage for the MSM-PD is independent of the receiver power supply.

Usually, a larger bias is preferable for an MSM-PD in order to achieve ahigher quantum efficiency.

Furthermore, a separate power supply for the MSM-PD's prevents the switching noise of the am

plifier stage from coupling into the receiver stage.

The preamplifier, as shown in Figure 11-2, consists of a cascode input stage followed by a

source follower output stage. The input and output are connected through the feedback resistor

which determines the transimpedance of this receiver. The bandwidth of this preamplifier circuit

is limited by either the input or an internal RC time constant. The input time constant is deter

mined by the feedback resistance and the total input capacitance, consisting of the detector and

amplifier input capacitance, while the internal RC time constant is determined by the load resist

ance RL and the gate capacitance of the source followers M% and M6. Since the input capacitance

(including the photodetector capacitance) is usually several times larger than the gate capacitance,

andthe feedback resistance is also several times larger than the loadresistance, the bandwidth in this

case is solely determined by the input stage, the location of the secondary pole is, however, deter

mined by stability requirements. The input resistance is dominated by the resistive Miller effect:
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DIFFERENTIAL PREAMPLIFIER

A esd

A ZSESD

Figure 11-1. Circuit block diagram of a fully differential preamplifier.

R,=
y

1 l + av (11.1)

where Rfis the feedback resistance and av is the voltage gain from input to output. Assuming the

transconductance of a GaAs MESFET is g„ while the voltage gain, av, of this circuit equals gmRLt

the input resistance can then be computed,

*,=
R,y

1 l+^m^L
(11.2)
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The input capacitance is

Ct=Cd+Cg (11.3)

where Cd and Ct are the photodetector capacitance and gate capacitance, respectively. The —3-dB

bandwidth of the transimpedance amplifier thus approximately equals

f-2dB~

OUTN

l+gmRL
2nRj{Cd+Cg)

Figure 11-2. Simplified circuit diagram of the transimpedance front-end.
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DIFFERENTIAL RECEIVER

Figure 11-3. Circuit block diagram of a complete receiver.

Assuming Cd is 200/F, Ct of the input MESFET is 100 fF, gm of the input MESFET is 5 mS, RL

is 2Kf2, R/is 4Kft, the —3-dB bandwidth thus equals 1.46 GHz. From this equation, we can also

observe that the bandwidth is inversely proportional to the feedback resistance andproportional to

the voltage gain. Therefore, there are several alternatives to improve the bandwidth of the preamp

stage, but each of them has its own limitation:

* Decrease the feedback resistance. This willusuallydecrease the phase margin ofthe circuit and

might affect the stability of the circuit. Furthermore, this also increases the thermal noise

contributed by Rfand reduces the receiver sensitivity.
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• Increase the load resistance. This will increase the dominance of the /?C-constant determined

by the load resistance and the gate capacitance of the source follower. Eventually, the band

width and stability will be determined by this RC time constant rather than the RC time con

stant of the input stage.

• Increase the size of the MESFET at the input stage to increase gm. But this will also lead to

the increase of the gate capacitance, resulting in an increase in the RC time constant of the

input stage.36

In order to provide a wider dynamic range for the receiver, the preamplifier is followed by a

clamp stage so that the output from the preamp stage does not saturate the postamp even at high

input signal level. The output of the clamp stage has been designed with an maximum differential

output of 200mV driving into a 50Q load.37 The outputs of the clamp stage are protectedwith ESD

diodes.

11.2.2 Full Receiver Array

A full receiver array, which includes both preamp and postamp, can be built using the circuit

shown in Figure 11-3. In addition to the transimpedance preamplifier and the clamp stages de

scribed in the previous subsection, there are two gain stages, a level restoration stage, and an output

buffer stage.

The circuit of a gain stage is similar to that of the transimpedance front-end except there is no

feedback resistor between the input and the output. The input voltage is first amplified by a

cascode stage followed by a source follower to serve as the buffer to the next stage. In this case,

the bandwidth is usually limited by the /?C-time constant determined by the load resistance and the

gate capacitance of the source follower. Assuming a gate capacitance of 50 fF and load resistance

of 2 Kft, the —3-dB bandwidth is 1.59 GHz. The design principle for a gain stage is to make sure

it has a similar bandwidth as compared to the preamplifier. The bandwidth is reduced when two

identical gain stages are cascaded due to the faster roll-offrate of the combined frequency response.

36 As it will become apparent in later discussions, the gainbandwidth product of a receiver is also set by the
maximum allowable power supply voltage and the technology, namely, the/r of a device.

37 This means the load is 50 CI single-ended each side and 100 CI differential.
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The level restoration circuitry has a lowpass filter to determine the DC component of the

output of the postamp so that the offset voltage incurred by the possible device mismatch within

the postamp can be compensated. This is necessary due to the presence of very large device mis

match in currently available GaAs processes. The DC response of the receiver, however, is some

what degraded due to the presence of an averaging capacitor in the lowpass filter.

The output buffer consists of several source follower cascaded in series to provide sufficient

driving capability into a 50ft load.

11.3 Receiver Sensitivity and Front-End Optimization

11.3.1 Receiver Sensitivity

It has been shown in Chapter 9 that the error probability of a fully differential transimpedance

preamplifier is

Pe =j-erfc{ ^^ ) (11.5)
V2<'Af,{l10)

because of the symmetric symbol constellation (i.e. | Vx \ —\ VQ \) and equal noise power (i.e.

<>tf,\ —oxo). In orderto achieve a bit-error-rate less than 10",s, it is necessary to have

*=4Sr*7-94 (1U>

The minimum required average optical power to achieve a bit-error-rate of 10~1S thus equals

^v^ =7.94^(1>0}-^- (11.7)

In the ideal case when noise is dominated by the thermal noise (Johnson noise) contributed by the

feedback resistor R/, we have
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Figure 11-4. Half circuit of the fully differential receiver.
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(11.8)

Assuming Rf is 4KC1, B, is 800 MHz, and the responsivity t\ejhv is 0.25A/W, the sensitivity

achievable with this receiver configuration is -26 dBm. If other noise contributions are equal to

the thermal noise of the feedback resistor, the theoretical achievable sensitivity becomes —23 dBm.

11.3.2 Preamp Optimization

A crude estimate of the receiver sensitivity was presented in the previous subsection. In this

section, the full noise expression of the preamplifier is derived in order to perform front-end opti

mization. The halfcircuit of the preamplifier shown in Figure 11-2 is drawn in Figure 11-4. In
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this half circuit, the MSM-PD is represented by an ideal current source in parallel with a capacitor

Cd. The input impedance to the preamplifier is represented by Z„ the feedback impedance is re

presented by Z/, and the load resistance of the cascode stageand the input impedance of the source

follower stage are lumped into ZL. The source follower is represented as a voltage amplifier with

amplification Av.

As shown in Appendix A, the transconductance of a cascode stage Gm can be approximated

by the transconductance gm of the first MESFET in the cascode configuration while the output

resistance can be ignored. Not shown in Figure 11-4 are

• input equivalentnoise voltage ie and noise current vc of the cascode stage,

Cgs1

Vgs1
Zd

Figure 11-5. Equivalent circuit of a cascode configured stage.
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Figure 11-6. Noise equivalent circuit of a cascode configured stage.

• input equivalent noise voltage 4/ and noise current vs/ of the source follower stage,

• noise current of the feedback resistor />, and

• shot noise 2el.

We first compute the output signal. Summing the current flowing into the input node of the

cascode stage, we have

r _ vln . vln vout
(11.9)
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where the total input impedance Ze is

_i_=_L+_L
Zl z, zd (11.10)

and has taken into account of the input impedance of the preamplifier Z, and the impedanceof the

detector Zd. In addition, the relationship between input and output voltage is vout = AvgmVi„ZL.

We can thus solve for v* in terms of veu, and substitute into Eq.(11.9):

E
m

-20

-22

-24

Sensitivity vs. FET CHANNEL WIDTH

BW- 1.6GHz

| -26 :-^^ obghz _^
l- "• — — — — — — — • — — -.-. — — — ~-*"
tn
z
UJ

-2B

-30

-32

10

0.4GHz

20 30 50 100

FET CHANNEL WIDTH (urn)
200

Bgure 11-7. Sensitivity vs. channel width of the input MESFET. The receiver bandwidth is varied from 400
MHz to 1.6 GHz.
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/ _ y<mt ( 1 I 1 \ v0"*
^I^Sm^L Zl Zf Zf

Therefore.the output voltage is

V =_ i /
routj i it , h

i (_L- +JL) i_
AyZmZt Z{ Zf Zf

Assuming AvgJZ&X, this expression can be approximated by Vimt, = —ZfIt.

(11.11)

(11.12)

SENSITIVITY vs. FET CHANNEL WIDTH
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m
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>
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-28 -
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FET CHANNEL WIDTH (urn)
200 300

Figure 11-8. Sensitivity vs. channel width of the input MESFET. The receiver bandwidth is fixed at 800
MHz while the capacitance of the MSM-PD varied from 200 fF to 800 fF.
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Using the equivalent input noise voltage and noise current of the cascode stage derived in

Appendix B, it is shown in Appendix C that the total noise voltage equals

vlut,N=(1 +y*VJ#c5 +C2sl))B4kTT -JL+(m B+2n2B2R}{C2d +C25l))4k7T -A.
AkT ,d2d , 1 , *2«Ss „,_ , \<*4B2R}(Cgsl +Cfc^

+ (2eI + ^-)RfB + ~l-( 6 4&7T + ^-^ ^_2^4^7T
58m5

2«2C2 4n4B2RkCgsl +c/c2 _ (1U3)+ 2^- 4kTTfN+ ^-S fL-SL 4kTTfN)B2

+̂ (l+j«2B2R}(Cgsl +c/)B^+4kTT^{B+fN\nfy
Sm\ L m

where>5* is the noise corner frequency38 of the flicker noise (or 1/f noise) while T is a factor that

depends on the type of FET and may theoretically have numerical values between 1/3 and 2/3.

The value 2/3 has been used throughout the calculations in this chapter.

Assuming a GaAs process with Cgt0 + Ctd0 - 1.6/F/^m,£m0 = 150^5//*w, the/r of the intrinsic

MESFET39 thus equals ~15GHz. The parameters Csx0, Cs<a, and &* are the gate-source parasitic

capacitance, the gate-drain parasitic capacitance, and the transconductance, respectively. The

available voltage gain is then limited to /r/1.55 where B is the amplifier bandwidth.40 From the

above noise expression, it can be shown that maximizing Rfalso maximizes the sensitivity of the

receiver, subjecting to the constraint imposed by Eq.(11.4). Using this noise expression, the sensi

tivity is plotted as a function of the channel width of the MESFET used at the front-end in

Figure 11-7 for various bandwidth requirements. The gate capacitance and the transconductance

of the front-end are assumed to be Ct= W{Cg* + Ci<ffl) andgm - Wg^ respectively, where Wis the

width of the channel. The noise comer frequency is assumed to be 10MHz. It is clear from this

figure that an optimal channel width which maximizes the sensitivity exists. At 400 MHz band-

38 The noisecorner frequency is defined as the frequency where the total noise power spectral density is 3dB
largerthan the asymptotical noise power as the frequency approaches infinity.

39 The/r of the intrinsic MESFET equals gm/2ir(C1<fi + Cit0).
40 We require the amplifier bandwidth to be at least l.S times larger than the bandwidth determined by the
input capacitance and the feedback resistance.
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width, the optimal front-end channel width is 48 itm with a minimum achievable sensitivity of

—30 dBm. The optimal channel width increases to 49.3 /xm and 52.3 itm while the minimum

achievable sensitivity degrades to -26 dBm and -22 dBm for a receiver bandwidth of 800 MHz

and 1600 MHz, respectively. Note that the minimum sensitivity varies insignificantly overa wide

range of channel width. On the other hand, the optimal channel width is very sensitive to the de

tector capacitance, as shown in Figure 11-8. The optimal channel width for a receiver bandwidth

of 800 MHz increases from 49.3 itm to 97.37 itm when the capacitance of the detector is doubled

from 200 fF to 400 fF.

11.3.3 MSM-PD Optimization

Figure 11-9 shows a typical MSM structure with finger width W, finger spacing L, and total

photosensitive area A. An electrical field is established between adjacent fingers when a bias is ap

plied across the electrode, as shown in Figure 11-9. Each electron-hole pair generated by the in

coming photon is separated by this E-field andabsorbed by the electrodes. Therefore, one speed

limitation of such a deviceis determinedby the transit time that an electronor a hole takes to travel

to the electrode. From this aspect, a smaller finger spacing is more favorable to reduce the transit

time. On the other hand, a smaller finger spacing increases the detector capacitance and thus the

RC time constant of the front-end of the preamp. It hasbeenreported in [139] that the rise time

of the photo signal response is limited by the transit time while the fall time is limited by the RC

time constant determined by the capacitance of the detector and the resistance of the external cir

cuit. Therefore an optimal finger spacing exists which ininimizes the fall time while allows a rea

sonable rise time.

It has been shown in [129, 140] that the total capacitance of this structure is

_ _ photosensitive area

C=C° finger period <1U4>

where Q is given by
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Figure 11-9. Typical Structure of a MSM photodetector.

Cq = eo(l + er)
K{k)

(11.15)

In this expression, eo and tr are the dielectric constant of vacuum and the relative dielectric constant

of semiconductor, respectively, and K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, defined

as

K(k)=\ d<f>

0 y/l-k2sm2<f>
(11.16)
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where

2 n fingerwidth
4 finger period

£ = tan (11.17)

and k1 = y/X —k2. Using these expressions, Figure 11-10 shows the capacitance as a function of

the finger spacing for various values of finger width. The capacitance decreases monotonically with

the increase of the finger spacing for a given finger width. In contrast, Figure 11-11 showsthe total

capacitance as a function of the finger width for various values of finger spacing. A maximum

capacitance exists for each given finger spacing. The existence of such a maximum is due to the

UJ
U
z

I
o

100

CAPACITANCE vs. FINGER SPACING

r—40um

FINGER WIDTH-

2um

4um

Sum

Bum

10um

4 6

FINGER SPACING (urn)
10

Figure 11-10. Total MSM capacitance as a function of the finger spacing. Total MSM photosensitive area
has a radius of 80 pan.
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Figure 11-11. Total MSM capacitance as a function of the finger width. Total MSM photosensitive area
has a radius 80 /on.

behavior of the elliptical integral K(k), which monotonically increases with the increase of W.

However, the number of fingers decreases as the finger width increases and thus the total

capacitance is dominated by the reduction of the total number of fingers as the finger width is larger

than a few microns.41 This analysis, however, does not account for the passivation of the detector

surface which is commonly adopted to reduce the surface states and to improve the detector fre

quency response.

41 The responsivity decreases as the finger width increases while maintaining a constant finger spacing, since
the total effective photon reception area is decreased.
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Assumingthe photosensitive area has a radius of 40 /im, a finger spacing of 2 /im, anda finger

width of 2 /mi, the total capacitance will be less than 100 fF.43

11.4 Chip Photographs of the Receiver Array

11.4.1 Receiver Cell

The chip photograph of a differential preamp cell is shown in Figure 11-12. From right to left,

the preamp cell consists of two photodetectors, a transimpedance amplifier, a clamp stage, and two

output bonding pads. The power andground distribution hasalready take into the array geometry

into consideration. The channel width is limitedby the bondingpads andis 400/* whilethe channel

height is 1422 /xm.

The chip photograph of a full receiver is shown in Figure 11-13. Starting from the bottom,

the first three stages of the full receiver are the same as the preamp. The fourth stage to the eighth

stage are the first gain stage, the level restoration stage, the low-pass filtering stage, the second gain

stage, and an output buffer stage, respectively. The channel width is still 400 /an while the height

has increased to 3053 /tin.

In both cases, a fully differential analog output is provided.

11.4.2 Integrated Receiver Array

The chip photograph of a 12-preamp array with each preamp based on the design in

Figure 11-12 is shown in Figure 11-14. The preamp cell has been flipped for every other channel

in order to matchthe power and ground distribution. The power and ground pads for the preamp

are located at both endswhile separate power pads are provided for the MSM photodetector. The

size of the chip is 1422 /mix 5000 /an andthe total power consumption is 936 mW (simulation).

The chip photograph of a 6-receiver array with each receiver based on the design in

Figure 11-13 is shownin Figure 11-15. More power andground pads are provided for the receiver.

The size of the chip is 3053 /tmx2600 pan andthe total power consumption is 1.49W (simulation).

11.5 Simulation Results

43 A moreexact simulation of this photodetector structure which include other parasitic capacitance run by
Y. Kwark of IBM Watson Research indicates the total capacitance is ~200 fF.
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The simulation eye pattern of the preamplifier and full amplifier using a 40-bit pseudo random

sequence is shown in Figure 11-16 for 0 dBm, Figure 11-17 for -12 dBm, and Figure 11-18 for

—24 dBm. The upper traces of these figures show the differential output from the second gain stage

of the postamplifier while the lower traces show the output of the whole receiver. No noticeable

edge jitter or waveform distortion can be observed from these eye patterns. The waveforms at

various extinction ratios are shown in Figure 11-19 for r= 5, and Figure 11-20 for r=2. As the

extinction ratio decreases, the waveform becomes more distorted. But the waveform is still

intelligible even at r= 2. The low frequency response of the receiver is shown in Figure 11-21 for

0 dBm input. The low frequency response is obtained by sending a long stream of logical ONE

(40 bits) and observe the output to investigate the degradation. From Figure 11-21, the low fre

quency response does not have a noticeable droop during the simulation period. The switching

noise of the preamplifier array for the case where N =$ and input light level at 0 dBm is shown in

Figure 11-23 for a extinction ratio of 8 and in Figure 11-24 for a extinction ratio of 2. The maxi

mum switching noise is obtained by using the worst case model as described in Chapter 8. At 0

dBm light input and assuming perfect balance, the switching noise is less than 0.2% (or —40 dB).

mmnmm

'wzmmw^'mm

Figure 11-12. Chip photograph of a single preamplifier cell. (Design rule checked by Y. Kwark and K.
Wrenner of IBM T. J. Watson Research Center.)
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Figure 11-13. Chip photograph of a full receiver cell. Both preamplifier and postamplifier are included.
(Design rule checked by Y. Kwark and K. Wrenner of IBM T. J. Watson Research Center.)
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Figure 11-14. Chip photograph of a 12-receiver array. Each receiver has the same circuit as shown in
Figure 11-1. (Design rule checked by Y. Kwark and K. Wrenner of IBM T. J. Watson Re
search Center.)

11.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have described the design and simulation of a monolithically integrated

differential receiver using GaAs technology. An Metal-Semiconductor-Metal (MSM) structure is

used for the photodetector so that the fabrication process for the photodetector is compatible with

the GaAs E/D (Enhancement/Depletion) MESFET technology. Because of the monolithic inte

gration of the photodetector and the receiver, the capacitance of each photodetector and the adja

cent channel crosstalk have been greatly reduced. The remaining source of possible inter-channel

interference came from the switching noise due to the sharing of the same power supply and

ground. As a result of the use of a fully differential structure, we have shown from simulation that

the maximum switching noise of the receiver array when all of the receivers are switched simul

taneously is less than 0.2% (or less than —40 dB) at 0 dBm light input under ideal conditions.

This receiver is designed for a nominal speed 800 MHz with a sensitivity down to ^ - 23 dBm.

The receiveris very insensitive to the extinction ratio of the light input, and can function well even

when the extinction ratio is reduced to 2. Furthermore, it has been determined from simulation

results that the power consumption is 78 mW for the preamplifier and 170 mW for the

postamplifier.

In our simulations, we also verify that the low frequency components of the incoming data

stream can pass the receiver without any distortion. We also demonstrate the waveform jitter and
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mm

Figure 11-15. Chip photograph of a 6-receiver array. Each receiver has the same circuit as shown in
Figure 11-3. (Design rule checked by Y. Kwark and K. Wrenner of IBM T. J. Watson Re
search Center.)

distortion has been reduced compared with the same receiver structure using a single-ended optical

interconnect.

Appendix A. Derivation of Equivalent Circuit For Cascode Configured MESFET

A cascode configured MESFET pair has been shown of Figure ll-5(a), and its equivalent is

shown in (b) of the same figure. In this appendix, we compute the equivalent transconductance

Gm and output impedance Rj of the whole cascode circuit.
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Figure 11-16. Simulated eye pattern of the receiver response. Extinction ratio= 8, T=1000ps, f,= 200ps,
input light level = 0 dBm. The upper trace uses the Y-axis on the right hand side while the
lower trace uses the Y-axis on the left hand side.

In order to compute Gm, we short the output of both Figure 11-5(b) and (c) and equate the

output currents. Summing the current at the source node of the second MESFET, we have

vg2 vgs2
8m\vgs\ =TJf+J(oCgnvgs2 +Sm2vgs2 +T^

We can thus find the relationship between vgs2 and vgti
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Figure 11-17. Simulated eye pattern of the receiver response. Extinction ratio =8, T=1000ps, f,=200ps,
input light level = —12 dBm. The uppertrace uses the Y-axis on the righthand side while
the lower trace uses the Y-axis on the left hand side.

Smlygs\
vort =
*•*" 1 . 1

7^ +7gr+>C**2+£m2

The output current thus equals

»o=stem2 +7^-)v^

(Zm2 + "r—-)gmlvgs\

-FdT +-rdJ+J(oCg*2+Zm2

(11.19)

(11.20)
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Figure 11-18. Simulated eye pattern of the receiver response. Extinction ratio =8, T=1000ps, fr=200ps,
input light level = —24 dBm. The upper trace uses the Y-axis on the right hand side while
the lower trace uses the Y-axis on the left hand side.

Since &= GmvvXt Gm thus equals

Gm =
(2m2 + -rr)g>r<n 5ml

1 + l 1
+ gm2rd\

1 +

rd2 j<oCgs2
gm\ (11.21)
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Figure 11-19. Simulated eye pattern of the receiver response. Extinction ratio =5, T=1000ps, rr=200ps,
input light level = OdBm. The upper traceuses the Y-axis on the righthand side while the
lower trace uses the Y-axis on the left hand side.

Since gm2>Xlrd3i l/r*<l, and <oCgA is relatively small over the frequency range we consider (f^X

GHz), Gm = gmX in most practical cases.

The output impedance of this cascode configured pair is obtained by applying a voltage source

vs at the output, shorting the input, and measuring the input current ix from the applied source.

By inspection,

vx+ v*rt
'x - r~£ +gm2vgx2 (11.22)
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Figure 11-20. Simulated eye pattern of the receiver response. Extinction ratio = 2, T=1000ps, rr=20ups,
input light level = 0 dBm. The upper trace uses the Y-axis on the right hand side while the
lower trace uses the Y-axis on the left hand side.

and

vx+ vgS2V2
J^ +J<°CVgt2 +gmfgrt + Tdl =°

From the second equation, we can solved for vgs2 in terms of v,

y9fl =

X

rd2

J<°Cgs2 +l^- +gm2 +ir£
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Figure 11-21. Lowfrequency response of thereceiver. Extinction ratio =8,T =1OOOps, tr=200ps, input light
level = O dBm.

This can be substituted into the first equation, yields

1

X

r<ti

rd2

1 +

7£- +S«2

J°>C8*l+TdT +gm2 +T£
1

rdl

JoCgA +Tfi

gm2 + rd2

The output impedance thus equals
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Figure 11-22. Low frequency responseof the receiver. Extinctionratio= 8, T= 1OOOps, f,= 200ps,input light
level = -24 dBm.

Z*es1Q(l+-
gm2 + r<tl

JvCga +T^
(11.26)

Since g^l/r^, andjot>Cga could be ignored in the frequency range we are interested, the above

equation can be approximated by

^1*^(1+«n2r«) (11.27)
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Figure 11-23. Simulated switching noise of a preamp array. Extinction ratio =8, T=1000ps, rr=200ps,
N =8, input light level = 0 dBm. The center trace, which corresponds to the switching noise
of the quiet channel, uses the Y-axis on the left hand side, while the outer trace, which cor
responds to the output of an active channel, uses the Y-axis on the right hand side.

Therefore, the output impedance of a cascoded MESFET pair has been amplified by g^di as

compared to a single common source MESFET amplifier.

Appendix B. Derivation of Equivalent Input Noise for Cascode Configured MESFET

In this appendix, we derive the equivalent input noise voltage and noise current for a cascode

configured MESFET pair shown in Figure 11-6. Theinputnoise voltage andcurrent canbefound

by short circuit and open circuit the input of of Figure 1l-6(a) and (b) and equate the output

current.
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Figure 11-24. Simulated switching noise of a preamp array. Extinction ratio= 2, T=1000ps, f,= 200ps,
N = 8, input light level = OdBm. The center trace, which corresponds to the switching noise
of the quiet channel, uses the Y-axis on the left hand side, while the outer trace, which cor
responds to the output of an active channel, uses the Y-axis on the right hand side.

We first short circuit the input of both of Figure 1l-6(a) and (b), and sum the current flowing

into the source node of the second MESFET:

fe-^-osis/2 ss2

*g2 +'rfl +-J— +J°>CgS2Vgs2 +gm2vgs2 +T^

We can thus solve vgt2 in terms of other parameters:
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te + *g2 - kl
V2= ; r- (i i.29)

>^x2+75T +̂ 2 +7^-

the output current of (a) is

/<? =(^m2 +7^")v^~te
*<a + fo ~ ki .

J to
><^2-r —

1+ 7^-

*™2 + ^

>**+•& (1U0)
fc2 ~ »«rfl j <<C

1
&n2 + rdl

Using the expression of Gm derived in Appendix A., the output current in Figure 1l-6(b): is

'- = : V, (11.31)

7^+>cs*2
1+— 7

&n2 + rd2

Equating these two expressions, we cantherefore find the equivalent noise voltage v,

i JmCga + y-

v'=1^~(/*2 ~/dl 1 W <! 132>
ta +TS"

The noise spectral density of v, is
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2^,2 , 1
°> CgS2 + —

v?=-h (&+4 + -% 4) (n.33)

If we ignore the gate leakage current and assume g„a > y—, the above expression can be simplified

2C2

5ml gm2 gm2rd\

Since g^lcoQa canbe recognized asthe current gain of the second MESFET, the equivalent noise

voltage is therefore dominated by 4i at low frequency as (^ is divided by the current gain when it

is referred back before the input stage.

Now we open the input circuit, and sum the current flowing into the source node ofthe second

MESFET:

']?1 VgS2 vgs2
gml j<oCgsl ~lS2 +** +-TdY+J(oCg*2v8s2 +gm2Vgs2+-rdY-id2 =0 (H-35)

We can thus solve vga in terms of other parameters:

'gsl8mlJ^7id2 +is^^
V2= i r- (n-36)

><ia +75r +«-2 +̂ -

the output current of (a) is
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'o = (Sm2+Tr-)V2-'<Crdl

*gl
'gslz^frczr+te+te-t*

1 ldl
J<oCgq+ —

X
gm2 + TT-

42 (11.37)

*»<*!+-rhr
gm2 "•" r.

11 >»^+^r

Using the expression of Gm derived in Appendix A., the output current in (b) of Figure 11-6 is

• gm\ H

0 1 4., r >»<w (11'38)y—+J<oCg!2 ' i'\
1+— i—

te +Tg-

Equating these two expressions, wecan therefore find the equivalent noise voltage v,

If we ignore the gate leakage current of the both MESFET's, the equivalent input noise current

spectral density thus equals

0 to Ca-i _ to C-o i _

'/=—r-(4 +(—r-+Tr)4) (ii.40)
Anl 5m2 5w2rdl
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Therefore, the noise current U is attenuated by the current gain of the MESFET once while fa is

attenuated by the current gain twice when they are referred to the input.

From the above derivation, we show that the noise coming from the second stage is relatively

small compared with the first stage. As a first order approximation, we will ignore the noise com

ponent coming from the second stage in the rest of this appendix and the main discussion in Section

3.

In a GaAs MESFET, two major sources contributed to fr (1) Thermal noise due to the

resistive nature of the channel 4kTTgm, (2) Flicker noise (or 1//noise) 4kTTgMf where T is a

factor which depends on the type of the MESFET while fN is the noise corner frequency of the

flicker noise. The equivalent input noise voltage and current spectral density therefore equals

v'=4OTir(1+T} <1L41>

,.2 4»2/<&i tAm._ „ , fN
gm\

$= j (U1Tgm(X +J.)) (11.42)

AppendixC. Noise Calculation of the Preamplifier

Note that the input equivalent noise voltage and current of the cascode stage are ie and ve, re

spectively, the input equivalent noise voltage and current of the source follower stage are 4/ and

v,/, respectively, the noise current of the feedback resistor is />, and the shot noise is /.

In order to calculate the contribution of the output noise voltage due to ve, we short circuit all

the other voltage noise and open circuit all the current source. Since

~z7~+^"= zf— (»•«)

and v„r =s AvgmVuZt., the outputnoise voltage due to ve thus equals
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zd zf
vout,vc —~~i i i ] i yc

Z, gmZLAv yZd^Z^Zf> (11.44)

assuming ^Zz^^l. We then calculate the contribution due to 4- Surnming the current flowing

into the input node of the cascode stage, we have

lc =Yr + Z (HAS)

where

^=i+i- <ll46>

In addition, the relationship between input and output voltage is v0U( = y4v^mvOTZL. We can thus

solve for vm in terms of vout and substitute into the previous equation:

vout . X , X v vout ,,, „~v

Therefore.the output noise voltage contributed by 4 is

v<mtjc=—i r—i r~'< (1L48>
(—— + —) —^^gmZL KZ{ +z/ zf
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Assuming AvgmZL>X, this expression can be approximated by vou^e ——Z/ic. Similarly, the noise

voltage due to / and ifare, respectively:

vout,l~ j 11 1

wt(^+Vt (1L49)
* -Zji

and

youtf- J j j j lf
AvgmZL{^[ +'Zf)-'Zf (11.50)

--zh

The output noise voltage contributed by the noise current of the source follower can be found by

solving

V°"L ^ -Sr (11-51)Zy Z,

Therefore,

v<« = p* i—vout (11-52)

On the other hand,

v<mt =^v(gmym +^L (11.53)
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The output noise voltage contributed by isf thus equals

Assuming Avgml{X + Z//Z/)>1, the above expression can be approximated by

1 Zf

Similarly, we can find the noise voltage contributed by vtf is

Ay
vout,vsf= J^- V (11.56)

AVgm

z^+i>

Since Avgml(X + Z/IZ/^X in this case, we can approximate the above expression with

Vo«»,,j/= Avvt/. This is usually not surprising because of the circuit has a source follower configura

tion.

The total noise voltage thus equals

Z 7

vouttN=(1 +^r">c ~(<c +1+'/)Z/+ ^- (1 +-gr)V+V (1 l-57)

Using Z/= Rf, Zd —XtfooCd, Z' = l/yoC, the totalnoise spectral density is

vlut,N=(1 +<°2RfCd>2 +(i +2e/+*/)*/ +-j- (1 +a>2R}cf)i2f+ y)f (11.58)
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Substituting the equivalent input noise voltage and current derived in Appendix B to the previous

equation, the total noise spectral density can therefore be computed:

vL,tf= (1 +4nYR}C2d)4kTT-±r(X+jt)
4n2fC2 f+< ^4kTTgml(X+^) +2eI +̂ )R} (1I59)

gml J f

^jCgsS A,_^_ „ , fN x , 4kT v . Atrr^ X „ . /n
2

gml gm5

+-f-(1+4»2/*/2C?)( "* ^ 4A7TgmS(l +J£) +i|I)+4A7T-^ (1 +̂-)
Ami J(m< J Li J

where £mi and £„* are the transconductance of Ml and M5, respectively, IDX and //* are the drain

current of Ml and M5, respectively, C,= Cd+ CgtX, CgtX and Cgt$ arethe gatecapacitance of Ml and

M5, respectively. Assuming a bandwidth of B, the total noise voltage variance thus equals

vUfi=(1 +y «2B2R}{C2d +4,))54A:7r -JL+(]n*+2n2B2RJ{C2d +C2sl))"^^
4&T -) 1 4ir 5C„5 16w B Rr(Css\ + C#) Css5

+ 2 4kTTfN + - 4kTTfN)B
gmS gtnS

+̂ {X+^n2B2R}(CgsX +Cd)2)B^ +4kTT-^(B+fN]nB)
gml L
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CHAPTER 12 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

12.1 Summary

We demonstrated in this thesis that using a dense optical interconnect system in a high per

formance digital system can increase the packaging density and interconnect bandwidth as com

pared to an existing metal interconnect system. However, using dense optical interconnect in a

noisy digital system can introduce crosstalk in both the optical and electrical domains. This thesis

has focused on analyzing and solving these problems.

The major results obtained in this thesis are:

• Electrical interference is the dominant noise source in a dense optical interconnect system and

limits the high-speed system performance. This interference includes adjacent-channel cross

talk through the parasitic coupling capacitance and inductance contributed by the packaging,

as well as through the sharing of a common power supply. A simulation approach has been

used to determine the performance degradation due to these interference sources for various

transmitter and receiver structures. A fully differential structure is essential for both laser driver

and receiver in order to minimize switching noise, and a large driver and receiver array (^16)

can be realized using this differential structure.

• Using a 1-dB power penalty criterion at a bit-error rate of 10_1S, the maximum allowable op

tical crosstalk in a dense single-modewaveguide system cannot exceed —12 dB if the frequency

spacing between adjacent waveguide sources or the laser linewidth is much larger than the re

ceiver bandwidth. When the waveguides share the same light source, the maximum allowable

crosstalk cannot exceed —30 dB. If —30 dB is the maximum allowable crosstalk, the mini

mum center-to-center spacing between single-mode waveguides is ^— 11 pm.

• Instead of increasing density in the spatial domain, it is possible to multiplex more than one

channel into the same fiber/waveguide by using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). In

this case, the leakage of the optical filter and the chirp of the laser limit the minimum channel

spacing that can be achieved. Assuming typical laser and receiver parameters, we show that a
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WDM system using OOK and Fabry-Perot filter can achieve 37 GHz channel spacing with

each channel transmitting at 2 Gbps.

• Clock distribution is a critical issue for a high-performance digital systems. Large-fanout op

tical clock distribution can be achieved with a multi-stage tree structure using semiconductor

or erbium-doped fiber optical amplifiers. A low skew (^20 ps) and large fanout (^10*) clock

distribution system can be achieved with this multi-stage structure. We have demonstrated a

two-stage low-skew distribution system experimentally with an erbium-doped fiber amplifier.

• Using a statistical timing model, we examined the timing requirements of two approaches for

designing a synchronous interconnect system: (1) A conservative approach in which the data

is not transmitted until the previously transmitted datais received. (2) An aggressive pipelined

approach in which the data is transmitted as fast as the interconnect allows. We show that the

interconnect delay and the random skew dominate the interconnectcycle time in the conserv

ative approach, while the random timing skew dominates the interconnect cycle time in the

aggressive approach. For an interconnect system with 1000 ps propagation delay, the system

cycle time increases by 20% and by a factor of three, respectively, for conservative and ag

gressive approaches as the standard deviation of the random skew increases from 1 ps to 10

ps.

Based on this analysis, a fully differential optical interconnect structure is proposed, analyzed

and prototyped in this thesis. A fully differential optical interconnect has the following advantages:

• The latency of the receiver is minimized because this interconnect structure does not require

encoding/decoding and serialization/deserialization of the data stream.

• The receiver structure can be simplified because the decision threshold at the output of an

interconnectdoes not depend on the absolute valueof the incoming signal. Furthermore, this

interconnect architecture is not sensitive to the DC content of the incomingdata stream.

• It is less vulnerable to power and ground noise due to the use ofa differential structure for both

drivers and receivers.
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However, this interconnect structure might suffer performance degradation when there is a mis

match between differential channels. It has been determined that a 40% total channel mismatch

would result in a 2.2 dB power penalty.

A fully differential driver using an advanced siliconbipolar process and a monolithically inte

grated receiver array using a GaAs process have also been designed and implemented to verify this

fully differential optical interconnect concept. Simulation results indicate that this driver and re

ceiver array are fully functional at a data rate over 1 Gbps with minimal switching noise.

12.2 Future Work

There are a few potential extensions of the work reported in this thesis. These extentions can

be categorized into three areas:

• using multi-mode waveguides for dense optical interconnects,

• fault-tolerant interconnect architecture,

• impact of optical interconnects on computer architecture,

• integration of optical interconnects with photonic or electronic switching.

12.2.1 Multi-Mode Waveguide

The analysis of the crosstalk power penalty in Chapter 5 was based on the assumption that

single-mode waveguides are used. However, multi-mode waveguides are still widely used for very

short distance interconnect due to their simplicity in packaging and their tolerance to alignment

error.43 Therefore, an investigation of the mode coupling between multi-mode waveguides would

be of practical interest. This analysis is very compHcated because the actual coupling depends on

the launching condition from the hght source into the waveguides. However, an upper bound of

power coupling between waveguides can be obtained by assuming all of the optical power is cou

pled into the mode which has the largest evanescent field outside of the waveguide.

43 Accuracy of light coupling for a single-modewaveguidehas to be within a micron while this accuracy can
be relaxed to about 50% to 80% of the diameter of a multi-mode waveguide, depending on the numerical
aperture of the waveguide.
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Using multi-mode fiber or waveguide also introduces the modal noise problemasdescribed in

Chapter 1. Modal noise can be eliminated using a wide-linewidth or small-coherence-length Ught

source, such as:

• light emitting diode. This is the least expensive Ught source. But its modulation speed is

limitedand therefore not suitable for high-speed operation.

• Superluminicent diode. It usuaUy has a similar structure as a laser diode with antireflection

coating on both facets to prevent it from lasing. It usually provides much higher power but

its cost is comparable to a laser diode.

• Self-pulsating laser. It has already been widely used in commercial electronics, such as CD

players, but the modulation speed is limited due to the presence of a self-pulsating frequency.

• Premodulation. In contrast to a self-pulsating laser, which reUes on the modification of the

laser structure to introduce the self-pulsating phenomenon, the Unewidth of the laser can be

broadened with premodulation [15]. The premodulation circuitry can be integrated with the

laser driver and a very compact packaging of a transmitter array canbe achieved.

12.2.2 Fault-Tolerant Interconnect Architecture

Some of the current optoelectronic components such as laser diodes used for an optical inter

connect system still have reliability problems. These problems are further aggravated in a dense

optical interconnect system because the failure of any single component wiU bring down the whole

system. A fault-tolerant system should therefore be able to survive any single component failure

inside the interconnect system. Redundancy can beintroduced by using error correcting codes on

the data stream across parallel data channels orby replicating crucial components of an intercon

nect. It may also be possible to achieve this goal through innovative circuit design.

12.2.3 Impact of Optical Interconnects on Computer Architecture

This thesis focused on the point-to-point optical interconnect system for applications at the

multi-chip module level, the printed circuit board level, and the backplane level. The basic as

sumption is to have a direct replacement of each existing metal interconnect that becomes a per

formance bottleneck with an optical interconnect, so thatthe computer architecture is not affected.
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However, the fact that optical interconnects can offer smaller latency and larger bandwidth also has

the potential of impacting the existingcomputer architecture design.

Most of the existing computer architecture designs introduce a prohibitive penalty for inter-

processor communication due to the low bandwidth serial link between processors. This situation

exists for a mesh-connected multiprocessor, N-cube, systolic array, and wavefront array

[2, 171, 172]. Parallel optical interconnects can significantly increase the bandwidth available be

tween processors and would change the fundamental assumptions for designing future paraUel al

gorithms.

12.2.4 Integration of Optical Interconnect with Electronic or Photonic
Switching

As VLSI technology and the RISC computer architecture become mature for central process

ing units (CPU's), it is apparent that high-speed high-capacity switching is essential for achieving

higher performance in general-purpose multi-processor architecture. Switching functions can be

integrated with a dense optical interconnect system by either using an electronic switch or a

photonic switch. In the first case, the mature electronic circuit or packet switching technology

would be combined with the optical interconnect technology described in this thesis to provide a

very high bandwidth switching function. In the second case, space division or wavelength division

switching can be combined with the optical interconnect technology to provide even higher band

width between input and output ports.
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